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A SURVEY OF STATUTORY CHANGES IN
NORTH CAROLINA IN 1947
This article is designed to discuss some of the statutory changes,
effected by the 1947 General Assembly, which are of particular interest
to lawyers. It is not intended to be a complete survey of all new laws.
The article was prepared largely by faculty of the Law School of the
University of North Carolina, with the assistance of Thomas G. Dill
and J. T. Rendleman, student members of the LAW REVIEW Staff. Grate-
ful acknowledgment is made to Mr. Harry W. McGalliard, Research
Director, General Statutes Commission, for preparation of the material
dealing with attachment and garnishment, and to Mr. W. D. Holoman,
Chief Counsel, Employment Security Commission, for preparation of
the material on employment security.
The abbreviation "C.," unless otherwise indicated, refers to a Chap-
ter of the 1947 North Carolina Session Laws, and, unless the context
otherwise indicates, the abbreviation "G. S." refers to the North Carolina
General Statutes of 1943.
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
R. 23 sets up a commission "for the purpose of making a thorough
study of the problems in connection with the administration of justice
in the State of North Carolina, with a view of making recommendations
in the form of proposed legislation for consideration by the 1949 session
of the General Assembly." The Commission is to consist of 23 mem-
bers, representative of the bar, the courts, the court clerks, the legis-
lature, the law schools, the Attorney General, the solicitors, and the lay
public. It is to hold its first meeting not later than September 1, 1947,
and present its report to the Governor not later than November 1, 1948,
after a public hearing. The Commission, with the approval of the Gov-
ernor and Council of State, is authorized to employ a research director
and a clerical assistant.
The resolution, jointly sponsored1 by the N. C. State Bar and the
N. C. Bar Association, does not limit or particularize the scope of the
Commission's work. The Commission itself will have to decide which
problems can best be dealt with in the fourteen months available for the
preparation of its first report. It is thought that from four to six years
may be required for the completion of the entire undertaking.
The Commission project originated in the following experience. In
1 See the notes of the January 17, 1947, and the March 4, 1947, meetings of the
Council, in the North Carolina State Bar section of this issue of the NoarT CARO-
LINA LAW REvIEw.
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the late fall of 1946, Mr. Fred B. Helms, of Charlotte, the President of
the North Carolina State Bar, mailed to the 2,250 lawyers and judges who
are. members of the State Bar, a questionnaire, seeking their approval
or disapproval and comments on four proposals for "1. A Director-
Administrator for the Superior Courts of North Carolina. 2. Three
subdivisions of State for rotation of Superior Court Judges. 3. Increas-
ing salaries of Supreme and Superior Court Judges. 4. Providing an
office and a secretary for each regular Superior Court Judge." Mr.
Helms has thus summarized the response: "You will recognize the four
questions as merely four of the things which the Federal Courts have
inaugurated after prolonged experience and study. I did not submit
these as definite legislative proposals, but merely as a concrete starting
point for consideration and comment. I had expected to receive a
minimum of 500 and a maximum of 750 replies. To my amazement and
delight, the replies probably aggregated 1,500. I, frankly, expected that
Questions 1 and 4 would be defeated. The results of the vote, how-
ever, were surprising. Most of the replies were either for or against
all four questions. Those who voted for or against all four proposals
were approximately five to one against. A great many divided their
votes and quite a few either voted for or against only one or two of the
questions. However, the total vote on Question No. 1 was more than
two to one for it and the total vote on Question No. 4 was more than
three to one for it."
2
In addition, the hundreds commenting on the proposals suggested
and discussed many others: the reorganization of the inferior courts,
including that of the justice of the peace; provisions for chambers busi-
ness and pretrial procedure as a part of the rotation system for superior
court judges; the appointment and assignment of superior court judges
and the arrangement of terms by the Supreme Court; the regulation of
procedure by rules of the Supreme Court; provisions for assistants, re-
districting and salary increases for solicitors; and arrangements for more
effective supervision of executors, administrators and trustees.
Thus a basis has been laid for a comprehensive study of means for
the improvement of the administration of justice in North Carolina.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
The rapid expansion of regulation of enterprise by means of admin-
istrative agencies brought with it the problem of bringing the mush-
rooming control agencies under control. The long struggle to bring
the multitude of diverse boards, bureaus, commissions, and the like under
some needed uniform requirements as to their procedure, and to afford
fundamental protection to the persons affected by their activities,' re-
'Letter of April 23, 1947.
'For a review of some of the measures, state and federal, proposed up to that
time see Statutory Changes in N. C. in 1941, 19 N. C. L. REv. 435-440 (1941).
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cently .resulted in the Federal Administrative Procedure Act 2 which
may prove to be one of the statutes constituting landmarks in legal his-
tory. The Act sets basic requirements for the procedures of federal
administrative agencies and for judicial review.
No comparable state statute has been enacted, but it is clear that the
legislature which created the numerous and varied state administrative
agencies is not content with the functioning of all of them. Resolution 31
points out that there are twenty-one examining boards in the state which
license and regulate trades, professions, or businesses, and then names
the boards. 3 It further recites that due to the wide differences in the
practices of these boards and the laws under which they function 4 it is
thought that the public interest demands an investigation of such prac-
tices and laws. Accordingly the governor is directed to appoint a com-
mission of five members, three from the membership of the house and
two from the senate, and the commission is given the duty of studying
and investigating the boards in a number of specified particulars, some
of which are of especial interest and importance. The fourth is as to
whether the powers of the boards have been used to suppress competi-
tion. This is of interest because it has been long suspected that some
of these agencies set up by the legislature to safeguard the public interest
actually were designed to exclude competition, an objective usually con-
sidered to be to the detriment of the public interest.5 Apparently the
legislature has come to entertain at least a suspicion that such may be
the case. The fifth matter for investigation is as to whether the practices
of the boards are in the public interest, and the seventh is the extent to
which 'the authority of board members has been used in aid of their
private enterprises. The eighth is an elastic clause, and authorizes any
other inquiry into the activities of the boards which the commission may
deem pertinent to the study and investigation. It is obvious that the
lives as well as the practices of some of these agencies may be at stake,
for the commission is to recommend legislation to amend existing laws
160 $TAT. 237 (1946) as amended, 5 U. S. C. A. §§1001-1011 (Supp. 1946).
See Nathanson, Some Comments on the Administrative Procedure Act, 41 ILL. L.
REV. 368 (1946).
'It is hard to understand why the enumeration includes the State Board of
Law Examiners instead' of its parent agency, the North Carolina State Bar, since
the resolution specifically covers investigation of license revocations as well as
issue of licenses, and revocation of license (disbarment) is under the authority of
the council of the state bar. G. S. §84-28.
For a study of the diverse statutory provisions for judicial review of state
administrative agencies see Hoyt, Shaping Judicial Review of Administrative
Tribuiials, 16 N. C. L. REv. 1 (1937). The needless diversities in statutes appli-
cable at that time to certain administrative tribunals were discussed in Hanft and
Hamrick, Haphazard Regimentation Under Licensing Statutes, 17 N. C. L. REv. 1
(1938).
' State v. Harris, 216 N. C. 746, 761-762, 6 S. E. 2d 854, 864-865 (1940);
Hanft and Hamrick, supra note 4, at 4.
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or to abolish boards the continuation of which is found to be not in the
public interest.
The commission has the usual powers to conduct hearings, admin-
ister oaths, and issue subpoenas. A legal problem may arise from the
fact that the chairman or other member designated by him is given
power to punish for contempt while the commission is conducting its
investigation, as provided in Chapter 5 of the General Statutes. Chap-
ter 5 sets forth generally the contempt power. Some courts hold that
the power to punish for contempt is inherently judicial, and cannot be
conferred on bodies other than the courts except by the constitution.6
The North Carolina holding that the Industrial Commission has inherent
power to punish for contempt 7 is not applicable to the commission pro-
vided for here because that holding was founded on the point that the
Industrial Commission exercises powers of a judicial nature, which this
new investigating commission plainly does not. However, although
called "judicial" the contempt power is uniformly said to be inherent
in American legislatures." But here the legislature is not punishing for
contempt, nor authorizing a legislative committee to do so;9 the com-
mission, although to be composed of members of the legislature and to
recommend legislation, is a body appointed by the governor. Neverthe-
less it is acting as an arm of the legislature, and as such may, by some
authority, be given the contempt power ;1o also authority allowing -the
contempt power to be granted legislative committees11 could be invoked
to cover this situation by analogy not altogether remote.
ATTORNEYS
Solicitation of Legal Services
C. 573 amends the State Bar Act1 so as to prohibit the solicitation
of legal services or of agreements for legal services, whether to be
rendered in North Carolina or elsewhere, and the division of fees in
connection therewith. The sanctions are criminal penalties for a mis-
demeanor, injunction at the suit of the State Bar or of any Solicitor,
and judicial discipline of attorneys. The ban on division of fees does
not apply where the case or matter comes to the attorney legitimately.
'Langenberg v. Decher, 131 Ind. 471, 31 N. E. 190 (1892).
'In re Hayes, 200 N. C. 133, 156 S. E. 791 (1931).
' Note, The Power of Administrative Agencies to Commit for Contempt, 35
COL. L. Rxv. 578 (1935); cf. McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U. S. 135 (1927).
'It is unusual to give the contempt power to a legislative committee. Generally
the party is brought before the house and there punished for contempt of the legis-
lature. Note, 35 COL. L. Rav. 578 n. 16 (1935).
"0Ex parte Sanford, 236 Mo. 665, 139 S. W. 376, 383 (1911) (concurring
opinion to the effect that an administrative agency which acts as an arm of the
legislature has inherent contempt power).
E' x parte Parker, 74 S. C. 466, 55 S. E. 122 (1906). Cases both ways on
this point are cited in Note, 35 CoL. L. Ray. 578 n. 17 and 18 (1935).
G. S. §§84-15, 84-37. The amendment adds §84-38.
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This Act, sponsored by the State Bar,2 was based in part on statutes
in Georgia,3 New York,4 and South Carolina.3 It is aimed primarily
at the solicitation by "runners" by a few law firms in Chicago, New
York, St. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Oakland, Caifornia, and Balti-
more, many of them affiliated with interested labor unions on a split-fee
basis, of claims and litigation arising out of injuries and deaths of rail-
road employees and merchant seamen. To a lesser extent, it is aimed at
the solicitation by representatives of northern "labor relations advisors"
of agreements with employers for legal services, such as the drafting and
negotiation of collective bargaining contracts with unions and appear-
ances before government agencies. The Act does not purport to prohibit
the voluntary unsolicited employment by a North Carolina client of non-
resident counsel.
The major evil aimed at by the Act is illustrated by the record0 in
the recent case of In re Badgett.7 After the death of a railroad em-
ployee, his widow and administfatrix was solicited by representatives
of the union, to which the deceased had belonged, and of a Baltimore
lawyer, to put the claim under the Federal Employer's Liability Act
in the latter's hands for collection on a 25 per cent contingent fee. This
was to be divided, 6 per cent to the union and 19 per cent to the lawyer.
The claim, without litigation, was settled for $15,000. The Badgett
litigation arose over the method of distributing the proceeds, less attor-
ney's fees. It is understood that upon the adninistratrix' threat to sue
to cancel the agreement with the Baltimoreattorney as champertous, he
returned his share of the fee to the clerk of court.
The point is that under Section 6° of the Federal Employers Liabil-
ity Act, suits for injury to or death of most railroad employees can be
brought where the cause of action arose or where the defendant resides
or is doing business. The venue being fixed by Congress, the courts
have felt themselves powerless,10 on any consideration of forum non
conveniens or of the public interest, to prevent plaintiffs from bringing
suits wherever the railroad is doing business, often at great distances
from the scene of the accident. To correct this situation, Congress is
2 See the North Carolina State Bar section of this issue of the NORTH CARo-
rINA LAW REvIEW, report of the January, 1947, meeting of the Council.*Acts 1946, No. 564.
' PxiNA LAW (McIiNNEY'S CoNsoL. LAws OF NEW YORK, ANNOrATED, BooK
39) §§270-a, 276, 280.
r Acts Extra Session 1946, No. 867.
Page 16.
S226 N. C. 92, 36 S. E. 2d 658 (1946). And see Winters, Interstate Com-
merce in Damage Suits, 29 Joum. Am. JuD. Soc. 135 (1946).
'45 U. S. C. A. §§51 et seq.
'Id. §56.
" Baltimore & Ohio R.R. v. Kepner, 314 U. S. 44 (1941); Miles v. Illinois
Central R.R., 315 U. S. 698 (1942). Compare Gulf Oil Corp. v. Gilbert, 67
Sup. Ct. 839 (1947).
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now considering the Jennings Bill, H. R. 1639, which would amend
.Section 6 of the F.E.L.A. so as to require suit where the accident
occurred or where the injured employee resides; only when the railroad
could not there be served, could suit be brought wherever the company
is doing business.
Testimony at hearingslo" before the House Judiciary Committee on
the Jennings Bill indicates the extent of the "traffic in law suits" under
the F.E.L.A. From 1941 to 1945, some fifty railroads reported that of
2,512 of these imported suits, 2,319, or 92.3 per cent, were transported
to or within the five states of Illinois, New York, Minnesota, Missouri
and California. The reports indicate also that this concentration of
business has been almost exclusively for the benefit of a handful of
lawyers. One Chicago lawyer handled 439 suits and claims for injuries
arising in Pennsylvania and ninety occurring in Michigan. Another
Chicago lawyer had eighty-four suits which arose in California and
Arizona alone. One Oakland, California, law firm had 241 suits im-
ported from Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada alone. Minneapolis-
St. Paul lawyers (some with offices also in Chicago) filed 429 suits in
Minnesota and Illinois-many from points as remote as California,
Mississippi, and Florida. One New York City lawyer handled 113
cases arising in Pennsylvania alone. One East St. Louis lawyer handled
sixty-two cases brought in from various states. Of 776 suits filed in
Illinois, only eighty-one were from that state; of 420 filed in New York,
only fifty were from that state; of 237 filed in Minnesota, only one was
from that state; of 190 filed 'in Missouri, only twenty-six were from
that state; of 696 filed in California, only 388 were from that state.
The cases came from every state in the union, including North Carolina.
Those filed in the state of origin had been transported from the area
where the plaintiff resided or the accident occurred, to the cities where
the soliciting law firms had their offices, as from southern Illinois to
Chicago, or from southern California to Oakland. The Jennings Bill
has been endorsed by the American Bar Association, by many state
and local bar associations, and by the railroads.
As Mr. Justice Frankfurter said, in dissenting from Baltimore and
Ohio R. v. Kepner:"1
10a Hearings on H. R. 1639, before Subcommittee No. 4, House Judiciary Com-
mittee, 80th Cong., 1st Sess., March 28, April 1, 14 and 18, 1947, Serial No. 4.1 ' Supra note 10, at 57-58. Compare the remarks of Mr. Justice Jackson, con-
curring in Miles v. Illinois Central R.R., supra note 10, at 706: "Realistically con-
sidered, the issue is earthy and unprincipled. ... Whether a plaintiff with a
cause of action under the Federal Employers' Liability Act ... may go shopping
for a judge or a jury believed to be more favorable than he would find in his
home forum.... The judiciary has never favored this sort of shopping..... But
the judges 'with lawyerly indirection have not avowed the interest of the judiciary
in orderly resort to the courts as a basis for their decision, and hav6 cast their
protective doctrines in terms of sheltering defendants against vexacious and
19471
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"It does not comport with equity and justice to allow a suit
to be litigated, in a forum where, on the balance, unnecessary
hardship and inconvenience would be cast upon one party with-
out any compensatingly fair convenience to the other party, but
where, on the contrary, the suit might more conveniently be
litigated in another forum available equally to both parties.
"This doctrine of justice applies with especially compelling
force where the conveniences to be balanced are not merely con-
veniences of conflicting private interests but where there is added
the controlling factor of public interest. The so-called 'conven-
ience' of a railroad concerns the important national function of
which the railroads are the agency. As in other phases of fed-
eral railroad regulation, the interests of carriers, employees, and
the public must be balanced. Because of the 'direct concern of
the public' in maintaining an economic and efficient railroad sys-
tem, a unanimous Court, speaking through Mr. Justice Brandeis,
held that a carrier may not be sued by a plaintiff where, under the
circumstances of the particular facts, such suit would impose an
unfair burden upon railroads and thereby upon the nation. Davis
v. Farmers Co-operative Co., 262 U. S. 312."
Lawyers have been disbarred 12 for solicitation in these cases. And
injunction proceedings instituted by railroads against the soliciting law-
yers, are now pending in Chicago and elsewhere. Even if the Jennings
Bill becomes law, there will be need for vigilance from the State Bar
and for the remedies provided by the new North Carolina law..
BEER AND WINE
By virtue of C. 1084, counties and municipalities may decide by
election whether beer or wine or both are to be sold within their bor-
ders. The procedure calls first for a petition, signed by 15 per cent
"of the registered voters of the county that voted for Governor in the
last election," to the county board of elections, requesting an election
on the sale of wine or of beer or of both. The county board must call
and conduct the election. This first step contemplates only a county-
wide election with county-wide results. If the beverage or beverages
voted are opposed by a majority of those voting, their sale will be
illegal in the county after sixty days from election day. However, in
such event, any municipality of 1,000 or more population, "according
to the last Federal census," may conduct its own election, upon receipt
by the governing body of a petition signed by 15 per cent "of the regis-
harassing suits. This judicial treatment of the subject of venue leads Congress
and the parties to think of the choice of a forum as a private matter between
litigants and in case like the present obscures the public interest in venue practices
behind a rather fantastic fiction that a widow is harassing the Illinois Central
Railroad."
a It re Rowe, 4 F. Supp. 35 (E. D. N. Y. 1933); In re O'Neill, 5 F. Supp,
465 (E. D. N. Y. 1933).
(Vol. 25
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tered voters of said municipality that voted for the governing body of
such municipality in the last primary or general election in whichever
was voted the greater number of votes." The governing body must call
and onduct the municipal election.
One point worthy of note is that if wine is favored at either the
county-wide or municipal election, then the appropriate governing body
may issue licenses "as provided in Chapter 18 of the General Statutes"
for the sale of wine, not only as defined in G. S. §18-64, but also as
defined in G. S. §18-99, "notwithstanding any Public, Special, Local or
Private Act to the contrary, whether passed before or after the ratifica-
tion of this Act." Actually, counties and municipalities are not author-
ized by G. S. c. 18 to issue licenses for the sale of wine as defined in
§18-99.1 This latter, known as "sweet" wine, is a form of fortified
wine,2 and fortified wines may be sold only in ABC stores.3  However,
there is an exception to the latter rule in the case of "sweet" wines, in
that they may be sold, in counties which have ABC stores, by Grade A
hotels and restaurants for on premises consumption and by drug stores
and grocery stores for off premises consumption, such sales to be subject to
rules and regulations of the State Board of Alcoholic Control. 4 Thus,
since G. S. c. 18 does not authorize counties or municipalities to issue
licenses for the sale of wine as defined in §18-99, it would seem that
the provision of the new act authorizing the issuance of such licenses is
without effect, and the phrase, "notwithstanding any Public, Special,
Local or Private Act to the contrary," would not seem to cure this in-
effectiveness since that phrase modifies "as provided in Chapter 18
of the General Statutes."
No election may be called under the act within 160 days after its
effective date, which is July 1, 1947, nor within sixty days of any gen-
eral, special, or primary election, and the act provides for a three-year
waiting period between elections, except that a municipal election may
be held within three years of a county election.
The act also doubles, as of July 1, 1947, the additional taxes levied
by G. S. §18-81 on the sale of beer and wine by bottlers and wholesalers,
the revenue from the tax increase to be distributed among local units
where sales are permitted.
" G. S. §18-99 (1945 Supp.) defines the wine dealt with in that section as "any
wine made by fermentation from grapes, fruits or berries, to which nothing but
pure brandy has been added, which brandy is made from the same type of grape,
fruit or berry, which is contained in the base wine to which it is added, and hav-
ing an alcoholic content of not less than fourteen per centum (14%) and not.more
than twenty per centum (20%) of absolute alcohol, reckoned by volume. "
2 G. S. §18-96 (1945 Supp.) defines fortified wine as "any wine or alcoholic
beverage made by fermentation of grapes, fruit and berries and fortified by the
addition of brandy or alcohol or having an alcoholic content of more than fourteen
per cent of absolute alcohol, reckoned by volume. ..."3 G. S. §18-97 (1945 Supp.). 'G. S. §18-99 (1945-Supp.).
19471
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BONDS-CASH DEPOSIT
G. S. §109-32 permits a cash deposit to be made "in lieu of any
written undertaking or bond required by law in any action pending in
any court of the state. , . ." This section is amended by C. 936 in sev-
eral respects. The language just quoted is changed to read: "in any
matter, before any Court of the State.. . ." Thus, there is removed any
question as to whether the statute as it formerly stood applied only to
pending actions.1 The new law further amends §109-32 to permit the
person required to give bond to make, in lieu of such bond, a deposit of
"securities of the State of North Carolina or of the United States of
America of the amount required by law.'? Likewise, under C. 936, a
fiduciary may now make a cash deposit or a deposit of state or
federal securities "of the amount of the trust" in lieu of a written
undertaking or bond. It will be seen, therefore, that the new law both
clarifies and expands G. S. §109-32 with reference to "cash" bonds.
CARRIERS-MOTOR VEHICLES-NORTH CAROLINA
TRUCK ACT
By resolution in 1945 the General Assembly provided for a commis-
sion to study motor vehicle transportation of property in the state.1 The
preamble recited, among other matters for study, the adequacy of exist-
ing laws and regulations. The commission appointed by the Governor
pursuant to this resolution met with the Utilities Commission of the
state, and after examination of the comparable laws of other jurisdic-
tions, a bill was prepared and submitted to the General Assembly. With
some changes it was enacted as C. 1008. Although the title declares,
among other things, that this is an act to amend and re-state Article six
of G. S. c. 62 (which is the article providing for regulation of motor
vehicle carriers of both passengers and property), so far as the article
applies to motor carriers of property, C. 1008 is actually a voluminous
and exhaustive new regulatory statute. The act is too extensive in
scope, and introduces too many additions and changes in the existing
law of the state, to make any detailed comment on its provisions and
the legal problems in connection therewith possible in anything short
of a treatise. Many of the provisions impress the writer as versions of
provisions becoming common in various statutes in the field of admin-
istrative regulation of carriers. Some of the provisions stem from the
Interstate Commerce Act 2 and amendments thereto. Thus §27 of the
new act imposes liability for loss, damage, or injury on both the initial
and terminal carriers; the parent provision is to be found in the Inter-
1 N. C. L. Rr-v. 283 (1923).
Laws 1945, Res. 34. '24 STAT. 379 (1887).
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state Commerce Act, which, as amended,3 likewise imposes liability on
the initial and terminal carriers. The more immediate source of many
of the provisions of the North Carolina act is the federal Motor Carrier
Act of 1935.4 Some of the provisions of the two acts are the same
verbatim, for example, the definitions of "interstate commerce" and
"foreign commerce"; also §12 of the state act on the terms and con-
ditions of certificates of convenience and necessity follows §208(a) of
the Interstate Commerce Act as amended by the Motor Carrier Act. Of
course, since the federal act regulates interstate and the state act reg-
ulates intrastate motor carriers there is an obvious advantage in such
uniformity of provisions. One of the principal differences between the
new North Carolina act and the former statute in this state is that the
new act contains detailed provisions concerning contract carriers ;5 this
is true also of the federal statute.
Some failures in draftsmanship are likely to ensue when a large num-
ber of persons participate and changes are made as the bill moves from
the original draftsmen into the hands of legislative committees. One
provision of the new act taken literally leads the mind into a circle.
Section 4(1) (a) exempts from the statute persons and vehicles engaged
ini transportation of property for or under the control of the State of
North Carolina or any political subdivision thereof, or any board, de-
partment or commission of the state, etc. By this statute transportation
of property is under the control of the Utilities Commission, a commis-
sion of the state. Therefore it is exempt from the statute and is not
under the control of the commission. Obviously no such queer state of
affairs was intended. What this exemption was designed to include
within the italicised language the present writer does not know; a pos-
sible meaning is to exempt property transported under the proprietary
control of the state as distinguished from state regulation.
Some of the provisions of the new act appear to the writer to be of
dubious value; thus §5(4) gives the commission the power and duty to
determine whether transportation performed by any motor carrier or
class of motor carriers is of such nature, character, or quantity as not
substantially to affect or impair uniform regulation by the commission
of transportation by motor carriers in effectuating the transportation
policy declared in the act. Upon so finding the commission shall issue
a certificate of exemption from compliance with the act. Literally this
could mean that the commission must let any carrier out, particularly
little ones, if so doing did not impair regulation of the rest. It is notice-
able that this provision requires no reasons for not being subject to
334 ST AT. 584, 595 (1906) as amended, 49 T. S. C. A. §20(11) (Supp. 1946).
4 49 SrAT. 543 (1935).
The validity of regulation of contract carriers is discussed in 11 N. C. L. REv.
355 (1933).
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regulation. No indication is given as to the kind of situation the legis-
lature had in mind as warranting an exemption, except that it is not to
impair uniform regulation. Would not exemption of any carrier not
in a unique position impair uniformity of regulation?
CIVIL PROCEDURE
Attachment and Garnishment
C. 693, effective July 1, 1947, rewrites, in its entirety, Article 35 of
Chapter 1 of the General Statutes, relating to attachment and garnish-
ment. This law was prepared in the Division of Legislative Drafting
and Codification of Statutes of the Attorney General's Office whose duty
it is to carry on continuous revision of general laws. The work was
supervised by the General Statutes Commission.1 The new statute
makes no radical change in the attachment law of the State. It is pri-
marily a work of clarification, incorporating much judicial construction
of the prior law, filling in gaps in attachment procedure, and setting out
the procedure in detail. Following are examples of some of the changes
made: (1) to eliminate uncertainty and ambiguity in the wording of the
prior statutes which has heretofore resulted in considerable litigation;
(2) to supply and amplify procedural details; and, (3) to reconcile con-
flicting statutory provisions.
Under the wording of G. S. §1-444, it was not clear for a long time
whether the issuance of a summons was necessary in all cases upon the
institution of an attachment action. The court first declared that the
issuance of the summons was not always necessary2 then reversed itself
and declared the same to be necessary,3 then finally reversed itself again
and thereafter consistently took the view that the issuance of a summons
was not always necessary.4  In Jenette v, Hovey,5 Stacy, J., wrote,
".... in proper instances, where civil actions are commenced and service
is obtained by attachment of. defendant's property and publication of a
notice based upon the jurisdiction thus acquired, the issuance of sum-
mons is unnecessary." Section 1-440.6 of the new statute embodies this
judicial construction.
G. S. §1444 has likewise been the source of much confusion with
The General Statutes Commission is a permanent commission authorized by
the General Assembly of 1945. It is composed of nine lawyers from all sections
of the state, and including representatives from the three law schools, the North
Carolina Bar Association, and the North Carolina Bar, Incorporated. The mem-
bership of the Commission, at the time House Bill No. 188 was submitted to the
General Assembly, consisted of: Representative Robert F. Moseley, Chairman;
Mr. I. M. Bailey; Senator Luther E. Barnhardt; Professor Frank W. Hanft;
Mr. Fred B. Helms; Professor I. Beverly Lake; Professor Malcolm McDermott;,
Senator Henry A. McKinnon; and Mr. Ralph H. Ramsay, Jr.
2 Best v. British & American Mortgage Co., 128 N. C. 351, 38 S. E. 923 (1901).
'McClure v. Fellows, 131 N. C. 509, 42 S. E. 951 (1902).
' Peters Grocery Co. v. Collins Bag Co., 142 N. C. 174, 55 S. E. 90 (1906).
182 N. C. 30, 108 S. E. 301 (1921).
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regard to whether, when service is by publication, such publication must
be commenced within thirty days after the issuance of the warrant of
attachment, or upon the thirtieth day after such issuance, or upon the
thirty-first day after the'issuance of such warrant.6 Section 1-440.7 of
the new statute sets out clearly that when service is to be by publication,
the same must be commenced not later than the thirty-first day after
the issuance of the order of attachment. The same section also specif-
ically provides that such publication, once commenced, in order to be
effective, must be completed as provided by G. S. §1-99, unless prior to
such completion the defendant appears in the action or personal service
is had on him within this State.
With respect to the affidavit for attachment, the court has held that
the affidavit may. be made by the agent or attorney of the plaintiff as
well as by the plaintiff,7 that an affidavit may be amended at any time
before judgment in the principal action,8 and that such amendment
relates to the beginning of the attachment proceeding.9 These judicial
constructions of, and supplements to, the prior attachment law have
been incorporated in new G. S. §1-440.11..
Under the prior statute is was not clear whether it was necessary
for an officer actually to go upon the land when attaching real property.
In Voehringer v. Pollack'0 it was held that it was unnecessary for the
attaching officer actually to go upon the land, but that it was sufficient
to indorse the fact of such levy upon the attachment order or warrant,
and show the same in his return. This construction has been specifically
incorporated in new G. S. §1-440.17.
The new statute attempts to set forth a single uniform procedure
for garnishing intangible property or property not capable of manual
delivery, in contrast with the provisions of the prior statute which were
sometimes conflicting and sometimes in the alternative. The new statute
undertakes to set out a single uniform procedure specifying what papers
must be served in the case of garnishment, and on whom they must be
served. Particular attention is devoted to bringing the attachment stat-
utes into conformity with the Uniform Stock Transfer Act11 and the
Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act,1 2 insofar as those acts contain special
provisions with respect to the attachment or garnishment of shares of
stock in corporations and goods stored in warehouses for which nego-
tiable warehouse receipts have been issued.
In the past some litigation arose as to whether money due a defend-
Currie v. Golconda Mining Co., 157 N. C. 209, 72 S. E. 980 (1911) ; Mills v.
Hansel, 168 N. C. 651, 85 S. E. 17 (1915)_7 May Co. v. Menzies Shoe Co., 186 N. C. 144, 119 S. E. 227 (1923).
' Sheldon v. KGvett, 110 N. C. 408, 14 S. E. 970 (1892).
O Cook v. N. Y. Corundum Mining Co., 114 N. C. 617, 19 S. E. 664 (1894).
20 224 N. C. 409, 30 S. E. 2d 374 (1944).
"I G. S. §§55-93, 55-94. 12 G. S. §§27-29, 27-30.
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ant by a garnishee, 'or property of the defendant in the hands of a
garnishee, susceptible of application to the satisfaction of the plaintiff's
claim against the defendant would be determined (1) as of the date
when the garnishee was summoned to answer, or (2) as of the date
when the garnishee actually appeared and answered. In Goodwin v.
Claytor,'3 it was stated: "Nor do we think the judgment was erroneous
in that it included a part of the debt which was not earned and due at
the time the garnishee was summoned to answer, if it was due when he
actually answered and the judgment was rendered. . . . The languag4
.. [of the statute] thus employed clearly indicates the intention that
any money due by the garnishee, or goods in his hands belonging.to the
debtor at the time of appearance and answer, shall be applied in satis-
faction of the debt." This construction has been incorporated in the
new statute.
In Newberry v. Fertilizer Co.,' 4 it was held that payment by the
garnishee to the defendant of any debt owed the defendant or delivery
to the defendant of any property belonging to the defendant, after being
served with garnishment process and while the garnishment proceeding
was still pending, would not thereby relieve the garnishee of liability
therefor to the plaintiff. This rule is reflected in new G. S. §1-440.31.
The prior statute provided that a levy of attachment on real property
would become a lien from the time such levy was made if the same
were docketed and indexed within five days after the levy was made.15
Under such provisions, a "blind" spot existed with respect to real prop-
erty in that there could be a five day gap between the time an attach-
ment lien became effective and the time any record notice was made
available for any person searching the title. The new statute, by
§1-440.33, eliminates this "blind" period by providing that the plaintiff
may cause notice of -the issuance of the order of attachment to be filed
with the clerk of the court of the county in which the plaintiff believes
that the defendant has real property, and requires the clerk to docket
the same on the lis pehdens docket. In the absence of such docketing
on the lis pendens docket, the attachment lien secured by levy of attach-
ment upon real property.will not relate back to any time prior to the
actual docketing of the certificate of levy.
The prior statute was not clear as to whether execution could be had
against the garnishee prior to judgment in the principal action between
plaintiff and defendant. The Supreme Court has held that execution
could be had prior to such judgment in the principal action and this has
accordingly been incorporated in new G. S. §1-440.32.10
137 N. C. 224, 49 S. E. 173 (1904).
14203 N. C. 330, 166 S. E. 79 (1932).
e G. S. §1e449. ."sNewberry v. Meadows Fertilizers Co., 206 N. C. 182, 173 S. E. 67 (1934).
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Under the prior statute if a defendant recovered judgment or an
attachment was set aside, the defendant could assert his remedy upon
the plaintiff's bond or undertaking only through an independent action
and not by a motion in the cause.17 This provision has been altered
in new G. S. §1-440.45 so as to authorize either an independent action
or recovery in the principal action by a motion in the cause.' 8
Other changes effected by the revision of the attachment law include:
(1) Providing for a jury trial at one and the same time of all issues
which may arise, unless the judge orders otherwise, in lieu of the series
of jury trials which could result under the former statute; (2) ex-
pediting the sale of attached property which is perishable, and of other
attached property when the cost of keeping the same may be excessive;
(3) permitting the sale of attached evidences of indebtedness in less
than six months after judgment when necessary to forestall the running
of the statute of limitations.
The ancillary remedy of attachment and garnishment is one in which
speed is probably as essential as in any other type of remedy in order
to assert, secure, preserve and protect a plaintiff's rights. Prior to this
revision, it is believed that there were few statutes with respect to which
it was more necessary for the practicing attorney to examine court
decisions for interpretations and explanations of proper procedure. The
rewriting of this statute should make its use and application at 6nce
simpler and more understandable without requiring exhaustive case
research.
Cizil Business at Criminal Terms
C. 25 amends G. S. §7-72 to provide that, at criminal terms, the
court "is authorized and empowered to enter consent orders and consent
judgments and to try uncontested civil actions and uncontested divorce
cases." The section already authorized trial of civil actions by consent.
The new statute represents a further step toward flexibility in the
handling of judicial business.
Confession of Judgment for Alimony or Support of Minor Children
C. 95 amends G. S. §1-247 to authorize judgment by confession for
alimony or support of minor children and enforcement of such judg-
ments by contempt proceedings, with the proviso that the court can
modify such judgments as in the case of other judgments for alimony
or support. The apparent purpose of the new chapter is expressly to
1 7 Tyler v. Mahoney, 166 N. C. 509, 82 S. E. 870 (1914); Mahoney v. Tyler,
136 N. C. 40, 48 S. E. 549 (1904)."' Apparently the rule that there must be an independent action on defendant's
reply bond is left unchanged. See Bizzell v. Mitchell, 195 N. C. 484, 142 S. E.
706 (1928) ; Hoft v. Coastwise Shipping & Lighterage Co., 215 N. C. 690, 3 S. E.
2d 20 (1939).
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authorize a simplified method for converting an agreement between the
parties into a judgment enforceable by contempt. Under prior case law,
such an agreement, if made a part of a consent judgment in the sense
that the judgment itself orders the payments to be made, can give rise
to contempt proceedings;' but if the consent judgment merely approves
the agreement, without expressly ordering the payments to be made, it is
enforceable only as a contract.
2
Execution Against the Person
C. 781, §1(1), amends G. S. §1-311, dealing with execution against
the person, expressly to require that, as a basis for such execution, the
facts establishing the right to it be found by the jury or, upon waiver
of jury trial, by the court. This apparently is simply a recognition of
existing case law.'
In Chambers Approval of Sale or Mortgage of Realty When
Contingent Remainders Are Involved
G. S. §41-11 provides a procedure by. which realty, otherwise vir-
tually unsaleable because of the existence of contingent remainders, may
be sold in fee. Under its express provisions the clerk of Superior Court
may enter all the necessary orders, "but no sale . ..shall be held or
mortgage given until the same has been approved by the resident judge
of the district, or the judge holding the courts of the district at the time
said order of sale is made." In a recent case, Butler v. Winston, the
court, referring to a sale under this statute, said, "since... the proceed-
ing was instituted before the clerk instead of being brought at term by
summons as in other civil actions, it would appear that the proceeding
was a nullity for want of jurisdiction."' A headnote in the case states
that the sale must be passed upon by the judge at term.
C. 377 adds to this section: "The approval by the resident judge of
the district may be made by him either in term or at chambers. All
orders of approval under said statute by judges resident in the district
heretofore made either in term or at chambers are hereby ratified and
validated."
'Dyer v. Dyer, 212 N. C. 620, 194 S. E. 278 (1937); same case, 213 N. C. 634,
197 S. E. 157 (1938); Edmundson v. Edmundson, 222 N. C. 181, 22 S. E. 2d
576 (1942) (where the consent judgment expressly recited that payment could be
enforced by contempt proceedings). See also Webster v. Webster, 213 N. C. 135,
195 S. E. 362 (1938).
" Davis v. Davis, 213 N. C. 537, 196 S. E. 819 (1938). See also Brown v.
Brown, 224 N. C. 556, 31 S. E. 2d 529 (1944); Stanley v. Stanley, 226 N. C.
129, 37 S. E. 2d 118 (1946); brief comment in this article under "Domestic
Relations-Contracts between Husband and Wife."
'Ledford v. Emerson, 143 N. C. 527, 55 S. E. 969 (1906) ; Turlington v. Aman,
163 N. C. 555, 79 S. E. 1102 (1913) ; Doyle v. Bush, 171 N. C. 10, 86 S. E. 165
(1915); McINTosH, N. C. PRACTICE AND PROCEnURE IN CIVIL CASES (1929 ed.),
§737.
1223 N. C. 421, 426, 27 S. E. 2d 124 (1943).
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The quoted part of the opinion in Butler v. Winston is probably in
error. It relied upon Smith v. Witter,2 which held that actions under
what is now G. S. §41-11 should be brought before the judge at term.
However, since that case was decided: (a) Express authorization has
been given to clerks, by C. 69, Pub. Laws 1923, to enter necessary orders
under the section, subject to the judge's approval as indicated above.
(b) The statute requiring summons in civil actions to be returnable at
term has been repealed, and summons in both civil actions and special
proceedings is returnable before the clerk.
Prior to the 1923 amendment the procedure under the section was
probably a civil action rather than a special proceeding, and the section
still provides that summons is to be served as "in other civil actions."
However, the express authorization for the clerk to act, plus the fact
that summons is returnable to the clerk even if it is a civil action, should
Tender the question largely academic. The quoted part of the opinion
in Butler v. Winston seems a pure inadvertence; and it can be construed
as dictum, as the court found other reasons why the sale was void.
The draftsman of the 1947 amendment apparently reached this con-
clusion, as the amendment does not undertake to deal with the clerk's
power or with original hearing of the matter by a judge. He apparently
was mainly concerned lest the reference to "at term" be subsequently
construed to require that the judge's approval be made at term as dis-
tinguished from chambers.
The basic rule is that no business is to be transacted in chambers
unless a statute authorizes it or the parties consent 8s There seems to
be ample statutory authority for hearing appeals from the clerk in cham-
bers, whether the appeal be taken in a civil action or special proceeding.
4
Technically, the judge's approval under the principal statute does not
involve an appeal; but since it is analogous and is, if anything, of less
dignity, the clear implication is that the approval may be given in
chambers.
The matter must also be brought before the proper judge; but this
statute, prior to the 1947 amendment, clearly gave concurrent jurisdic-
tion to the resident judge, and there is also a more general statute giving
him concurrent jurisdiction of all matters cognizable out of term. 5
2 174 N. C. 616, 94 S. E. 402 (1917).
*Bynum v. Powe, 97 N. C. 374, 2 S. E. 170 (1887) ; Cogburn v. Henson, 179
N. C. 631, 103 S. E. 377 (1920); Edmundson v. Edmundson, 222 N. C. 181, 22
S. E. 2d 576 (1942).
' "Appeals lie to the judge of the superior court having jurisdiction, either in
term time or vacation." G. S. §1-272. See also G. S. §1-275. Of course, if issues
of fact are raised before the clerk, the matter must be transferred to the civil issue
docket. G. S. §1-273.
G. S. §7-65. See Note, 23 N. C. L. Rav. 40 (1944); Legis., 23 N. C. L.
REv. 329 (1945).
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It thus appears that the reference in Butler v. Winston to approval
at term should not be taken literally as to either resident or regular
judge. The 1947 amendment nevertheless is attempting to protect titles
against such a possible literal construction. Why, however, should it be
confined to the resident judge? Is there now a statutory implication
that the regular judge must act at term only? In the light of the above
analysis the amendment should not be so construed, but it has apparently
settled one question at the price of raising another.
Service by Publication in Adoption
Inasmuch as the adoption statute provides for service by publication
on the natural parents or guardian of the child to be adopted when such
parents or guardian cannot be found,' G. S. §1-98, providing for service
by publication, was amended by C. 838 to provide for such service where
the proceeding is for adoption'of resident children whose parent or par-
ents are necessary parties and are nonresidents or cannot be found. The
amended publication statute did not mesh with the new adoption stat-
ute invalidated by the supreme court2 for the latter provided for such
service on parents or guardians, and the publication statute as amended
still does not include guardians. Furthermore, the new adoption statute,
C. 885, rewriting G. S. §48-7, apparently provided that service on non-
resident parents or guardian whose address is known must be pursuant
to G. S. §1-104, which provides for personal service on nonresidents;
whereas amended Section 1-98, paragraph 9, permits published service
simply by reason of the nonresidence, although this, in turri, is con-
tradicted by the general provisions of Section 1-98, requiring that the
person cannot be found in the state. A further oddity of C. 838 is that
it provides that on a showing to include the fact that the parent is a
proper party to an adoption, service by publication may be had on the
parent if he is a necessary party. Further inconsistencies could be
shown, but the process would be more tedious than fruitful; the trouble
lies in failure to mesh the adoption statute with the publication statute,
and failure to mesh the general provisions of the publication statute with
the specific situations enumerated in it.
Service of Process on Motor Vehicle Dealers
C. 817 adds a new section immediately following G. S. §1-107 to be
known as G. S. §1-107.1. It provides a method for the service 6f
process on motor vehicle dealers who have obtained a license from the
Commissioner of Revenue to engage in business in this state under G. S.
§105-89, but who are not found within the State.
The former provision was G. S. §484. The new provision, part of a statute
invalidated by the supreme court, was to be found in C. 885, §1, setting forth
rewritten G. S. §48-7(c).
In re Advisory Opinion, 227 N. C. App., 43 S. E. 2d 73 (filed June 9, 1947).
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The formula is a familiar one, namely that the application for and
obtaining of the aforesaid license to engage in the business of a motor
vehicle dealer "shall be deemed equivalent to the appointment by such
licensee of the Commissioner of Revenue, or his successor in office, to
be his true and lawful attorney upon whom may be served all summonses
or other lawful process in any action or proceeding against such licensee
resulting from any claim arising out of any business carried on or con-
ducted pursuant to or authorized by said license, and said application
for and obtaining of said license shall be a signification of his agreement
that any such process against him shall be of the same legal force and
validity as if served on him personally."'
It will be observed that the foregoing language follows very closely
that now contained in G. S. §1-105 which relates to the service of process
upon non-resident drivers of motor vehicles. The implementing pro-
vision of the statute also is similar to G. S. §1-105 and provides for
service on the Commissioner of Revenue in the same manner that service
is made on the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles in cases involving the
non-resident motorist. As in the motor vehicle statute provision is
made -for reasonable continuance in order to permit the defendant an
opportunity to defend the action. The new .statute also. follows G. S.
§1-106 and in the language of that section provides that the Commis-
sioner of Revenue shall keep a record of all such processes and when
the registry return receipt is received by the Commissioner he shall de-
liver it to the plaintiff on request, making appropriate record entries.
The statute does contain a sentence which limits what might other-
wise be deemed automatically operative provisions. That sentence reads,
"Service of process may not be made by the method provided in this
section unless the person on whom the service is to be made cannot,
after due diligence, be found in this State, and that fact is established
by affidavit to the satisfaction of the court or a judge thereof." This
language is very similar to that found in G. S. §1-98 which relates to
the service by publication of persons who cannot be found in this State.
However, G. S. §1-98. expressly provides that if the court or judge
thereof is satisfied that the defendant cannot be found in the State and
that the plaintiff has a good cause of action such court or judge may
grant an order that service may be made by publication. There is no
provision in C. 817 for the granting of an order by the court or judge
authorizing service of process on the Commissioner of Revenue. The
sentence requiring that an affidavit of due diligence must be made satis-
factory to the court or judge would seem to imply that service of process
'For comments on this method of subjecting non-residents to the jurisdiction
of local courts see Note, 6 N. C. L. REv. 481 (1928) ; Legis., 19 N. C L. Ray. 460
(1941), 23 N. C. L. REv. 299 (1945).
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cannot be made as provided in the statute unless an order of the court
or judge is obtained authorizing the same. If that is so, the interests
of clarity would be better served if the statute spelled out the necessity
for an order of the court or judge as is done in G. S. §1-98.
Section 2 of C. 817 provides that the provisions of G. S. §1-108
relating to defense after judgment apply to the new G. S. §1-107.1 as
well as to the former G. S. §§1-104 through 1-107.
Validating Judgments Based on Service by Publication
C. 666 is an act validating certain judgments which were obtained
in suits where summons was served by publication and relates specif-
ically to G. S. §1-100. That section as it read prior to an amendment
enacted in 1945 provided that in cases where service is made by pub-
lication the summons is deemed served at the expiration of the time
prescribed by the order of publication. The 1945 amendment provided
that in such cases the summons shall be deemed served "at the expira-
tion of seven days from the date of the last publication."
The preamble of C. 666 states that after the passage of the 1945
amendment numerous actions were instituted in the superior courts in
which summons was served by publication as provided by §1-100 prior
to the 1945 amendment and that judgments rendered in such actions
should be validated. The act then in §1 proceeds to validate all judg-
ments, orders or decrees heretofore entered in actions in which summons
was served by publication under the provisions of G. S. §1-100 as it
was prior to the 1945 amendment to the same extent as if such sum-
mons had been served by publication under the provisions of the 1945
amendment. Section 2 of C. 666 provides that the validating provisions
of Section 1 of the act shall not be applicable to any judgment, order or
decree which was entered in any action in which summons was served
by publication under the provisions of G. S. §1-100 as that section stood
prior 'to the 1945 amendment if such judgment, order or decree has
heretofore been set aside or vacated or if appropriate action has hereto-
fore been commenced attacking the validity of such judgment, order or
decree by reason of lack of compliance with the amendment of 1945.
The practice of validating judgments which have been entered in
proceedings that did not strictly conform with practice prescribed has
been frequently invoked.'
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
County General Purpose Tax Rate
Under Section 6 of Article V of the State Constitution, the total state
and county property tax rate, excepting school taxes and taxes levied
'See for example G. S. §§1-215.1 and 45-31 validating judgments entered on
the wrong day. Also §1-217 validating certain default judgments and §1-217.1
validating judgments in actions where summons was improperly designated.
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for special purposes approved by the General Assembly, is limited to
15 cents per $100 of valuation. C. 421 submits an amendment to in-
crease this to 25 cents, reflecting the fact that for many years the counties
have been under great pressure to evade the constitutional limitation by
any method offering any prospect of success.' The limitation of the
state tax rate to 5 cents will not be affected, but, as the state levies no tax
on tangible property, this is not of current consequence.
Debt and Taxation
Two constitutional amendments which would affect present limita-
tions on public debt are to be submitted to the voters at the next general
election. One of them, contained in C. 784, calls for repeal of §4
of Art V of the Constitution in its entirety, and substitution of the
following therefor:
"Section 4. Power to contract debts. The General Assembly
shall have the power to contract debts and to pledge the faith and
credit of the State and to authorize counties and municipalities
to contract debts and pledge their faith and credit."
Art. V, §4, presently authorizes the contracting of state and local debt
for four enumerated purposes, forbids the contracting, for other pur-
poses, of new debt by the State in any biennium, and by a local unit in
any fiscal year, in excess of two-thirds of the amount by which its out-
standing debt was reduced during the like period next preceding, unless
the proposed debt is approved by the voters, and forbids the General
Assembly to give or lend the credit of the State in aid of any person,
association, or corporation, with certain exceptions, unless the subject
is approved by the voters.
Obviously, the effect of the present limitation is gradually to de-
crease the amount of debt which the State or a municipality may incur
without a vote of the people, with the ultimate result that any particular
governmental unit which succeeds in freeing itself of debt will be abso-
lutely prohibited from incurring any new debt whatsoever, even for
necessary expenses, without submitting the proposition to a vote. To
forestall such a result, which may be facing a few counties today, and
which may eventually face the State government, the proposed amend-
ment would go "whole hog" in the other direction and remove all lim-
itations on State debt, including that relating to giving or lending the
credit of the State in aid of any person, association, or corporation; and
would leave, as limitations on local debt, only the will of the General
See Coates and Mitchell, Property and Poll Tax Limitations under the North
Carolina Constitution, Art. V, §§1 and 6, 18 N. C. L. RE . 275 (1940).
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Assembly and the provisions of Art. VII, §7, of the Constitution. 2 If
the amendment is adopted by the voters, it will be the first time since
the Constitution was adopted in 1868 that there has not been some debt
limitation placed on the State,3 and the first time since 1936 that local
units have not been subject to constitutional debt limitations similar to
those imposed upon the State.
The second proposed public debt limitation amendment, contained
in C. 34, would change the requirement in Art. VII, §7,4 of the Con-
stitution that non-necessary expenses by a "county, city, town or other
municipil corporation" be approved by a "vote of the majority of the
qualified voters," so that only approval by "a majority of those who
shall vote thereon in any election held for such purpose" shall be neces-
sary. Inasmuch as "'majority of qualified voters" means "majority of
registered voters," this is aimed at the problem of the "vote against the
registration," which has frequently caused a worthwhile local project,
approved by a majority of those voting, to be defeated because the num-
ber of voters voting against the project, plus the'number of non-voting
registrants, was greater than the majority of actual voters.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-ASSESSMENTS ON
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
C. 511, reciting the importance of flue-cured tobacco to the economy
of North Carolina and the recent organization of Tobacco Associates,
Inc., a non-stock, non-profit corporation formed for the purpose of
promoting export trade of flue-cured tobacco, declares it to be in the
public interest that the farmers of North Carolina who produce flue-
cured tobacco be permitted and encouraged to act jointly in promoting
and stimulating by organized methods and thiough the' medium estab-
lished for such purpose, export trade for flue-cured tobacco. This act
provides for a referendum to be held in July, 1947, on *the question of
I Statutory limitations on local debt are contained, as to counties, in the County
Finance Act, G. S. c. 1, 153, art. 9, with particular reference to §§153-72, 153-87,
and 153-113, and, as to municipalities, in G. S. c. 160, art. 7 and the Municipal
Finance Act, G. S. c. 160, sub. III, with particular reference to §§160-64, 160-383,
and 160-399.
'N. C. CoNsr. Art. VII, §7: "No county, city, town, or other municipal corpora-
tion shall contract 'any debt, pledge its faith or loan its credit, nor shall any tak be
levied or collected by any officers of the same except for the necessary expenses
thereof, unless by a vote of the majority of the qualified voters therein."
The Constitution of 1868 contained the prohibition against giving or lending
the credit of the state in aid of any person, association or corporation, and also
prohibited the General Assembly from contracting new debt "until the bonds of
the state shall be at par," except to supply a casual deficit or suppress an invasion
or insurrection, "unless it shall in the same bill levy a tax to pay the interest
annually." This latter provision was rewritten in 1924, leaving the General Assem-
bly no power to contract a total net indebtedness exceeding 7'A% of the assessed
value of taxable property within the state, except for refunding of valid bonded
debt, for supplying a casual deficit, or for suppressing invasions or insurrections,
'See note 2, supra.
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whether the flue-cured tobacco farmers of North Carolina will levy upon
themselves for the three years 1947, 1948, 1949, an annual assessment
of 10 cents per acre of tobacco. The referendum is to be participated
in by all farmers engaged in production -of flue-cured tobacco, including
owners of farms, tenants and sharecroppers. Exact date, hours, voting
places and rules and regulations for the referendum are to be established
by the Board of Directors of Tobacco Associates, Inc., and such in-
formation is to be published in the public press of North Carolina at
least 60 days before the referendum. Direct written notice is to be given
to all farm organizations and each county agent in each county in which
flue-cured tobacco is grown. The directors are to prepare and distribute
ballots, arrange for the necessary poll holders and publicly announce
the results within 10 days after the referendum. An affirmative vote of
two-thirds of the tobacco farmers "eligible to participate therein and
voting therein" is required before the assessment is to be levied. If
approved, the assessment is to be collected under such methods as may
be determined by the Directors of Tobacco Associates, Inc., and paid into
the treasury of the corporation, to be used for the purpose of expanding
export trade for flue-cured tobacco. However, any farmer against whom
the assessment has been levied and collected, if dissatisfied with the
assessments and the results thereof, has the right to demand and receive
a refund from the treasurer of the corporation, provided such demand
is "made in writing within 30 days from the date the assessment is col-
lected. In the event the assessment is not voted for by two-thirds of
those participating, then the directors, in their discretion, have the power
to call another referendum in July, 1948. If the assessment is adopted
in 1947, then the directors are authorized to call another referendum
in July, 1949, on the question Qf continuing the assessment for the next
ensuing three years. The act requires the treasurer of Tobacco Asso-
ciates, Inc., to publish a statement of the amounts received under the
act within 30 days after the end of any year in which assessments are
collected. However, there is no provision requiring accounts of
expenditures.
C. 1018 is very similar to C. 511. It authorizes farmers producing
any farm crop or product, except cotton and tobacco, to act jointly and in
cooperation with handlers, dealers and processors of such products in
promoting and stimulating by advertising and other methods, the in-
creased use and sale, domestic and foreign, of any and all such agricul-
tural commodities. The act declares that such activity is not to be
deemed illegal or in restraint of trade. Any existing or hereafter created
commission, council, board.or other agency, fairly representative of the
growers of a particular commodity is authorized to apply to the State
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Board of Agriculture for certification and approval as agency to conduct
a referendum, either state wide or in a particular area among the grow-
ers of a particular product on the question of levying upon themselves
an annual assessment for three years, to be used in promoting the use
of such product. The certified council, etc., is authorized to fix the
amount of the assessment; however, it is not to exceed one-half of one
per cent of the value of the year's production of such commodity grown
by any farmer. The act requires the treasurer of the agency collecting
assessments to be bonded by a surety company licensed to do business
in North Caiolina. The remaining provisions are identical with C. 511.
The necessity of permitting a legislature to create or designate some
outside means of carrying into effect its various enactments has long
been recognized.' The means employed by legislatures and Congress for
this purpose have been either government corporations, public adminis-
trative agencies, or public officials. Since the U. S. Supreme Court in
McCulloch v. Maryland2 upheld the right of Congress to create a cor-
poration and designate it an agency or instrumentality of the govern-
ment, government corporations have played an increasingly important
role in carrying out congressional enactments.3 However, administrative
agencies, boards, or commissions, created and subject to the control of
the legislature, have been more frequently employed for this purpose.
It has also been recognized that these agencies of the legislature may
exercise certain legislative powers in carrying out the legislative policies.
4
However, the North Carolina Legislature, instead of following one of
the usual procedures mentioned above, of creating a state agency, has in
C. 511 and C. 1018 chosen private agencies as a means of carrying out
the declared legislative policy. It may be questionable whether these
powers to conduct a referendum and levy and collect contributions from
non-assenting farmers can properly be delegated to and exercised by
private persons. Chapter 1018 goes even further, and gives to the
certified association authority to fix the amount of the assessment, within
a specified limit.
It is frequently said that legislatures cannot delegate governmental
powers to private persons.5 Nevertheless, legislatures have in some in-
stances left the gate open for private participation in the law making
process. An example of such private participation in the execution of
I McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 (U. S. 1819); Field v. Clark, 143 U. S.
659 (1892) : "There are many wise things upon which wise and useful legislation
must depend which cannot be known to the law making power, and must therefore
be a subject of inquiry and determination outside the halls of the legislature."
24 Wheat. 316 (U. S. 1819).
'Schnell, Federally Owned Corporations and Their Legal Problems, 14 N. C.
L. Riy. 238 (1936).
' Motsinger v. Perryman, 218 N. C. 15, 9 S. E. 2d 511 (1940).
'State v. Bass, 171 N. C. 780, 87 S. E. 972 (1916) ; 11 AM. JuR., Const. Law,
§221; RoTrscHAsm, CoxsT. LAw (1939), p. 80.
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legislative policies can be seen in the North Carolina State Bar, created
by the legislature and denominated.a state agency,6 though the members
of the bar, through their elected councilmen, control its activities. This
type of private participation may be seen in other legislative boards,
created to regulate particular professions.7 However, these situations
are not truly analogous to the statutes under consideration, for the for-
mer involve agencies created by the legislature.
Since the legislature, in C. 511 and C. 1018, has designated private
persons to carry out the purposes of the acts, a number of factors must
be considered which do not arise when a legislature creates its own
agency for this purpose. These agencies instead of being created by the
legislature, are formed by private persons for a private purpose, and
they do not have to account for actions or expenditures, either to the
state or to the coerced contributors. There is no direct or indirect
benefit guaranteed to the individual assessed, nor is there any guarantee
of the continued existence of these private associations. There are no
express sanctions against incompetence and dishonesty, such as ordinar-
ily give a considerable measure of control over the activities of public
officials. Further, with the exception of the first tobacco referendum,
whether there will be any referenda and consequent assessments is left
to the discretion of these private agencies; and, though the statutory
language as to the first tobacco referendum is mandatory, there is a
serious question as to whether the agency can be compelled to act. In
view of these factors, the North Carolina decisions upholding delegation
of governmental powers to governmental agencies cannot be used as a
criterion for determining the question presented by these statutes, and -it
is doubtful if the North Carolina Supreme Court will uphold the legisla-
tive choice of private groups as an appropriate means of carrying out
the declared legislative policy. Had the legislature established a state
agency to carry out the policy of these bills, or turned the matter over
to the Department of Agriculture, this question might not have arisen.
The refund provisions indicate that in the last analysis the legislature
intended the assessments to be on a voluntary basis; however, there is
nothing in the bills enabling a dissenting farmer to avoid paying the
assessment when called for.8 Hence the novel refund provisions are not
likely to affect the determination of the question discussed above.
C. 1018 refers to Public Laws 733 of the 79th Congress of the United
G. S. §84-15 et seq.
G. S. §§90-1 et seq. (Medicine); §90-53 (Pharmacy). See also, Jaffe, Law
Making by Private Groups, 51 HARv. L. REv. 201 (1937).
1 C. 511 makes reference to an assessment "deducted from the proceeds of the
sale of tobacco," thus indicating a probable intention to collect the tobacco assess-
ment at the sales warehouses. As to many other products, such a convenient pro-
cedure will not be possible, due to difference in marketing customs, and collection
will present an extremely troublesome problem.
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States (Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946). This Act authorizes the
Secretary of Agriculture to allocate funds to state departments of agri-
culture and "other appropriate state agencies" for cooperative projects
in marketing research. This act also authorizes the Secretary of Agri-
culture to enter into contracts with state agencies and "private agencies"
for the purpose of conducting research in marketing. Whether Tobacco
Associates, Inc., or a group certified by the Department of Agriculture
of North Carolina will be an "appropriate state agency" for the purpose
of receiving federal funds is also questionable. The certified associations,
under C. 1018, which are to be formed for the purpose of stimulating
the use of agricultural commodities by "advertising and other methods,"
would not be able to make use of the federal funds, even if received, to
the full extent authorized for the use of assessments, because of a
proviso in the federal act prohibiting the use of any money appropriated
thereunder to pay for newspaper or periodical advertising or radio time.
COURTS
Courts of Claims
A proposal to establish a court of claims to try claims against the
state was lost by the wayside; but by C. 1078 the newly created com-
mission to study improving the administration of justice (commented on
elsewhere in this article) was directed to include in its work a study of
and recommendations on the advisability of such a court. At present
the main burden of investigating many claims against the state rests on
the General Assembly. The Supreme Court has original jurisdiction of
such claims, but its decisions are advisory only; and it will not actually
take jurisdiction unless some serious question of law is involved.,
Municipal Recorders' Courts
Two new statutes undertake to permit establishment of municipal
recorders' courts without an election. C. 840 permits any town of 1,000
or over so to establish a court, provided the governing body holds a
public hearing upon prescribed notice prior to taking action. C. 1021
authorizes any city having, as of January 1, 1945; an estimated popula-
tion of more than 20,000, so to establish such a court. Both chapters
amend G. S. §7-256, and the amendment to that section effected by
C. 840 may have been repealed by C. 1021. However, the major pro-
visions of C. 840 would not 1,e affected, even if this is true. Following
the usual rule that two statutes will, if possible, be construed to produce
consistency, the combined effect of the two chapters should be to allow
governing bodies of cities over 20,000 to establish the court without
either election or public hearing, while other towns of 1,000 or more
'See. McINTosH, NORTH CAROLINA PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE IN CIVIL CASES
(1929 ed.), §§16, 17.
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must hold the hearings to avoid the election. Neither chapter eliminates
the requirement for an election when the jurisdiction of a municipal
recorder's court is extended to cover an entire township or county.
Neither of the new statutes contains an express requirement that the
governing body shall find that local conditions are such that establish-
ment of the court will promote the public interest. As a matter of pre-
caution, however, the resolution should recite such a finding.'
Jail Standards
"It shall be required, by competent legislation, that the structure and
superintendence of .. . the county jails, and city police prisons secure
the health and comfort of the prisoners. . . ."' The "competent legis-
lation" provided prior to the 1947 session of the General Assembly
required that "there shall be kept and maintained in good and sufficient
repair in every county a ...common jail" and county commissioners
"shall order and establish such rules and regulations ... for the gov-
ernment and management of the prisons, as may be conducive to the
interests of the public and the security and comfort of the persons con-
fined." 2 The State Board of Public Welfare was empowered to inspect
county and city jails and to require reports of sheriffs and other county
officers in regard to the condition of jails.
3
While the least that is required is that persons confined in any public
prison shall have a clean place, comfortable bedding, wholesome food
and drink and necessary attendance," the constitutional provision simply
imposes upon city and county authorities the duty of exercising ordinary
care for the health and comfort of prisoners, and they are only liable
in damages for failing to exercise this duty.5 While a town is liable in
damages for gross neglect of its officials in providing for the health of
persons confined in its lock-up, 6 an action for damages will not lie
G. S. §7-213, 7-214. 2 G. S. §§7-240, 7-262.
Compare Durham Provision Co. v. Daves, 190 N. C. 7, 128 S. E. 593 (1925)
with Meador v. Thomas, 205 N. C. 142, 170 S. E. 110 (1923). The first held it
to be an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to authorize a local gov-
erning body to "confer" civil jurisdiction on an existing criminal court. The sec-
ond sustained a statute authorizing county commissioners to establish a court
without a vote "if in the opinion of the board ... the public interest will be best
promoted by so doing . . . by resolution which shall, in brief, recite the reasons
for the establishment thereof, and further recite that in the opinion of the board
of commissioners it is not necessary that an election be called. . . ." The Meador
case states (page 145) that the rule against delegation "has no application, how-
ever, to the establishment of county courts by a board of commissioners clothed
with power merely to find the facts with respect to the necessity or expediency
of the court, for in such case the distribution of judicial powers is made by the
legislative department."
'N. C. CoNsT. Art. XI, §6.
2 G. S. (1943) §153-47. See also §§153-51, 153-152, 153-53, and 153-79.
G. S. (1943) §108-5.
'Lewis v. Raleigh, 77 N. C. 229 (1877).
Mo'i-1tt v. Asheville, 103 N. C. 237, 9 S. E. 695 (1889).
Shields v. Durham, 118 N. C. 450, 24 S. E. 794 (1896).
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against a county for the commissioners' failure to provide adequate
means for a prisoner's health and protection, 7 although an action may
be maintained by a deceased prisoner's representative where the jury
finds that his death was "accelerated by the noxious air of the guard-
house."s
C. 915 represents an effort to improve the condition of jails and the
treatment of prisoners by strengthening the authority of the State Board
of Welfare in the premises. Effective January 1, 1948, the Board is
required to inspect every county and city jail periodically in order to
safeguard the welfare of prisoners. If inspection discloses inadequate
care or mistreatment, or discloses that prisoners have been confined
under illegal conditions, the State Board must report its findings in
writing to the governing body of the county or municipality concerned.
These authorities, after consultation with the persons rendering the re-
port, must "take such action... as may be found proper and necessary."
Should they fail to take corrective action, the State Board is required
to report the situation to the superior court judge presiding at the next
criminal court in the county so that the judge may direct the grand
jury to make an inspection and present its findings and recommendations
to the court at that term. If the conditions continue not to be corrected
within a reasonable time after notice to the grand jury, then the superior
court judge may, in his discretion, summarily and without a jury, re-
quire immediate compliance with the report of the grand jury. Pend-
ing a substantial compliance with the recommendations of the grand
jury, the superior court judge has power to refuse to allow prisoners
to be placed in any jail or lock-up not deemed fit, and he may direct
that any persons convicted of criminal offenses before him shall be con-
fined only in a jail or lock-up that is deemed a proper place in which to
confine prisoners. It is not clear whether the judge's power "to refuse
to allow prisoners to be placed in any jail or lock-up not deemed fit"
gives him authority amounting to a power of condemnation. Nor is it
clear whether he may order prisoners sent to a jail in another county.
If the judge's order requires that prisoners be confined in a place other
than the appropriate jail or lock-up, the act fails to state upon whom the
expense of keeping them will fall.
Weapons
C. 459 supplements G. S. §14-269 which deals with the carrying of
concealed weapons. Prior to this act, the confiscation and destruction
of weapons carried by the person convicted under this section was
mandatory in all cases, even though the weapon may have been stolen
by the convicted person from one who had a right to possess it.
I Manuel v. Commissioners, 98 N. C. 9, 3 S. E. 829 (1887).8 Lewis v. Raleigh, 77 N. C. 229 (1877).
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The 1947 act amends the section so that it now provides that if the
weapon were a pistol or gun which rightfully belongs to a person other
than the convicted defendant, at the time of the defendant's conviction
or submission, the true owner may file a petition with the judge for the
recovery of the weapon and it must be returned to the true owner upon
a finding by the court that (1) the true owner has a present right to
possession and (2) he had been unlawfully deprived of possession with-
out his consent.
G. S. §14-402 is amended by C. 781 so as to add "slung-shot" and
"blackjack" to the list of weapons whose sale or transfer within the
state requires a license from the clerk of the superior court of the county
where such sale or tranfsfer is to be made.
Records of the S. B. i.
C. 280 amends G. S. §114-15 by inserting a new paragraph which
declares that all records and evidence collected and compiled by the
director of the S. B. I. and his assistants are not public records within
the meaning of G. S. c. 132.
G. S. §132-1 defines public records as all written or printed books,
papers, etc., made and received by the public offices of the state and its
counties, municipalities and other subdivisions of government in the
transaction of public business; and G. S. §132-6 provides that every
person having custody of public records must permit them to be in-
spected and examined at reasonable times by any person.
This new act provides that these records of the S. B. I. may be
made available to the public only upon an order of a court of competent
jurisdiction, but that they shall, upon request, be made available to the
solicitor of any district if the records concern persons or investigations
in the solicitor's district.
CRIMINAL LAW
Compensation for Those Erroneously Convicted
C. 465 provides a limited compensation for persons erroneously con-
victed of felonies in the state upon proof of innocence and pardon. To
receive this compensation, a claimant must establish that he was (1)
convicted of a felony, (2) imprisoned therefor in a state prison, and
(3) pardoned by the Governor on the grounds that-the crime with which
he was charged either was not committed at all or was not committed
by the claimant.
The act requires that the claimant address a petition, verified in the
manner provided for verifying complaints in civil actions, to the Com-
missioner of Pardons, the petition to set forth a full statement of the
facts upon which the claim is based. The Commissioner of Pardons
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then must fix a time and place for a hearing, at which the claimant
may introduce evidence in support of his claim and the Attorney Gen-
eral may introduce evidence in refutation. Upon finding the requisite
facts the Commissioner must report them to the Governor together with
his conclusions and recommendations. The Governor,. with the approval
of the Council of State may then pay such amounts as may partially
compensate the claimant for his pecuniary loss. This compensation may
not exceed $500 for each year of imprisonment actually served and the
total amount paid one person may not exceed $5,000.
Youthful Offenders
The problems involved in dealing with young criminals were dealt
with in two 1947 laws. Hope of being able to improve the chances of
rehabilitating young prisoners by preventing their association during
imprisonment with older and more experienced criminals is the stated
objective of C. 262. Uniform administration of correctional institutions
is the design of C. 266.
-C. 262 defines a "youthful offender" as a male person who at the
time of imposition of sentence is less than 21 years of age and who has
not previously served a term, or terms, or part thereof totaling more
than six months, in jail or other prison. Judges by whom youthful
offenders are sentenced to imprisonment to the state prison or to jail
to be assigned to work under the supervision of the State Highway and
Public Works Commission, are permitted, as a part of the sentence, to
provide that they must be segregated as youthful offenders. A judge
may make this order if in his opinion the person will be benefited by
being kept separate, while serving his sentence, from prisoners other
than other youthful offenders. The benefits of this segregation, as far
as practicable, are also extended to persons sentenced prior to July 1,
1947, the effective date of the act, provided the State Highway and
Public Works Commission thinks that they will be benefited by such
segregation. The Commission is required to segregate prisoners turned
over to it carrying such sentences, and must not quarter or work them
with other prisoners except in cases of emergency or when "temporarily
necessary." Where possible the Commission must provide personnel
specially qualified by training, experience and personality to operate such
prison units as may be set up to handle youthful offenders. The Com-
mission, however, is empowered to terminate the segregation of any
prisoner who, in its opinion, exercises a bad influence upon his fellow
youthful offenders "or fails to take proper advantage of the oppor-
tunities offered by such segregation." The act does not apply to youth-
ful offenders sentenced for a term of less than six months since such
offenders "may be placed upon probation if the judge imposing sentence
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is of the opinion that they may be rehabilitated." Nor does the act
apply to women prisoners "since special provision has already been
made for suitable quarters for women prisoners" and "since judges may
specifically assign women convicted of offenses to such quarters."
In addition to rewriting Article 9, G. S. c. 134, to make certain
organizational changes in the State Board of Correction and Training,
C. 266 deals with the admission and release of juvenile delinquents from
state correctional institutions under the direction of the State Board.
An effort has been made to make uniform regulations on admission and
release as between institutions. Such institutions must accept and train
all delinquent children of all races and creeds under the age of 18 sent
to them by juvenile court judges or judges of other courts with proper
jurisdiction. Children not mentally or physically capable of being sub-
stantially benefited by the institutions are exceptions to this rule. It should
be noted that this age limit varies in certain instances from those estab-
lished by statute for admission to the various institutions now under
the control of the State Board.' Before committing such a person to
one of these agencies, the court must ascertain whether the school or
institution is in a position to care for the delinquent, and a judge is pro-
hibited from sending a juvenile offender to any institution until he has
received notice from the superintendent that such person can be received.
The State Board is allowed full discretion as to whether qualified per-
sons shall be accepted. Commitments t6 such institutions will not be
for specified terms. Authorities of the county or city from which the
juvenile offender is sent must see that he is safely delivered and must
pay all expenses incident to his conveyance and delivery. If the offender
is a girl she must be accompanied by a woman approved by the county
superintendent of public welfare. If it should appear to the satisfaction
of the institution's superintendent and to the State Board of Correction
and Training that some person committed is not of proper age, is not
properly committed, or is mentally or physically incapable of being
materially benefited by the services of the institution, the superintendent,
with the Board's approval, may return the person to the committing
court for further disposition. The Board has power to grant condi-
tional releases which it may delegate to institution superintendents under
such regulations as it may adopt. A conditional release so granted may
I Stonewall Jackson Manual Training and Industrial School, "persons under
the age of sixteen' (G. S. §134-10) ; the State Home and Industrial School for
Girls, "any girl" (specifically omitting "woman') who meets the requirements,
but no age specified (G. S. §134-27) ; Dobbs Farm, "women sixteen years of age
and older .. .and who are not eligible for admission to Samarcand" (G. S. §134-
43) ; Eastern Carolina Industrial Training School for Boys, "under the age of
twenty-one" (G. S. §134-69) ; Morrison Training School, "under the age of six-
teen" except in special cases (G. S. §134-82) ; the State Training School for Negro
Girls, "under the age of sixteen" (G. S. §134-84.7).
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be terminated at any time by the superintendent "under order and regu-
lation adopted by the Board of Correction and Training." Written
revocation of such conditional release is sufficient authority for any of-
ficer, institution or agency, or any peace officer to apprehend the affected
person in any county of the state and return him to the institution.
Final discharge from such institutions must be granted any person upon
reaching his twenty-first birthday, and any superintendent, under Board
regulations, may give a final discharge at any time.
Institutions under the direction of the State Board of Correction
and Training must establish and conduct on their properties "such trades,
crafts, arts and sciences suitable to the students" and instruction de-
signed to prepare the students for making a living for themselves after
release must be given. Schools of public school standards taught by
teachers holding standard certificates must be maintained. "A recreation
program shall be maintained for the health and happiness of all stu-
dents. The precepts of religion, ethics, morals, citizenship and industry
shall be taught to all students." Runaways may be apprehended without
a warrant in any county of the state by any official of the Welfare De-
partment, any peace officer, any employee of the institution, or by any
person designated by the superintendent. Harboring, concealing, or
attempting to assist a person in escaping, or one who has escaped, is
made a misdemeanor. The State Board may contract (for no longer
than two year periods) with the Federal Government to take care of
federal juvenile offenders upon approval of the State Budget Bureau.
The provisions of this Act do not apply to reformatories or homes for
fallen women authorized by Article 4, G. S. c. 134.
DEEDS AND MORTGAGES
Acknowledgment and Probation of Instruments Executed by
Married Women
C. 73 of the Session Laws of 1945 eliminated the requirement of the
private examination for the validity of conveyances of land made by
married women." The passage of this act made necessary many changes
in the laws, scattered throughout the General Statutes, which directly
or indirectly dealt with conveyances by married women. One such
statute was G. S. §47-12, which permitted the probate and registration
of an attested writing by proof of the handwriting of the attesing wit-
ness who was dead or out of the state, or was of unsound mind. That
section was amended by the 1945 statute to make its provisions "like-
wise apply to the execution of instruments by married women."
C. 991 was enacted to clarify and amend §11 of C. 73 of 1945 to
permit the proof and probate of an instrument executed by a married
I See discussion of this statute in 23 N. C. L. REv. 357 (1945).
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woman, upon the oath and examination of the subscribing witness to
such instrument. The statute applies to "all instruments required or
permitted by law to be registered, including deeds and mortgages on
real estate, executed by a married woman, where her husband is not
the grantee." The exclusion from the operation of the statute of the
situation where the husband is grantee in his wife's deed seems to indi-
cate clearly the legislature's intent to permit in such a case the probate
and registration of the deed only upon the wife's personal acknowledg-
ment of her signature as required by G. S. §52-12. Although the statute
speaks of "mortgages," it is believed that one could proceed safely upon
the assumption that this would also include deeds of trust executed by
a married woman.
The new law further validates all acknowledgments, probates and
registrations of instruments executed by married women since February
7, 1945, the date on which C. 73 was ratified.
Discharge and Release of Mortgages and Deeds of Trust
Under subsection 5 of G. S. §45-37 the conditions of a mortgage,
deed of trust, or any other instruments securing the payment of money
shall be conclusively presumed to have been complied with or the debts
secured thereby paid as against creditors or bona fide purchasers for
value from the maker of the instrument after fifteen years have passed
since the conditions were to have been complied with or from the
maturity of the last installment of debt secured thereby-unless the
holder of the indebtedness or party secured by the instrument shall file
an affidavit with the register of deeds showing the extent to which" the
debt has not been paid or the conditions have not been complied with,
and the register records the affidavit and makes a proper notation
thereof on the margin of the instrument affected. In lieu of such affi-
davit the holder may enter on the margin of the record any payments
that have been made on the indebtedness secured by the instrument and
the amount still due; which entry must be signed by the holder and
witnessed by the register of deeds.
This subsection was enacted in 19231 and, although ratified on
March 6, 1923, did not go into effect as law until January 1, 1924. The
Supreme Court held that it was prospective in effect, 2 and, therefore,
would not affect instruments executed before January 1, 1924. Hence,
during the fifteen-year period following the passage of the Act the sub-
section was of no practical value. Chapter 988 of the Public Laws of
1945 amended the subsection by making it applicable from and after one
year from the ratification of that act (March 20, 1945) to all instru-
ments executed prior to the "enactment" of the 1923 law-March 6,
' Pub. Laws 1923, c. 192.2 Hicks v. Keamey, 189 N. C. 316, 127 S. E. 205 (1925).
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1923. Since the 1923 act did not go into effect as law until January 1,
1924, the 1945 amendment necessarily left a gap between the, dates of
March 6, 1923, and January 1, 1924. To remedy this defect, C. 880
further amended the subsection to make it applicable from and after
July 1, 1947, to all instruments executed subsequent to March 6, 1923,
and prior to January 2, 1924, giving any person affected by such instru-
ments until July 1, 1947, to file an affidavit or make the entry in order
to toll the running of the fifteen-year statute against him. The law
does not apply to pending litigation.
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Adoption of Minors
By reason of the fact that the law of North Carolina concerning
adoption of children had been so badly developed that the law thwarted
adoptions instead of furthering them,' extensive new provisions were
inserted in the adoption statute in 1941.2 At that time it was realized
that the result was to make the statute cumbersome by reason of this
patchwork, but it was felt that it would be sound strategy first to get
into the law the urgently needed changes, and to leave for later action
the revision of the whole statute. That necessary revision has been
made3 and the revised law was enacted as C. 885.4 Because the enact-
ing clause required by Article II, §21 of the Constitution was omitted,
however, the North Carolina Supreme Court recently held in an ad-
visory opinion that the attempted enactment is entirely null and voidY
It i! nevertheless considered desirable to include this discussion of the
statute, since this same problem will undoubtedly face the next General
Assembly.
The new act introduced needed organization and clarity into the
adoption. statute, especially as to procedure, and made some changes as
to the substantive law. There was added as new G. S. §48-1 an express
declaration of the policy of the General Assembly with respect to
adoption. The primary purpose was declared to be protection of chil-
dren in named particulars, the secondary purpose to protect the natural
and foster parents in named particulars. This section concluded that
when the interests of a child and of an adult are in conflict, the conflict
I Hanft, Thwarting Adoptions, 19 N. C. L. REv. 127 (1941).
'Pub. Laws 1941, c. 281, discussed in Statutory Changes in N. C. in 1941, 19
N. C. L. RBv. 435, 449-453 (1941).
'The revision is the work of the commission on domestic relations laws created
by Sess. Laws 1945, Res. 43. Among other things the commission was directed
to make a study of the adoption laws, and make recommendations for improve-
ments to the governor and General Assembly.
"C. 885 expressly rewrites G. S., c. 48, which is the chapter relating to
adoptions.
In re Advisory Opinion, 227 N. C. App., 43 S. E. 2d 73 (filed June 9, 1947).
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should be resolved in favor of the child, and to this end the chapter
should be liberally construed. In view of the fact that the primary rule
in the construction of statutes is to ascertain and give effect to the in-
tention of the legislature,6 this express declaration of the legislative
purpose may prove useful in forestalling the sort of strict and harsh
interpretation 7 which led to the changes in 1941.
Among the changes in the previous law introduced by the revision
is omission of any provision for adoption for the minority of the child,
as distinguished from adoption for life. Another change is found in the
provision of new G. S. §484, that if the petitioner for the adoption has
a husband or wife living competent to join in the petition, such spouse
shall join, unless such spouse is a natural parent of the child. Requiring
the joinder of both husband and wife as adoptive parents is wise, since
a child should not be brought into a home where it is unwanted by the
husband or wife. New G. S. §48-10 required also the consent of the
child if it be twelve years old or over. In the case of children born out
of wedlock and not legitimated the written consent of the mother alone
was made sufficient and the putative father need not be made a party* to
the proceedings, by new G. S. §48-6.
Examples of the greater clarity introduced by the revision are to be
found in new G. S. sections specifying the contents of the petition,
§48-15; of the interlocutory decree, §48-17; and of the final order,
§48-22. Another example is to be found in the provision covering the
situation where the child possesses an estate and has no guardian.
Hitherto the statute stated that the court shall require from the peti-
tioner (adoptive parent) such bond as is required by law to be given by
guardians.8 The new statute, G. S. §48-30, required the court to appoint
a guardian.
The new statute in providing for the contents of the petition, inter-
locutory decree, and final order, in each instance prescribed what those
documents "must state." This forceful language of the mandatory
variety should be useful as an unequivocal statutory command to the
parties preparing the papers, but it should not be assumed that invalidity
of an adoption will result from failure to comply, since the new statute,
G. S. §48-28, provided, as did the old,0 that no party to an adoption nor
anyone claiming under him, may later question the validity of the
adoption for any defect therein, and that no adoption may be questioned
' Prewitt v. Warfield, 203 Ark. 137, 156 S. W. 2d 238 (1941). In this case
resort was had to the preamble in order to ascertain intent. In Spencer v. Sea-
board Air Line Ry., 137 N. C. 107, 119, 49 S. E. 96, 101 (1904) the court laid down
the usual rule that every statute is to be construed with reference to its intended
scope and the purpose of the legislature in enacting it.
Hanft, supra note 1.
8 G. S. (1943) §48-8.
Id. §48-5.
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by reason of any defect by one not injured by the defect; and added that
no adoption proceeding may be attacked by any person other than a
natural parent or guardian of the child. Since no party may attack the
proceeding, even the natural parent or guardian could attack it only
when not made parties, 10 and usually that would be a sufficient basis for
an attack under new G. S. §48-7, quite apart from omission of a "must"
provision from the petition, interlocutory decree or order. Hence omis-
sion of a "must" provision would seem to have little actual effect. An ex-
ception appears on examination of the statute; new G. S. §48-6 dispensed
with the consent of the putative father of an illegitimate, and provided
that he need not be made a party; hence he is not precluded from ques-
tioning the proceedings by the provision preventing parties from so doing,
and accordingly it would appear that he could assert invalidity by reason
of absence of a "must" provision, although he could not assert invalid-
ity because not made a party. This may be an inadvertent oversight in
the statute, and at all events he must prove that he was injured by the
defect. In determining whether he was or not the courts should lean
on the express declaration of legislative intent already referred to, that
when the interests of a child and of an adult are in conflict the conflict
should be resolved in favor of the child.
What may be an inadvertent error appears in new G. S. §48-9, which
provided that where a child has been surrendered to the county welfare
superintendent or a child placing agency, these "shall give consent to
the adoption of the child by the petitioners." Probably this was in-
tended to mean, "shall be authorized to give consent," etc., otherwise
these officers would be in a position of being obliged to consent to
adoptions by parents they know to be unfit. The suggested interpreta-
tion, again, is aided by reference to the. section on legislative purpose.1"
New G. S. §48-9(a) appears highly ambiguous, partly by reason of
failure to make the language of 48-9(a) mesh with paragraph (1) under
it. Enough of the language will be quoted to make the difficulty visible:
"(a) In the following instances written consent sufficient for the
purposes of the adoption (italics supplied) filed with the petition shall
be sufficient to make the person giving consent a party to the proceed-
ing.... "
"(1) When the parent .... has in writing surrendered the child to
"0It is to be observed that by new G. S. §§48-9 and 48-11 the natural -parents
or guardians apparently are deemed to be parties if they have surrendered he
child as therein specified and in writing consented to "an" adoption.
" Another possible interpretation reaching the same result, is that the use of
"shall" is intended only to mean that, when the child has been surrendered, etc.,
consent of the superintendent, etc., is a prerequisite to a valid adoption, though the
superintendent, etc., is left with discretion to block the adoption by withholding
consent Some support for this construction may be derived from the caption of
the section and the language of subsection (a) (2).
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a superintendent of' public welfare.., and ... in writing has consented
to an adoption of the child, the superintendent of public welfare ...
shall give consent to the adoption of the child by the petitioners." This
seems to say that only when a written consent sufficient for the pur-
poses of adoption has been given will the consenting person be thus
made a party, whereas the obvious intention was to make the consent
of the parent in paragraph (1) such a sufficient consent. Nevertheless
the section does not say the latter. This might afford the supreme
court of the state an opportunity to import back into the statute its
unhappy requirement that the consent of the parent must be to the
particular adoption, on the theory that such consent is the consent "suffi-
cient for the purposes of the adoption."'12 Fortunately such a result
should be precluded by subsection 48-9(b), providing for the filing of
the consents, which makes it plain that it is the consent of the superin-
tendent of public welfare which is to be to the particular adoption, and
the consent of the parent is to adoption generally. Further, this result
would seem to be made conclusive by the last sentence of new G. S.
§48-11 specifying that any person who has consented to an adoption
"as herein provided" shall be deemed a party. The intent in §48-9
would have been clearer if it had stated that if the child be surrendered
to the county welfare superintendent, etc., as prescribed, and the par-
ent, etc., consent in writing to future adoption of the child generally
without mention of any particular adoption, this shall be deemed suffi-
cient consent and shall bind such parent, etc., as parties to the particular
adoption when the particular adoption is consented to by the superin-
tendent of public welfare. However, courts should have no difficulty
in finding such meaning in the statute in its present form.
The former statute, after specifying that the adoption order shall
establish the relation of parent and child, and after providing for suc-
cession, added that for all other purposes whatsoever the child and the
adoptive parents shall be in the same legal position as they would be
if the child had been born to his adoptive parents.13 This latter pro-
vision has been left out of the new act. This is unfortunate as it leaves
to implication what should have been specific. But since the new act
still did provide that the final order shall establish the relation of
parent and child between the petitioners and the child (G. S. §48-23),
this should mean the full and complete relation, since if anything less
than the legal relationship existing between natural legitimate parents
and child were intended, the qualification should have been stated. Fur-
ther, the intention to create such a relationship is evidenced by statutes,
commented on elsewhere in this article, providing for specific rights
"I Hanft, supra note 1, at 136-137.
33 G. S. (1943) §48-6.
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such as inheritance as if the child were the natural, legitimate child of
the adoptive parents.
This revised statute represented a needed improvement in the adoption
law, because, as above stated, it improved the organization of the law,
clarified procedure, and introduced some good new provisions. If inter-
preted in the light of the expressly declared purpose of the legislature
the difficulties above mentioned should not prove serious.
Bastardy Appeals
In proceedings to provide for the support of illegitimate children
under G. S. §49-7 the issue of paternity must be determined before
determining the issue of whether the defendant has refused or neglected
to support and maintain the child. In cases where the defendant has
been found to be the father of the child but not guilty of non-support
or refusal to support, the Supreme Court has held that the defendant
is not entitled to an appeal on the issue of paternity.' C. 1014 amends
G. S. §49-7 to provide that the defendant in such a case shall have the
same right of appeal from an adverse finding on the issue of paternity
as he would have had had he been found guilty of the crime of wilful
failure to support the child.
Contracts between Husband and Wife
The requirement of G. S. §52-12 that contracts of more than three
years' duration between husband and wife made during coverture which
affect or change any part of the wife's real or personal estate or the
accruing income therefrom must be in writing and "duly proven as is
required for the conveyances of land" was modified by C. 111. The
act provides that these requirements are not to be construed to apply
to any superior court judgment which, by reason of its being consented
to by a husband and his wife, or their attorneys, may be construed to
constitute a contract between such husband and wife.
Divorce and Alimony
Although it is a common practice for husbands and wives to enter
into separation agreements and to effect property settlements before seek-
ing a divorce, and although such agreements have generally been upheld,
G. S. §50-8 has continued to require that when filing complaint in an
action for divorce or alimony, or for both, the plaintiff must file an affi-
davit that the facts set forth in the complaint are true to the best of his
knowledge and belief "and that the said complaint is not made out of
levity or by collusion between husband and wife; and if for divorce, not
for the mere purpose of being freed and separated from each other,
but in sincerity and truth for the causes mentioned in the complaint."
'State v. Hiatt, 211 N. C. 116, 189 S. E. 124 (1937).
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In the face of the widespread use of the kind of agreements mentioned,
and acknowledging that few divorces are sought for reasons other than
that of being "fred and separated from each other," it is naive to sup-
pose that the truth has not suffered in such affidavits. Yet the Supreme
Court has consistently held that the requisites of G. S. §50-8 are manda-
tory and that a failure to make the required averments defeats jurisdic-
tion.1  C. 165, effective July 1, 1947, seeks to remedy this situation. It
amends G. S. §50-8 to delete all of the language quoted above. Thus, the
affidavit will take much the same form as the usual complaint verification.
The act goes somewhat further and, while specifically not applying to
pending litigation, validates "all judgments heretofore rendered in actions
for divorce where the affidavit failed to allege that there was no col-
lusion between the husband and wife." It must be noted that this vali-
dation does not extend to judgments rendered in cases in which the
affidavit failed to allege that the complaint was not made out of levity,
nor does it validate judgments in those divorces in which the affidavit
failed to allege that the action was not for the mere purpose of being
freed and separated from each other. As to the purported validation, it
is questionable, in view of the decisions holding that defects in the affi-
davit defeat the Superior Court's jurisdiction, whether an act of the
legislature can validate a judgment which, under these decisions, can-
not be considered a judgment at all for a lack of jurisdiction shown on
face of record.2
C. 521 re-enacts G. S. §50-9, the attempt being to validate prior
divorce decrees entered, after proper jury trial, upon unverified
complaints.
Domestic Relations Com Aission
Resolution 19 continues, until the next convening of the General
Assembly, the existence of the special commission created by the Gen-
eral Assembly of 19451 to study the domestic relations laws of the
State, with special attention to be given to those laws dealing with
adoption of minor children, bastardy, divorce and alimony, marriage,
married women, guardian and ward, annulment, and juvenile and domes-
tic relations courts. Added to its field of study are the statutes relating
to correctional institutions and "any other laws pertaining to the welfare
of children."
Guardians of the Person of a Minor
C. 413 adds a new section to G. S. c. 33 providing that where there
is no natural guardian of a minor or where a minor has been abandoned,
' State v. Williams, 220 N. C. 445, 17 S. E. 2d 769 (1941); Holloman v.
Holloman, 127 N. C. 15, 37 S. E. 68 (1900).
See note 1 supra.
Sess. Laws 1945, r. 43.
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and where, in either event, the minor requires service from the county
department of public welfare, then until such time as a guardian of the
person has been appointed, the superintendent of public welfare of the
county in which the minor resides shall be the guardian of the person
of the minor. The act provides, however, that this provision is not to
be construed as changing or affecting the appointment or the powers
and duties of any next friend, or any guardian or trustee of his estate,
nor is it to be construed as affecting any existing laws dealing with the
handling or disposition of the minor's property. An additional pro-
vision removes from G. S. §33-2 the provisions permitting a father (or
mother, if the father is dead) to dispose of the custody and tuition of
his unmarried infant child by inter vivos deed, but does not delete those
portions of G. S. §33-2 which permit the sole surviving parent to make
such disposition by will.
Legitimation
Effective July 1, 1947, C. 663 amends G. S. §49-10, which provides
for legitimation of a child born out of wedlock by petition filed by the
putative father in the superior court of the county of his residence. The
new law declares it to be a -special proceeding and the mother, if living,
and the child are made necessary parties. The full names of the father,
mother and child must be set out in the order of legitimation and must
be indexed and cross-indexed to show the father as plaintiff or petitioner
and the mother and child as defendants or respondents. Under new
G. S. §49-13 the clerk must send a certified copy of the order to the
State Registrar of Vital Statistics, who must issue a new birth certificate
for the child bearing the full name of the father. An additional pro-
vision also requires the Registrar, upon presentation of a certified copy
of the marriage license issued to the parents, to issue a new birth certif-
icate in cases of legitimation by marriage under G. S. §49-12. The
latter section is also amended by substituting "born out of wedlock" for
"illegitimate."'
Marriage
Apparently we are moving away from legalized child marriages.
C. 383 amends G. S. §14-319 to make marriage with a female under
the age of 16 a misdemeanor, raising the critical age in this instance
by two years. It also amends G. S. §51-2 to raise from 16 to 18 the
age at which persons of either sex may wed without consent. As
amended the section now permits persons over the age of 16 and under
18 to marry with a special license issued after written consent has been
obtained from one of the parents of such person, or from a person in
' C. 663 does not amend G. S. §49-11, dealing with the effects of legitimation,
particularly as to rights of inheritance. See, however, in this article, "Intestate
Succession-Adopted and Legitimated Children."
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loco parentis. Heretofore the special license requirement applied only
to females over 14 and under 16. A special license will still be allowed,
however, when an unmarried female between the ages of 12 and 16 is
pregnant or has given birth to a child if she and the putative father
agree to marry, and if written consent to their marriage is given by one
of the parents of the female, or by a person in loco parentis to her, or
by the guardian of her person, or, where there is no such person, by the
superintendent of public welfare of the county in which either party
resides. C. 383 also amends G. S. §51-3 to make marriages of females
as well as males under the age of 16 "void." The proviso in G. S.
§51-3 indicating that such marriages are to be "declared void" has not
been tampered with, and it is not likely that the courts will alter the
course of decisions in this State which have held that the only marriages
void ab initio are those between whites and Indians or Negroes and those
which are bigamous, and that the other prohibited marriages are merely
voidable.1
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY (NAE UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION)
The first Unemployment Compensation Act in North Carolina was
passed at a special session of the General Assembly in December, 1936.
The original law was prepared primarily from suggested drafts fur-
nished by the Social Security Board. Due to the urgency of the passage
of this Act by the special session, the members of the Legislature and
the 6fficials sponsoring it did not have an opportunity to give its pro-
visions the careful consideration which an act of such proportions
required. At that time the over-all Social Security Program, and par-
ticularly the Unemployment Compensation Program, which was a part
thereof, constituted a new experiment in this country. The only prece-
dents which the Federal Government and the respective states had to
follow were those precedents established in European countries.
As this prograin was in its infancy it could not be expected that the
original law would be adequate to meet the needs of this state. Since
that time, therefore, it has been necessary to amend the original law to
meet changing conditions and to remedy defects found from time to
time. It has also been necessary to make changes relative to a more
efficient administration of the program in North Carolina. At each ses-
sion of the Legislature since the adoption of the original law certain
amendments have been necessary, and the year 1947 is no exception.
The amendments suggested by the Commission and passed by the
Sawyer v. Slack, 196 N. C. 697, 146 S. E. 864 (1929) ; Watters v. Watters,
168 N. C. 411, 84 S. E. 703 (1915) ; see Parks v. Parks. 218 N. C. 245, 10 S. E.
2d 807 (1940).
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1947 Legislature in general are not controversial, but primarily deal with
a more efficient administration of the law, and were necessary by reason
of certain changes by Congress in the Federal Unemployment Tax Act.
It is needless to comment on the minor administrative amendments.
However, a few changes deserve comment as they affect workers and
employers generally throughout the state.
The name of the "Unemployment Compensation Commission of
North Carolina" was changed by a recent amendment to the "Employ-
ment Security Commission of North Carolina," and the name of the
"Unemployment Compensation Act" was changed to "Employment
Security Act."
The change in name was considered as more nearly reflecting the
activities of the two principal divisions of the Commission, since both
the North Carolina Employment Service Division and the Unemploy-
ment Compensation Division deal with employment security. Several
states have made the change in recent years, indicating a trend toward
a name which comes closer to describing the activities of the Commission.
Change in the name became effective upon passage of the amend-
ments, but provision was made by which the Commission is authorized
to continue to use its old forms, checks, letterheads, stationery and other
printed materials bearing the former name until they become exhausted.
All new supplies will bear the new name.
Another amendment provides that the Commission shall cooperate
with other state agencies to oppose federalization of state employment
security programs.
The law was further amended to provide that the Commission may
enter into reciprocal agreements by which wages earned in covered em-
ployment in more than one state, if less in any state than the eligible
amount of $130.00, may be combined and the individual paid benefits,
to be charged to the partially pooled account, and not to any employer.
The section dealing with the definition of wages was amended to
provide that if an employer operating in more than one state pays an
individual $3,000 for services in another state prior to his employment
in North Carolina, and had paid unemployment compensation taxes to
such other state, such individual's wages earned in this state would be
exempt.
Another ainendment was added to provide that an unemployed per-
son is disqualified to draw benefits under the Employment Security Act
if he asserts his right to benefits against another state or the Federal
Government, unless such claim is filed under a reciprocal agreement
plan with another state.
A new fund was created in the office of the State Treasurer, which
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was designated as a Special Employment Security Administration Fund.
It was provided by the amendment that subsequent to June 30, 1947, all
interest and penalties -collected from employers under the Employment
Security Act shall be paid into such special fund. No part of such
special fund shall be used or expended in lieu of any Federal funds.
made available to the Commission for the administration of the law.
Out of this Special Employment Security Administration Fund will be
paid all refunds of interest erroneously collected by the Commission
provided such interest was paid into the fund.
Prior to the adoption of the amendment, if the Social Security Ad-
ministration found that any amount had been expended for any purposes.
other than those found necessary by the Social Security Administration,
the state was required to replace such funds, and it further required
the governor to submit to the Legislature a request for an appropriation
to replace such amounts. As an example, an employee who is paid the
entire month's salary on the 25th of the month might fail to report.
back to work after that date. It is obvious that such employee is over-
paid. If, after the Commission exhausts its efforts to collect such.
amount and fails, then the Legislature would be required to appropriate
an amount so that the Employment Security Administration Fund might
be reimbursed. The special fund will take care of such contingencies
and the Commission can reimburse the Employment Security Admin-
istration Fund from the special fund.
Several amendments were passed relating to maritime coverage to
bring the State law into conformity with a recent Federal amendment.
On August 10, 1946, Congress passed an amendment to the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act, effective July 1, 1946, providing that salaries
and wages paid for services performed by the officers or members of
a crew with the operation of an American vessel, are taxable under the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act. The amendment to the North Car-
olina Act brings under its coverage like services performed on such
vessels when the operations are controlled from an office located in the
State of North Carolina. These amendments conform to the Federal
Act and tax only the same type of services as does the Federal Act.
An individual who maintains an operating office in this State from which
such individual supervises, manages, directs, and controls the operation
of an American vessel operating on the navigable waters within and
without the United States, is brought under the State law.
Under the Employment Security Act "wages" means all remuneration
for services from whatever source and the term wages, prior to a recent
amendment, has been defined by the Act to include gratuities customarily
received by an individual in the course of his work from persons other
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than his employing unit. This definition of wages, therefore, made it
necessary for the Commission to attempt to tax tips received by indi-
viduals from persons other than the employing unit just as if such
amounts had been paid by the employing unit. The employers through-
out North Carolina found it practically impossible to keep account of
the amount of tips received by individuals in their employ as the indi-
viduals did not report the tips to the employing unit. So, it was
practically impossible to administer that portion of the law. A recent
amendment deleted from the definition of wages those gratuities which
constituted tips. Such amendment should met the whole-hearted ap-
proval of all employers who are faced with such a problem.
Another ambndment was adopted in which all employers should be
particularly interested and which they should bear in mind when pre-
paring any and all future returns. This amendment amends Section
96-9, subsection (a), paragraph (2) of the Employment Security Act.
by providing that from and after January 1, 1947, the term wages~shall
include the first $3,000 paid by an employer to an employee during a
calendar year, without regard to the year in which the employment
occurred. Prior to the amendment remuneration not in excess of $3,000
was taxable with respect to the year in which it was earned regardless
of the year in which it was paid; therefore, subsequent to January 1,
1947, employers in preparing their returns should report and pay con-
tributions only on remuneration up to $3,000 which has actually been
paid employees during the calendar year irrespective of the year in which
the employment occurred.
Prior to the recent amendments, the lhw provided, in its Employer
Experience Rating Plan, that an employer could make a voluntary con-
tribution, in addition to the contributions required under the law, for
the purpose of reducing his tax rate for the following year, but it was
necessary for such voluntary contributions to be made not later than
July 31 of the calendar year in order for such contributions to be taken
into consideration in computing the tax rate for the following year.
Under the statute, prior to the amendment, it was impossible for the
employer to know what voluntary contributions it would be necessary
for him to make in order to get the desired reduction, as he was not
cognizant of what charges had been made to his reserve account for
the three months' period ending July 31. The law, as amended, places
upon the Commission the responsibility of notifying an employer, as
soon after July 31 as possible, of all charges made against his reserve
account for the three months preceding August 1, so that such employer
can accurately compute the amount of voluntary contributions necessary
to reduce his rate. As a result of the amendment the employer may,
within ten days after the mailing of such notice of charges against his
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account by the Commission, make contributions which will be credited
back as of July 31 so that he may get the benefit of the reduced rate.
This will materially benefit those employers who desire to make volun-
tary contributions for the purpose of getting a reduced rate for the
following year.
No suit or proceeding for the collection of unpaid contributions
may be begun by the Commission after five years from the date on
which such contributions became due; this in effect is a five-year statute
of limitations on the collection of unpaid contributions. An amendment
was adopted recently for the purpose of defining when a proceeding
shall be deemed to have been instituted or begun. Under the amend-
ment a proceeding shall be deemed to have been instituted upon the
date of the issuance of an order by the Chairman of the Commission
directing a hearing to be held to determine liability or non-liability, or
upon the date notice and demand is mailed by registered mail to the last
known address of an employing unit. Since the adoption of the amend-
ment there can be no question raised by any employer, employing unit,
or interested party as to when a proceeding is deemed to have been
instituted, as it relates to the five-year statute of limitations.
In 1941, the General Assembly amended the Unemployment Com-
pensation Act to provide that wage credits of workers entering military
service would be available to the workers when they were discharged.
The purpose of such amendment in 1941 was to freeze credits so that
the returned veteran would be entitled to some unemployment benefits
from prior credits after discharge from rfiilitary service and until he
could find work and readjust himself. Subsequent to the passage of
such amendment the Servicemens Readjustment Act was passed by
Congress and under the Act, veterans who are unemployed through
no fault of their own, after discbarge from military service are entitled
to $20 per week for a maximum of fifty-two weeks. It was felt, there-
fore, that since the veterans' rights were so well taken care of by the
Servicemens Readjustment Act, which the Employment Security Com-
mission of this State is administering for the Federal Government, that
their credits should no longer be frozen under the North Carolina Act.
Therefore, the freezing provisions above-referred to were deleted from
the law by a recent amendment. Before the amendment to delete such
freezing provisions was offered to the Legislature, the Legislative Com-
mittee of the American Legion was notified that an amendmnet of that
nature was contemplated and no objections were raised by that com-
mittee. Under the law as amended, a veteran who is unemployed
through no fault of his own, who is able and available for work, and
otherwise eligible for benefits, may draw readjustment allowances, which
are paid by the Federal Government, for a maximum of fifty-two weeks.
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If, .after exhausting the benefits available for him under the Readjust-
ment Allowance Act, he is still unemployed, he may then draw benefits
under the Employment Security Act of North Carolina, provided that
he has built up wage credits in a base period subsequent to his return
from military service. Under the laws as amended a veteran 'may first
elect to receive readju stment allowances, or he may elect to first receive
unmployment compensation benefits.
There is another amendment which should be of interest to employ-
ers and employees alike. To be entitled or eligible to receive any ben-
efits under the Employment Security Act, it is necessary for an indi-
vidual to show to the satisfaction of the Commission that he has regis-
tered for work at a public employment office; that he has filed a claim
for benefits, and that he is able to work and available for work. A
recent amendment adds a proviso to these eligibility conditions which
provides that no individual shall be deemed available for work unless
he. shows to the satisfaction of the Commission that he is actively seek-
ing work. This puts a definite responsibility on the unemployed indi-
vidual to go out and try to find a job himself. Prior to the amendment
the mere fact that an indiidual had registered at an employment office
and filed a claim, and stated that he was able and available for work,
was taken as evidence of his availability. Now, it will be necessary for
him to show that he has made real efforts on his own behalf to secure
employment. It was also provided by the recent amendment that an
individual customarily employed in seasonal employment, shall, during
the period of non-seasonal operations, show to the satisfaction of the
Commission that he is actively seeking employment which he is qualified
to perform by past experience or training during the non-seasonal period.
Unless an unemployed individual, during the non-seasonal period,
actively seeks work which he is qualified to perform by reason of such
prior experience or training, he is ineligible to receive any benefits.
The General Assembly saw fit to repeal that section of the law
which is commonly known as the contractor clause. This provision of
the law was Section 96-8(f)(8) of the General Statutes of North
Carolina. The repeal of the contractor clause was not suggested to the
General Assembly by the Commission. That section of the law was
the one under which contractors or subcontractors having a contractual
relationship with a principal covered employer, were held liable even
though they did not have as many as, eight or more individuals in their
employment. Such section also provided that even though neither the
principal nor the contractor had as many as eight individuals in the
respective 'employ of each, if by combining the employment record of
each they would jointly have eight or more, then because of such con-
tractual relationship, both the principal and the subcontractor were
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liable. Since the repeal of this section of the law, it will be necessary
for the Commission to more closely scrutinize the relationship between
the principal employer and contractor or subcontractor in order to deter-
mine whether or not the contractor or subcontractor comes within the
definition of employment.
No changes were made in coverage under the Employment Security
Act except as to maritime workers. No changes were made in respect
to increasing weekly benefit amounts, nor in respect to the extension
of weeks of unemployment benefits. It is felt that the amendments as a
whole were constructive amendments.
ESCHEATS
Efforts to enlarge the escheats net so as to sweep in any remaining
possibilities of gain for the University are found in some of the current
acts whose provisions will be distributed about the General Statutes
according to the character of property concerned. One of these re-
lates to shareholders' interests in the remaining assets of dissolved cor-
porations--evidently solvent corporations, since the act speaks of prop-
erty remaining "in the hands of the directors" (italics supplied). When
such shares are unclaimed six months after termination of the corporate
existence they are to be turned over2 to the University. This is a very
brief time and there are no formalities or judicial proceedings for deter-
mining the fact of abandonment but considering that the University will
hold the funds permanently3 subject to the demand of the owner, 4 due
process seems to be satisfied.5
I C. 613 amending the Corporation Law by a one paragraph addition to G. S.
§55-132 which concerns the prolongation of corporate existence for purposes of
liquidation. It would seem that this might better have been a separate section
differently placed.
'The word used in the statute is "escheat." Even in its present day enlarged
meaning, which includes what historically was bona vacantia, see note, 19 N. C. L.
REv. 372 (1941), "escheat" hardly refers properly to unclaimed property held for-
ever subject to recovery by the owner who was thought to have abandoned it.
Escheats of land have been separately and differently dealt with. One 1947 amend-
ment touches that area by setting up new machinery for selling and conveying
land after its escheat to the University under a judgment of the superior court.
Although the sale is under supervision of the court the statute requires additional
confirmation of the sale by the University Comptroller. C. 494, amending G. S.
§116-20.
No ten year period of -holding like that heretofore present in prior escheat
acts is found herein and the changed policy thus indicated 'is further shown by
amendments striking the ten year period from some of the prior acts. See C. 614
amending G. S. §§116-23, 24, and 25 in that respect as to bank deposits (in solvent
banks), wages and miscellaneous personal property and claims. No such change
seems to have been made as to unclaimed shares in decedents' estates, G. S. §116-22,
but the University is understood to have operated on this basis as to all personalty
even in the past.
""The owner thereof." Two of the other acts (cc. 614, 621) require the Uni-
versity to surrender only to "the identical persons to whom such funds are due"
(italics supplied). What this means can only be surmised. Without it no one
would have supposed that funds were to be paid to or on order of anyone but the
owner, not even to his identical twin brother. ' Perhaps it is intended to prohibit
agencies or transfers. If so, it ought to fail for vagueness if not for policy.
'The Supreme Court has gone far to sustain the states in taking over pre-
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Another current act6 provides for the transfer to the University of
unclaimed liquidation dividends in insolvent banks both state and na-
tional. This legislation rounds out our escheat law to reach claims
against banks at all stages, i.e., (1) against solvent banks for long un-
claimed deposits, 7 (2) against the assets of insolvent banks on deposits
for which no claim has been filed in liquidation,8 (3) against the assets
of fully liquidated insolvent banks for which a claim was filed but the
allotted share of which has not been paid over or asked for. It is this
last situation which the present amendment touches. So far as it ap-
plies to liquidated state banks there seems little ground to question its
validity. In its application to national banks even though limited to the
unpaid allotments to North Carolina residents,9 it seems to collide with
doctrines of federal exclusiveness in national bank liquidation and,
despite the length to which the Supreme Court has gone to sustain state
seizure of deposits in national banks when there is reason to believe
them abandoned,10 two recent federal cases'1 give strong ground for
believing that our act will fail at this point. It is true that in both
those cases the state was apparently seeking to stand in the position of a
depositor who had not filed a claim, while the present amendment seeks
sumptively abandoned property and claims where reasonable protection to the
rights of the claimant are provided either in the process of taking or afterward
before his claim is forever lost. Anderson Nat. Bk. v. Luckett, 321. U. S. 233
(1944). And see State v. N. W. Nat. Bk. bf Mpls., 219 Minn. 471, 18 N. W. 2d
569 (1945), note 32 VA. L. REv. 164 (1945). Cf. Marine Nat. Exch. Bk. of Mil-
waukee v. State, 248 Wis. 410, 22 N. W. 2d 156 (1946) (holding Wisconsin act
invalid for want of notice to the depositor) ; Mueller v. First Wis. Nat. Bk. of
Milw., 249 Wis. 35, 23 N. W. 2d 475 (1946) (conflict of laws problem).
' C. 621 amending the Banking Law, G. S. §53-20, as to state bank liquidation
and the escheats portion of the chapter on Educational Institutions, G. S. §116-25,
as to national.
7 G. S. §116-24.
8 G. S. §53-20(12). This seems to apply only to state banks.
'Nothing seems to be gained by this limitation since, other doubts aside, the
situs of deposits for purposes of escheat and bona viacantia seems to be the
place of business of the bank. Anderson Nat. Bk. v. Luckett, 321 U. S. 233, 241,
248 (1944) ; Mueller v. First Wis. Nat. Bk. of Milw., 249 Wis. 35, 23 N. W. 2d
475 (1946) (Minnesota receiver of the estate of Minnesota absentee had no claim
to property outside that state, hence none to deposit in Milwaukee bank).
"0 See note 5 supra. Since one of the advantages of bank deposits in the past
has been the depositor's freedom to disappear and put them from mind for long
periods and then in time of need to return and demand them with interest, the
whole policy of treating them as abandoned and lost to the state after such un-
realistic due process as posting a notice on the local court house door, is suspect.
No such criticism of the North Carolina act can now be made since claimants!
rights are not lost except for any right to new interest. Some banks themselves
have encroached to this extent on the wanderer's assurance of an earning nest
egg back home by stopping interest after a specified period of inactivity and then
making a small charge for paying inactive accounts.
" In re Commercial Nat. Bk., 45 F. Supp. 482 (E. D. Pa. 1942), aff'd on
opinion below sub nom. In re Reed, Rcvr., 134 F. 2d 172 (C. C. A. 3d 1943);
Rushton v. Schram, 143 F. 2d 554 (C. C. A. 6th 1944)' (wherein amended Mich-
igan statute was construed as not retroactive). Note especially the concurring
opinion of Simons, Cir. J., at p. 561, distinguishing the Anderson Bank case, supra
note 5. Cf. the pretty obviously retroactive character of our act, C. 621, §2.
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to reach only the share of a North Carolina depositor 1 2 who has made
a proper claim but who has not thereafter taken his money and so might
be considered to have abandoned it. But it seems that even this inter-
feres with the complete control of distribution contemplated by the fed-
eral act"3 notwithstanding that no specific provision appears to be made
therein as to what shall be done with funds so left over. If our act is
to stand it will seemingly have to be on the basis of this omission.
A new use is designated for escheated funds by C. 614.14 Whereas
they formerly were to go exclusively for University maintenance they
are now to be set up as a fund, the earnings from which are to go either
for maintenance or as aid to needy resident students at the University
in Trustee discretion.
ESTATES OF MISSING PERSONS
C. 921 marks one more effort on the part of the law-making body
to settle the troublesome problem of administering the estate of a person
who has been missing for a considerable period of time but who is not
known to be actually dead. In the past, various statutes' have attempted
to deal with the problem, but by and large, have offered no satisfactory
solution of it. G. S. §§28-166 and 28-167 are instances of this piece-
meal legislation.
Section 28-166 provides that money or other estate, in the hands
of an executor or administrator, due an absent defendant, may be paid
over by the personal representatives to the clerk for reinvestment or
management, under the direction of the judge, for the benefit of the
absent person. Section 28-167 provides that when the person entitled to
the money has not been heard of for seven years or more, an admin-
istrator may be appointed and made a party to a special proceeding in
which a verified petition is filed setting forth the facts of the case. The
clerk conducts the proceeding as any other special proceeding, and may
make an order, to be approved by the judge, for the distribution of the
fund "among the next of kin of the absent deceased2 person." It will
2 Or of a North Carolina stockholder who would be entitled to share in the
excess after payment of creditors, chiefly depositors.
12 U. S. C. A. §194. See Simons, Cir. J., concurring in Rushton v. Schram,
143 F. 2d 554, 560 (C. C. A. 6th 1944). Cf. note 17 N. C. L. Rtv. 285, 286
(1939) to the effect that the federal statutes make no provision for disposition of
unclaimed deposits, but perhaps overlooking the tontine theory accepted in the fed-
eral cases cited herein and making no distinction between unclaimed deposits and
unclaimed dividends on claims. The present act does provide for posting notice
to the persons named on the list of claimants which the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency is directed to supply the University. This action is evidently to assure due
process under the tests recognized in Anderson Nat. Bk. v. Luckett, 321 U. S.
233 (1944), but it does not directly meet the weakness here under discussion-
that of an encroachment on the federal administration provided by federal law.
14 §4, replacing old G. S. §116-26.
G. S. §§28-25, 28-166, 28-167, 33-56 through 33-62; and Pub. Laws 1945, c. 469.
2 Italics supplied.
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be seen that this section attempts to outline a procedure for the final
distribution of personal assets placed in the custody of the court for the
benefit of a seven-year absentee by personal representatives who have
settled up other estates from which such assets have been derived. The
statute in no manner prescribes directly for the original administration
of the absentee's own estate; and it apparently is not designed to apply
to real property. Also, as indicated above, it provides, anomalously
enough, that the fund shall be distributed among the next of kin of the
absent deceased person.
The new law amends Article 1 of C. 28 of the General Statutes and
attempts to clarify and remedy some of the defects, above pointed out,
of §28-167. Whether it actually attains these ends remains to be seen.
In general, it makes provision for the original administration of a seven-
year absentee's own estate, when it is made to appear by special pro-
ceedings as prescribed in §28-167 to the satisfaction of the clerk, "or a
Judge of the Superior Court having jurisdiction of the appointment of
Executors and Administrators" that such person has been absent for
seven years and cannot be found and has made no provision for the
management of his property or the administration of his estate in the
event of his death. Upon a showing of these facts, the statute provides
that the clerk of the county of the last known residence of the absent
person, "or Judge of the Superior Court, may appoint an administrator
of the estate and property, both real and personal, of such absent per-
son, as may be done in the case of decedents, and with like powers and
duties with respect to said estate, and shall include both real and per-
sonal property, and the laws of Distribution and Inheritance shall apply
to the assets of the said estate to be administered under and by virtue
of this statute." The part of the statute just quoted presents several
angles for discussion. It will be noted that a judge of the superior
court is given the power to appoint an administrator for such missing
person. This is clearly a departure from the law which generally vests
the power of appointment in the probate judge-the clerk of the su-
perior court. Just what judge shall have this power is not entirely
clear. Presumably, the judge before whom the special proceedings are
instituted is the one intended by the legislature.
It will also be observed that the statute provides that the adminis-
trator thus appointed shall be the administrator not only of the personal
property of the absentee but also of his real property-with like powers
and duties with respect to the estate as if he had been appoihted the
administrator of a deceased person. Then follows the ambiguous state-
ment that "the laws of distribution and inheritance shall apply to the
assets of said estate to be administered under and by virtue of this
statute." The statute further provides that "the administrator so ap-
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pointed shall have all the powers and duties with respect to the property
and estate of such missing person as are now or may hereafter be con-
ferred by law upon administrators generally." The amount of the bond
to be given is determined on the basis of the value of the real estate as
well as the personal property of the absentee. What is the effect of
these provisions? Do they mean that the title to the real property vests
in the administrator pending the settlement of the estate contrary to the
law which now prevails, i.e., that only the personal property passes
through the hands of the personal representative unless it becomes neces-
sary to sell the land to make assets for the payment of debts? Or is it
meant that the real property passes only into the protective custody of
the administrator while the absentee's estate is being settled? Perhaps
the latter is intended but the statute is far from clear on the point.
A more serious question than any of those already posited might be
raised: is the statute constitutional? Suppose the missing person whose
estate has been administered turns up alive, rebuts the presumption of
his death arising from seven year's absence, and claims all of his prop-
erty either from the administrator or from those to whom it has been
distributed: may he regain it on the theory that he has been deprived
of it without due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment of
the Federal Constitution? Both the North Carolina Supreme Court3
and the Supreme Court of the United States4 have held that any at-
tempt on the part of a probate court, acting under a general law, to
administer the estate of a person who later turns out to be alive is abso-
lutely void, and all acts of an administrator or executor proceeding
under the probate court's order are of no effect whatsoever. This, for
the simple reason that the probate court had no jurisdiction of the sub-
ject matter involved and the live person whose estate has been admin-
istered has been deprived of his property without due process of law
under the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. However, the United States. Supreme Court has held that the
various states acting in their sovereign capacities not only have power
to control the estates of missing persons but that they may also endow
their courts with jurisdiction under proper conditions to administer
upon the estates of absentees, even though they might be alive, by
special and appropriate proceedings applicable to that condition as dis-
tinct from the power to administer the estates of deceased persons.5 In
order to come within the purview of the Fourteenth Amendment as to
due process, such special legislation must contain two essential things:
(1) it must provide adequate notice to the absentee whose estate is to
8 Wharton v. Holmes. 194 N. C. 470, 140 S. E. 93 (1927).
'Cunnius v. Reading School District, 198 U. S. 458 (1904).
Blinn v. Nelson, 222 U. S. 1 (1911). See also Beckwith v. Bates, 228 Mich.
400. 200 N. W. 151 (1924).
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be administered; and (2) it must provide adequate safeguards for the
protection for a period of time of the property of such absentee pending
his possible return. The lack of either or both of these prerequisites
will render the statute unconstitutional and any administration proceed-
ings had thereunder void.
Assuming that the statute under discussion is special legislation,
does it meet the constitutional requirements just set forth? It is quite
evident that the statute makes no definite, express provision either for
notice or for the preservation of the property. Neither the clerk nor
anyone else is authorized to hold the property of the absentee for a
specified period of time during which further investigation of his where-
abouts may be made or notice may be given to him to come in and claim
his property. Also, as just indicated, the statute makes no express pro-
vision for notice to the absentee, by publication or otherwise, of the pro-
ceedings about to be instituted with reference to him and his property.
Indeed, it treats the absentee as if he were dead and confers upon his
administrator such powers and duties "as are or may be hereafter con-
ferred by law upon administrators generally" (italics supplied).
Are there any previously enacted statutes with reference to the
estates of missing persons which can be integrated with the new statute
to take care of the omitted matters of adequate notice and preservation
of the absentee's property? G. S. §§33-56 through 33-62 provide for
the appointment of a guardian for the preservation and management of
the property of a person who has been missing for three months and
for the restoration of such property upon the absentee's returnY Also
C. 469 of the Public Laws of 1945 makes provision for the appoint-
ment of a conservator of a missing person's estate and for a return of
the property to him, if he should show up alive, minus any part of the
estate used for the support of the absentee's wife and children or other
dependents. But in neither of these statutes is notice by publication or
otherwise to the absentee provided for. Hence, on that score, the ques-
tion of their constitutionality may be raised.
If we assume that the statutes just discussed adequately take care
of the problem of conservation of the property-and query as to whether
or not they do so since no stated period of time is provided for-the
qRuestion of proper notice is still left open. The one glimmer of hope
lies in the fact that the new law indicates that the administrator of the
absentee shall be appointed on the basis of a special proceedings "as
" In Carter v. Lilley, 227 N. C. 435, 42 S. E. 2d 610 (1947), the court held
that there is no jurisdiction to take proceedings under this article relating to the
estate of a seven year absentee, where the trial judge made a finding of fact that
the absentee was dead. Without discussing constitutionality or the consequence of
the return of the absentee, the court decided that such a finding of fact provides a
valid method of proof of death on which to base the appointment of a regular
administrator.
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prescribed in G. S. section 28-167." Section 28-167 requires that the
proceedings be conducted "as other special proceedings." When we
examine G. S. §1-394, which provides for the commencement of con-
tested special proceedings, we find that the manner of the service of
summons in such actions "whether by sheriff or by publication, shall be
as is prescribed for summons in civil actions in section 1-89." If ad-
equate notice has been given to the absentee by publication in strict
compliance with the statute then perhaps it could be maintained that
the other constitutional requirement had been met.
It is a matter of regret that a statute of such importance should have
been so loosely drawn that its true meaning and import, if any, must
be ascertained by implication from and reference to other statutes; and
that, ultimately, litigation will have to be resorted to for its proper
construction.
The Commission on the Revision of the Laws of North Carolina Re-
lating to Estates, in its second report submitted to the Governor in
1939G foresaw the urgent need for a statute which would adequately
care for the problem of the administration of the estates of missing. per-
sons, and drafted such a statute for North Carolina. The proposed
statute7 was closely modelled after the Massachusetts laws which had
been upheld as constitutional by the United States Supreme Court,9 and
which, as of 1939, had proved itself workable and satisfactory in Massa-
chusetts for twenty-three years. The proposed statute, unfortunately
not adopted by the legislature, carefully forestalled any question of its
unconstitutionality by providing for notice by publication to the absentee,
for the appointment of a receiver for his property, and for the preserva-
tion of the property for fourteen years,10 after which time final and
absolute distribution should be made among those entitled to take under
the rules for intestate succession. It is evident from this lengthy discus-
sion of the recently enacted statute that North Carolina should give
serious consideration to' the merits of the statute proposed by the
Commission.
EVIDENCE
C. 781, §1(17), amends G. S. §8-75 to permit depositions in actions
in justice's court to be taken befoie a notary public of this or any other
state or foreign country, without issue of a commission, as well as upon
commission issued by the clerk of the superior court.
See the Report at pp. 102 and 103.
'Unfortunately, the text of this statute was omitted, for reasons of economy,
from the printed Report.
86 ANN. LAws OF MAss. (1933) c. 200.
'Blinn v. Nelson, 222 U. S. 1 (1911).
" The period provided for by the Massachusetts law and approved as satisfac-
tory by the United States Supreme Court in Blinn v. Nelson, supra note 9.
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FORESTRY-LOG MEASUREMENT
In 1945 the legislature authorized the Board of Agriculture to estab-
lish standards of weight and measurement for any commodity and in
any instance for which no standard was established by Congress, or by
North Carolina law, but the authority to establish a standard log rule
measurement was expressly withheld.' By C. 400 the legislature has
filled this gap, adopting the "International Y inch Log Rule" as the
standard rule for determining the number of board feet in a log. The
section specifies that it shall not apply to contracts entered into prior to
its enactment, nor to the measure of damages in tort actions.
The older rule for log measurement, the "Doyle rule," known as the
"Scribner rule" or by other names in some parts of the country,2 orig-
inated when lumber milling methods were more wasteful than they are
today. Thirty years ago it was stated to be a matter of general knowl-
edge that the modern sawmill always produced more lumber from the
log than was shown by a tally based on that rule.3 This older rule is
adopted as standard by statute in Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
4
The scaling handbook provided by the National Forest Service gives
the formula for the International Y inch Log Rule as follows, "V"
being used to designate volume of log in board feet, and "D" the
average diameter of the log inside the bark at the small end:
V = (0.22D2 - 0.71D) X 0.905 for each 4-foot section of log.
According to the handbook, this International Log Rule "results in a
log scale closely approximating the lumber tally if the logs are sawn
in a reasonably efficient mill which practices close utilization, particularly
of lumber 8 feet long and shorter." Nevertheless the older rule is
fixed as the standard by the National Forest Service, to be used unless
the International Log Rule is specified.7 The handbook further states
that the International Log Rule should not be used on large timber in
localities where close utilization is impracticable.8 A 1941 Michigan
statute adopts as standard a rule which it calls the "international log
rule," and states a formula differing in one factor from that stated in
the National Forest Scaling Handbook.9 The formula used by the
'G. S. (1945 Supp.) §81-2.1.
'Morrison et al. v. Pickrell Walnut Co., 199 Ill. App. 175 (1916).
'Peter et al. v. Owl Bayou Cypress Co., 137 La. 1067, 69 So. 840 (1915).
1 FLA. STAT. ANN. (1943) §§536.04, 536.20; LA. GEN. STAT. (Dart. 1939)
§9999; Miss. CoDE (1942) §5135.
'United States Department of Agriculture, NATIONAL FoREST SCALING HAND-
BooK, REv. 1940 (1941) 86, n. 1.
'Id., at 42. 7 Id., at 2. 8 Id., at 42.
"The international log rule, based upon one-fourth ('A) inch saw kerf, as
expressed in the formula (D' X 0.22) - 0.71D X 0.904762 for four (4) foot
sections ... is hereby adopted as the standard log rule for determining the board
foot content of saw logs ... " Micn. STAT. ANN. (Henderson, Supp. 1946)
§18.262.
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United States Department of Agriculture will probably be recognized
as authoritative, although the Michigan variation unfortunately does
raise a doubt upon which an argument about the construction of the
statute can be based.
INJUNCTION
C. 229 authorizes the superior court, on the application of the State
Board of Pharmacy, to issue a temporary or permanent restraining order
or injunction against violations of the statutes relating to the practice
of pharmacy or dealing in specific drugs. Heretofore, these violations
could be stopped only through criminal prosecutions for misdemeanors.
Most of the cases had to be handled in the local recorders' courts, with
resulting leniency of enforcement. And the judges of the superior court
were unwilling to grant injunction,1 because of the available criminal
remedy, without statutory authorization.
Giving the administrative agency the privilege of applying directly
to the court for injunction, instead of depending upon the Attorney-
General or Solicitor, is in line with the better practices here2 and
elsewhere.3
Similar statutes in other states have been held constitutional, as
against the objection that the defendant is deprived of trial by jury.4 The
principal difficulties encountered have been over what conduct amounted
to violations of the restrictive statutes.
5
INSURANCE
1. Merger, Rehabilitation and Liquidation of Insurance Companies.
There has been in North Carolina no statutory authority for the
Commissioner of Insurance to supervise the merger or consolidation of
a North Carolina insurance company. To assure a merger or consolida-
tion plan that is fair, equitable to policyholders, both of stock and mutual
insurers, and not in conflict with the public interest, C. 923 provides for
the submission of any merger or consolidation plans to the Commissioner
for his approval or disapproval.' Otherwise, the existing North Caro-
lina corporation law applies.
2
1 See Matthews v. Lawrence, 212 N. C. 537, 192 S. E. 730 (1937) (pho-
tography).
2 G. S. §§106-123 (food and drugs), 84-37 (practice of law). Cf. Seawell v.
Carolina Motor Club, 209 N. C. 624, 184 S. E. 540 (1936).
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Robert Collier & Co., 76 F. 2d 939
(C. C A. 2d 1935).
State v. Fray, 214 Iowa 53, 241 N. W. 663. See Note 81 A. L. R. 298 (1932).
Compare State ex rel. Carpenter v. Boyles, 213 N.-C. 432, 196 S. E. 850 (1938)
and State ex rel. Sinclair v. Croom, 217 N. C. 526, 8 S. E. 2d 834 (1940) (road
houses and cash registers).
'See State ex rel. Missildine v. Jewell Market Co., 209 Iowa 567, 228 N. W.
288 (1929) (sale of aspirin in grocery store); Department of State v. Kroger
Grocery and Baking Co., 40 N. E. 2d 375, 41 N. E. 2d 952 (Ind. App. 1942)
(sales of vitamin capsules in grocery stores).
I C. 923, §1, §58-155.1, subsec. 1. -G. S. (1943) §§55-2, 55-165 to 55-170.
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In case a domestic insurance company reinsures all or substajtially
all of its insurance in force in another insurer under an agreement
whereby the reinsuring company supplants the domestic company and
succeeds to its liabilities, there is deemed to be a consolidation, and such
reinsurance agreement is subject to the approval of the Commissioner.3
The requirement of the approval of the Commissioner in cases of
the merger or consolidation of domestic insurers is amply justified and
compares with the statutory requirement of approval by the Commis-
sioner of Banks to the consolidation of any North Carolina bank.
4
North Carolina was fortunate in having on its statute books at the
time banks were failing in the late twenties, adequate provisions for
dealing with banks in financial difficulties. The Commissioner of Banks,
formerly the Corporation Commission, had power to close the doors of
banks in imminent danger of insolvency and to engage in the liquidation
of such banks. Assets were preserved and administered for the best
interests of depositors and creditors. The entire process of liquidation
and reopening of closed banks was subject to the regulation and approval
of the Commissioner of Banks.5
There were no similar statutory provisions applicable to domestic
insurance companies in danger of insolvency. The general provisions
of the North Carolina corporation law were not adequate or adapted to
protect the interests of policyholders of domestic insurance companies,
either stock or mutual.
C. 923 is devised to do for domestic insurance companies what had
been done for banks. The Insurance Commissioner is given authority,
when any one or more of fourteen grounds for rehabilitation or liquida-
tion exist,0 to apply for an order to rehabilitate or liquidate a domestic
insurer. The proceeding is commenced in the superior court, which
may make all necessary orders and grant such relief as the case calls
for. The order to rehabilitate shall direct the Commissioner to take
possession of the property of the insurer and conduct its business so as
to remove the causes which made rehabilitation necessary. An order of
liquidation likewise shall direct the Commissioner to take possession of
the property of the insurer and to proceed to liquidate its business.
7
There are various provisions for the conservation of assets, all tend-
ing to protect policyholders and creditors. In all delinquency proceed-
ings, the superior court shall appoint the Insurance Commissioner as
receiver, with all the usual powers and duties of a receiver of a business
corporation, including the appointment of special deputy commissioners
C. 923, §1, §58-155.1, subsec. 2.
'G. S. (1943) §53-12.
• G. S. (1943) §§53-18 to 53-38.
* C. 923, §1, §§58-1552, 58-155.4.
'C. 923, §1, §§58-155.3, 58-155.5.
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to act for him and the employment of counsel, assistants, clerks, etc., all
subject to the approval of the court and the expenses to be paid out of
funds of the insurer.8
One of the grounds for application by the Commissioner to the
superior court for an order of rehabilitation or liquidation of a domestic
insurer is the appointment of a receiver by a federal court.9 This raises
a conflict of jurisdictions, but it is likely that the federal court will sur-
render its jurisdiction to the North Carolina superior court in such a
case. The United States Supreme Court has held that where a state
sets up adequate and elaborate liquidation machinery for domestic build-
ing and loan associations, a federal court should surrender its jurisdic-
tion to the state liquidator in the proper state court.1 0
The Uniform Insurers Liquidation Act is incorporated into the new
law. 1' This is a well-drawn law, and, coordinated with other sections
drawn largely from the 1943 New York Insurance Law, it gives North
Carolina adequate coverage for insurance companies in need of rehabili-
tation or liquidation. There are sections setting forth requirements for
(1) the filing of claims, (2) the allowance of claims, (3) priority of
claims, (4) offsets and (5) voidable transfers.
The provisions for the levy of assessments against members of a
mutual insurer or subscribers in a reciprocal insurer are worthy of
attention.12 When the Commissioner reports. to the court that an assess-
ment is necessary to pay claims and expenses in full, the court may levy
one or more assessments. After such levy, the court shall issue an order
directing each member of a mutual insurer or subscriber in a reciprocal
insurer, if he does not pay the amount assessed against him, to show
cause why he should not be held liable and why the Commissioner should
not have judgment therefor. The Commissioner is directed to give no-
tice of such assessment order by publication and by mail to each, member
or subscriber at his last known address. If such member or subscriber
does not appear, the court shall enter judgment against him for the
amount of the assessment.
This might be compared to the levy of assessments against stock-
holders of insolvent banks, where the statute provided that the levy of
assessments filed in the office of the clerk of the superior court should
be recorded and indexed as judgments of the superior court. This pro-
cedure was held valid in Corporation Conzmission v. Murphey.13 Acting
8 C. 923, §1, §58-155.11, subsec. 6. 9 C. 923, §1, §58-155.2(h).
10 Com. of Pennsylvania v. Williams, 294 U. S. 176 (1935).
11 C. 923, §1, §§58-155.10 to 58-155.17. 9 UNIFORM LAWS AxrN. 415 and Supp.
(1945) p. 95 shows six states as having adopted the Uniform Insurers Liquidation
Act during 1941-43.
12 C. 923, §1, §§58-155.31 to 58-155.35.
13197 N. C. 42, 147 S. E. 667 (1929) aff'd per curiam, 280 U. S. 534 (1930).
See comment in 8 N. C. L. REv. 285 (1930).
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under this procedure, the North Carolina Commissioner of Banks filed
an assessment against stockholders of the Page Trust Company. One of
the stockholders was Theodore Roosevelt, whose estate was assessed
$30,000. The New York courts enforced the assessment as a valid
judgment of the North Carolina superior court.14
The procedure for levying assessments against members of domestic
mutuals or subscribers of domestic reciprocals is less vulnerable to attack
on constitutional grounds. There is a judicial proceeding for each assess-
ment with adequate provision for notice by substituted service to the
member or subscriber subject to assessment. This conforms to the de-
mands of due process of law and is clearly a sufficient basis for a valid
judgment for the amount of the assessment.
2. Group Insurance.
A. Group life insurance.
Group life insurance was first written in the United States in 1911.
In 1946, it represented 15 per cent of total life insurance outstanding.
Until recent years, group life insurance was limited for the most part to
groups of employees. The number of groups of employees covered by
life insurance in 1925 in the United States was about 12,000; at the end
of 1945, there were over 36,000 groups. The number of individual
employees covered had likewise increased from 3 million in 1925 to 12
millIon at the end of 1945.15
This tremendous increase is due to demands of employees and desires
of employers. The employer can afford a financial contribution to pay
all or part of the cost of the insurance because enployment is made more
secure and efficient. The attractiveness of group insurance lies largely
in the fact that no medical examination is necessary. The policy covers
all or part of those working for the subscribing employer and the em-
ployees can be insured at a low cost without individual selection. The
mortality experience of an insured group -will be for all practical pur-
poses normal.
The first group insurance law for North Carolina was passed in
1925.16 An eligible group had to be composed Of at least fifty employees
of the employer making application for the group policy. If the premium
was to be paid by the enmployer and employees- jointly, not less than 75
per cent of all employees had to be insured.
In 1943, the General Assembly expanded the statute on group life
insurance. Up to that time, employee groups were the only ones in-
cluded. The 1943 statute1 7 added as insurable groups borrowers and
1,Hood, Com'r. v. Guaranty Trust Co., 270 N. Y. 17, 200 N. E. 55 (1936).15 LiFE INSURANCE FAcT BooK 1946, pp. 18-19.
'8 Pub. Laws 1925, c. 58; G. S. (1943) §58-210; 3 N. C. L. REv. 145 (1925).
'Pub. Laws 1943, c. 597; G. S. (1943) §58-210; 21 N. C. L. REV. 355 (1943).
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their guarantors from one creditor, and purchasers from- one vendor,
where payment is to be made in installments over a period not exceed-
ing ten years. This makes it possible for large lenders and sellers on
the installment plan to eliminate the risk of death of debtors. To be
eligible as a group of debtors or purchasers, the new entrants into the
group had to number 100 annually.
In 1947, new definitions :and new standard- provisions for group life
insurance were adopted by C. 834, which replaces existing statutes1 8
The new definitions of eligible groups include the 1946 recommendations
of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. No policy of
group life insurance shall be delivered in North Carolina unless it con-
forms to one of the five definitions or descriptions set out in detail in
C. 834. The first four defintions are the identical recommendations of the
Insurance Commissioners, the fifth is to provide group insurance for
members of business or professional groups, not included in the first
four.
The definitions of the groups or classes permitted to have group life
insurance in North Carolina are as follows:
(1) Employee groups.'9
This definition is a revision of the present law. The minimum size
of the required group is reduced to 25. There are provisions whereby
the policy may be issued either to the employer or to the trustee of a
fund established by the employer. Such trustee may pay the premium
due on the 'group policy from contributions from both. employer and
employees. Employees may include employees of one or more sub-
sidiaries or affiliated corporations, proprietors or partnerships. Retired
employees may also be included.
(2) Debtor groups.20
This is also a revision of the present law. It covers allfof the debtors
of a creditor whose indebtedness is repayable in installments. The word
"debtors" shall include debtors of one or more subsidiary or affiliated
corporations, proprietors or partnerships. The amount of insurance on
the life of any debtor shall not exceed the amount owed by him which
is repayable in installments to the creditor, or $5,000, which ever is less.
The premium for the policy shall be paid by the policyholder, either from
the creditor's funds or from charges collected from the insured debtors,
or from both. Where part or all of the premium is to be derived from
the collection from the insured debtors of identifiable charges not re-
quired of uninsured debtors, at least 75 per cent of the eligible debtors
at the date of issue of the policy must elect to pay the required charges.
" C. 834, §1, §58-210. C. 834, §1, §58-210(1).
20 C. 834, §1, §58-210(2).
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The policy may be issued only if the group of eligible debtors is then
receiving new entrants at the rate of at least 100 persons yearly, or may
reasonably be expected to receive at least 100 new entrants during the
first policy year, and only if the policy reserves to the insurer the right
to require evidence of individual insurability, if less than 75 per cent of
the new entrants become insured. The insurance shall be payable to




This is a new provision in North Carolina and permits the issuance
of group life insurance policies to labor unions for their members. The
minimum group is 25, as in the case of employees. If part of the
premium is paid from funds collected from members for insurance, 75
per cent of the eligible members must belong to the group. The mem-
bers eligible shall be all of the members of the union or all of any class
thereof determined by conditions pertaining to employment, or to mem-
bership in the union, or both. No policy may be issued on which the
entire premium is to be derived from funds contributed by the insured
members specifically for their insurance.
(4) Employees of two or more employers in same kind of business
or members of two or more labor unions.
22
This is also a new provision designed to provide insurance for em-
ployees of small businesses and members of small unions. Two or more
employers in the same industry or kind of business or two or more labor
unions'may establish a fund and designate a trustee of the fund, which
trustee shall be deemed the policyholder to insure employees of the com-
bined employers or members of the combined unions. The minimum
group under this plan is one hundred. This will enable a number of
small employers, for example, banks, or a number of small local unions,
as in the building trades in small communities, to join together for
group life insurance.
(5) Associations of persons having a common professional or busi-
ness interest.23
This is also new in North Carolina and is an additional class to those
recommended by the Insurance Commissioners. Its purpose is to enable
bar associations, medical societies, associations of teachers, insurance
agents or other business or professional groups to have the benefits of
group life insurance. If group life insurance is to be successful, the group
must be in existence for other purposes than the taking of insurance.
It must be large enough and at the same time be adding new members
*1C. 834, §1, §58-210(3). C. 834, §1, §58-210(4).
"C. 834, §1, §58-210(5).
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annually so that the average age of the group does not increase mate-
rially. It should have a common treasury out of which the insurance
premium can be paid. These factors make it a satisfactory risk for in-
surance companies and guarantee that rates will not increase materially
as the insured individual grows older. The groups made eligible for
insurance by the new law satisfy these conditions. There can be no
question about employees of the same employer, debtors of the same
creditor, members of labor unions or combinations of -employers or labor
unions. The fifth definition applies to groups which on most counts
should have the privilege of group life insurance. To qualify, an asso-
ciation of persons having a common professional or business interest
must have been in active existence for at least two years prior to the
purchase of insurance and must be formed for purposes other than pro-
curing insurance. It must not derive its funds principally from con-
tributions of insured members toward the payment of the insurance
premiums. The minimum group is twenty-five. No policy may be
issued if the entire premium is to be derived from funds contributed
by members specifically for their insurance nor if the Commissioner
finds that the rate of such contributions will exceed the maximum rate
customarily charged employees under group life policies issued to
employers.
Except in the case of employees with group permanent life insurance
issued in connection with a pension or profit sharing plan, the amount
of group life insurance which may be issued to any insured member is
limited to $20,000.
The policy of most states has been to limit group life insurance to
particular groups authorized by statute.24  This is the policy of the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners. North Carolina has
followed that policy, but has expanded the coverage considerably. There
may be a few deserving groups not included in the 1947 law, but the
coverage is now widespread and appears to provide for most legitimate
groups. The limitations required of the various groups should assure
the integrity of the group and the protection of the insured members
of each group.
Group life insurance standard provisions.2 5
No policy of group life insurance shall be delivered in this state
unless it contains in substance the following provisions, or provisions
which in the opinion of the Insurance Commissioner are more favorable
"2 See critical comment on this policy in 21 N. C. L. REV. 355 (1943) ; improve-
ments in group insurance laws are suggested by Hanft, Group Life Insurance: Its
Legal Aspects, 2 LAw & CONTEMp. PROB. 70 (1935).
2t C. 834, §1, §58-211.
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to the persons insured, or at least as favorable to the persons insured
and more favorable to the policyholder:
(a) A grace period of 31 days for payment of any premium except
the first.
(b) Incontestability after two years except for nonpayment of
premium.
(c) Statements made by policyholder or by persons insured shall be
deemed representations and not warranties.
(d) Equitable adjustment of premiums or of benefits in case of mis-
statement of age.
(e) Any sum becoming due by reason of death of person insured
shall be payable to the designated beneficiary. This is subject to pro-
visions of the policy that, in the event there is no designated beneficiary,
the insurer may at its option pay not exceeding $250 for funeral ex-
penses or expenses of last illness to any person entitled thereto.
(f) Ihdividual certificates to each person insured.
(h) A new individual life insurance policy to be issued, in any form
except term insurance, to any insured person, whose employment or mem-
bership in the group is terminated, if such individual makes application
therefor within 31 days after such termination.
A group insurance contract concerns four parties-the insurer, the
policyholder, the insured who holds a certificate under the master policy
and the beneficiary. The majority of courts have not been aware of the
special nature of these group policies and have held that the main con-
tract is between the insurer and the policyholder; that the insured per-
sons acquire rights as third parties beneficiary; that the individual certif-
icates are subordinated to the master policy; that the insurer owes no
duty to notify the insured person of the termination of the policy, etc.
These conclusions do not provide the maximum usefulness for group
life insurance.20 It is to be hoped that the new law will be of assistance
insecuring the proper recognition of the insured person's rights against
both the policyholder and the insurer.
B. Employee life insurance.2
7
This is a plan of life insurance under which individual policies are
issued to groups of not less than ten nor more than 49 employees of a
single employer at the date of issue. Premiums shall be paid by the
employer or the trustee of a fund established by the employer either
wholly from the employer's funds or funds contributed by the employer
21 Note, 12 N. C. L. REv. 166 (1934) on recent trends in group insurance. The
note presents arguments against the application of orthodox rules of law in judicial
decisions involving group insurance and suggests that group insurance contracts
are sui generis and call for a more realistic treatment by the courts.
7 C. 721, §1(17), §58-211.2.
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or partly from such funds and partly from funds contributed by the
insured employees. With the reduction in the minimum size of groups
of employees entitled to group life insurance from 50 to 25, it would
appear that employee life insurance would be useful only to employers of
less than 25 employees where such employer cannot join with others
in the same kind of business to get group life insurance. The new sec-
tion will enable these small employers to provide life insurance with
indivdual policies to insured employees under what amounts to a group
plan where the rates will be lower than individual life insurance but
somewhat higher than the usual employee-group plans.
C. Group annuity contracts.2
This plan of insurance is new in North Carolina and is limited to
groups of employees. The annuity contract may be issued to an em-
ployer or to the trustee of a fund established by an employer or two or
more employers in the same industry or kind of business. The stipu-
lated payments shall be made by the holder of the contract either wholly
from the employer's funds or funds contributed by him or partly from
funds contributed by the employees covered by the annuity contract.
The-contract shall provide a plan of retirement annuities which permits
all of the employees of the employer or of any specified class thereof
to become annuitants. The group may include retired employees and
officers and managers as employees and may include employees of sub-
sidiary or affiliated corporations, proprietors or partnerships. There is
no minimum number of annuitants specified.
D. Group and blanket accident and health insurance.
In 1945, the General Assembly provided for blanket accident and
health insurance for the following groups: passengers of common car-
riers; employees in exceptionally hazardous employments; colleges and
schools; volunteer fire departments; families for hospitalization; asso-
ciations of persons having a common interest or calling, composed of not
less than 50 members and formed for purposes other than obtaining
insurance.29 The only amendment made in 1947 was to lower the re-
quired number of members of associations to 25 and to allow a trustee
of a fund established by an employer to be the policyholder.30
The 1945 provisions for group accident and health insurance are also
continued.3 1 This form of insurance is specifically for employees and
the only change made by the 1947 amendment is to lower the required
size of the group of employees from 50 to 25 and to provide that the
policy may be issued to the employer or the trustee of a fund estab-
28 C. 721, §1(16), §58-211.1.
"Pub. Laws 1945, c. 385; G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-254.3.
"C. 721, §1 (18), subsecs. (a) and (b).
"Pub. Laws 1945, c. 385; G, S. (1945 Supp.) §58-254.4.
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lished by an employer or two or more employers in the same kind of
business.
32
E. Franchise accident and health insurance.
In addition to the group and blanket accident and health insurance
just described, the 1947 law adds a new section for accident and health
insurance on a franchise plan.3 3 This is a plan for small groups of 5
or more employees of any corporation, proprietor or partnership or any
government corporation, agency or department. It also includes 10 or
more members of any trade or professional association or of a labor
union or other association having had an active existence for at least
two years and which is formed in good faith for purposes other than
that of obtaining insurance. The insured persons are issued individual
policies according to the amounts and kind of coverage applied for and
the premiums. may be paid by the employer, with or without payroll
deduction, or by the association for its members or by some designated
person on behalf of such association. Nothing in this new section shall
be construed as repealing the provisions relative to blanket or group
accident and health insurance.
Summarizing the North Carolina law relative to all kinds of group
insurance, it appears to cover employees completely. They may have
group accident and health insurance for protection in addition to work-
men's compensation or where workmen's compensation does not apply.
They may have group annuity insurance to apply upon retirement. They
may have group life insurance to protect against death. But employees are
not the only groups covered. Almost any legitimate association of per-
sons may get group life and group accident and health insurance. There
are standard provisions to protect the insured person and the policy
forms are subject to the approval of the Insurance Commissioner.
3 4
3. Judicial Review of Insurance Commissioner's Orders.
The insurance department of any state is one of its most important
administrative agencies and the Insurance Commissioner, as head of the
department, Has authority to make decisions and issue orders in a wide
variety of cases. The review of such decisions and orders in the Superior
Court of Wake County was provided for in the 1945 revision of the
insurance laws of North Carolina.3 5 After a statement of the conditions
for appealing from the Commissioner's orders to the courts, there was
provision for filing the transcript of the record of the hearing before
the Commissioner. The statute then provided as follows:
"The order or decision of the commissioner shall be presumed to be
-2 C. 721, §1 (19).
C. 721, §1 (20), §58-254.6.
" G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-54.
" Pub. Laws 1945, c. 383; G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-9.3.
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correct and proper. The cause shall be .heard by the said court as a
civil case upon such transcript of the record and such additional evi-
dence as may be offered at the hearing of said cause before the court
by any of the parties."' 6
The provisions for judicial review proved to be defective in at least
two respects. There was no provision for change of venue from the
Wake County Superior Court and there was no specific method of ex-
pediting an appeal. C. 721 adds the usual change of venue provisions
and specifically directs that the appeal be given a position of priority over
other causes on the calendar.
37
A third and more important change in judicial review of the Com-
missioner's orders was to strike out the provision permitting additional
evidence to be presented to the court, to use the wofds "trial judge"
where the word "court" had been used and to substitute the following:
"The order or decision of the commissioner if supported by sub-
stantial evidence shall be presumed to be correct and proper.... The
cause shall be heard by the trial judge as a civil case upon transcript of
the record for review of findings of fact and errors of law only."38
This appears to bring the North Carolina law on judicial review of
the Commissioner's orders into line with the general requirements of
judicial review.39 Errors of law are dearly reviewable, such as questions
of the scope of the administrative agency's jurisdiction. Findings of
fact are reviewable if not supported by substantial evidence.
The General Assembly wisely refrained from any requirement of
jury trial or trial de novo in reviewing administrative orders of the In-
surance Commissioner in the courts. The intention of the 1947 statute
is not to submit the Insurance Commissioner's orders and decisions to
a jury, but to keep the review in the hands of the trial judge for the
determination of errors of law and the correction of findings of fact
which are not based on substantial evidence. This should guarantee the
integrity of administrative action and still afford full protection to those
who are adversely affected by the Commissioner's orders or decisions.
"G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-9.3(2).
C. 721, §1, subsec. (2) (a). This is a revision of G. S. (1945 Supp.)
§58-9.3(2). The provisions as to change of venue follow G. S. (1943) §1-83.
"C. 721, §1, subsec. (2) (a).
"While methods of judicial review vary with different administrative agencies,
the customary limitations may be illustrated by the following provision of the
Communications Act of 1934, 47 U. S. C. §402(e) : "Provided, however, that the
review by the court shall be limited to questions of law and that findings of fact
by the Commission, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive unless
it shall clearly appear that the findings of the Commission are arbitrary or
capricious." See Hoyt, Shaping Judicial Review of Administrative Tribunals, 16
N. C. L. Ray. 1 (1937).
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4. Installment Premium Plan.40
C. 721 amends the present law which requires fire and casualty in-
surance companies to maintain unearned premium reserves equal to the
unearned portions of the gross premiums charged on unexpired or un-
terminated risks and policies. 41 Several large fire underwriters sponsor
a plan of writing fire insurance term policies with premium payments
by installments. 42 The North Carolina Insurance Department refused
to approve such a plan on the ground'that the requirements of the statute
could be met by the large companies but that small and recently organ-
ized companies were placed at a disadvantage, as these companies would
not have accumulated a large enough surplus to set up required reserves
equal to unearned gross premiums.
Installment premium fire insurance is being written in about three-
fourths of the states. The essential feature of the plan is that fire in-
surance may be written for terms of more than one but not exceeding
five years with the premium payable in annual installments. The first
payment is equal to the premium for a one year policy and subsequent
annual installments are equal to 78 per cent of the first installment,
3 per cent being for carrying charges. For example, if the annual
premium for a certain fire risk is $100, a five year term would cost
$412, effecting a saving of $88 on the term or $17.60 a year. It is ob-
viously desirable to effect such savings for policyholders.
The Insurance Department might have handled the situation by
issuing a ruling under the Commissioner's general rule-making power
authorizing a company to take credit for the unpaid installments as ad-
mitted assets, 43 but it preferred express statutory authority. C. 721 adds
a proviso to the present law specifying that unmatured installment premi-
ums may be treated as admitted assets or allowed as deductions from
liabilities in computing necessary reserves.
44
The amendment thus definitely permits the small company to offer
installment premium fire insurance by permitting reserves on the basis
of installments actually collected. Thus the large and small companies
will compete on fairly equal terms. The installment premium plan, now
authorized in North Carolina, is clearly in the public interest.
40 C. 721, §1 (24).
"'G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-35.
4" This is sometimes referred to as the North America plan, sponsored by the
Insurance Company of North America.
" G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-9. The New York Insurance Department approved
the North America Installment Premium Plan under a statutory set-up like that
existing in North Carolina. This approval may ble found in a decision of the New
York Insurance Department under date of April 2, 1946, signed by Walter F.
Martineau, Deputy Superintendent.
"C. 721, §1 (24).
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5. Amending Charters of Domestic Mutual Companies.
The amendment of the charters of North Carolina mutual insurance
companies had not been provided for by existing corporation laws. Such
amendments have been made by boards of directors and submitted to the
Insurance Commissioner for approval, although this was not a require-
ment. To validate charter amendments heretofore issued upon applica-
tion of the board of directors of a domestic mutual company and to
provide a method for making future amendments, C. 721 adds a new
section. The chief requirements of the new section are that an amend-
ment must be proposed by a two-thirds vote of the directors at a meet-
ing called for the purpose, that notice by publication shall follow, the
notice to be subject to the Insurance Commissioner's approval, that the
notice shall set forth the proposed amendment and state the time set
for a meeting of policyholders, that the amendment shall be ratified by
a two-thirds vote of policyholders voting in person or by proxy at a
regular annual meeting or a special meeting called for the purpose and
that all such amendments shall be submitted within 30 days after such
meeting to the Commissioner for his approval as conforming to the
requirements of law and the Commissioner shall act on all such amend-
ments within 10 days after filing with him.
45
It may be that the chief purpose of the new section was to validate
amendments heretofore made by boards of directors. As to future
amendments, the Commissioner's disapproval is limited to cases where
the amendment does not conform to the requirements of law. If the
Commissioner believed that an amendment was unwise and would not
be in the interests of policyholders or of the public; he could not refuse
approval unless it also violated some provision of the insurance laws
relating to domestic mutual companies.
6. Licensing of Agents, Brokers-and Adjusfers.
The present law in North Carolina authorizes the examination of
agents and adjusters prior to licensing,46 and the Insurance Commis-
sioner has authority to prescribe rules and regulations governing such
licensing.
4 7
C. 922 reduces to statutory terms the principal qualifications .of
agents, brokers and adjusters and makes the Commissioner's licensing
authority definite. There are new definitions of insurance agent, in-
surance broker, general agent, special agent and insurance adjuster.
48
An insurance broker in North Carolina is defined to be an individual
who, being a licensed agent, procures insurance through a duly author-
ized agent of an insurer for which the broker is not authorized to act
"r C. 721, §1(10). " G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-41.
'* G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-9. 48 C. 922, §1(1), §58-39.4.
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as agent. Under this definition, only licensed agents may secure broker's
licenses and then only to procure insurance through other licensed agents
and only in insurance companies which the broker does not represent
himself. When this is coupled with the new section authorizing licensed
agents or insurers to pay customary commissions to brokers for insur-
ance placed with them, it is fairly clear that the new provisions are to
legalize the current practices of agents in splitting commissions with
other agents for placing insurance which the first agent cannot take care
of in the companies he represents. The North Carolina licensed insur-
ance broker is a licensed insurance agent with authority to place in-
surance with other licensed agents. He is not a general insurance broker
at all. The other definitions are standard.
Brokers, as a condition of licensing, must file and maintain a $5,000
bond conditioned on accounting to those who request them to obtain
insurance for moneys or premiums collected. 49 There is a provision
that a broker, as.such, is not an agent of an insurer and cannot bind an
insurer for which he is not a licensed agent.5°
Agent's and adjuster's qualifications are set out in some detail and
the passing of an examination is required.5 1 A new section on examina-
tions for license requires a written examination to be prescribed by the
Insurance Commissioner as a test of qualification and competence. A
ninety-day waiting period is required of applicants for license who fail
to pass a previous examination.
5 2
There is a new section providing for limited licenses as travel in-
surance agents to employees of common carriers for the sale of trans-
portation ticket policies of accident insurance and baggage insurance.58
Another new section provides for a temporary license in case of
an agent's death or disability. The temporary license may be issued to
a surviving spouse or personal representative of a deceased agent or to
any other proper person for the protection of the agent's business. Such
license is of ninety days' duration, and, at its expiration, the licensee
must take and pass the regular agent's examination.54
Revocation of licenses of insurance agents, adjusters or brokers is
.provided for in a section which revises the present law. The new sec-
tion permits a prompt suspension of a license when the Commissioner
finds that certain violations exist. After notice to the licensee and
hearing, the license may be revoked,55 with a right of appeal to the
courts under the section providing for judicial review.50
Every licensed non-resident agent, adjuster or broker shall be deemed
" C. 922; §1(1), §58-402. 80 C. 922, §1(1), §58-40.3.
C. 922, §1(2), §58-41. C. 922, §1(3), §58-41.1.
C. 922, §1 (3), §58-41.2. C. 922, §1 (3), §58-41.3.
' C. 922, §1 (4), §58-42.
G. S. (1945 Supp.) §58-9.3 and amendment C. 721, §1(2) (a).
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to have appointed the Commissioner as his attorney for service of
process in causes of action arising within this state. The plaintiff in
any action against a non-resident agent, etc., shall serve the Commis-
sioner with duplicate copies of the legal process against such non-
resident agent. The Commissioner shall send one copy by registered
mail, return receipt requested, to the defendant at his last known
address.3 7 This is valid substituted service as to causes of action





For many years the statutes regulating descent and distribution of
property to and from adopted1 and legitimated children2 have existed
separate and apart from the statutes which set forth, in general, the rules
governing the devolution of an intestate's property.3 The integration of
these separate statutes with the other rules governing intestate succes-
sion was effected by the recent.Legislature by the passage of C. 832 which
added three new rules-14, 15, and 16-to G. S. §29-1, the purpose of
these rules being to clarify the rights of adopted and legitimated childrent
in the inheritance of real property and rights of inheritance from adopted
children.; and by the passage of C. 879, which added three new .subsec-
tions-10, 11, and 12--to G. S. §28-149 to serve the same purpose with
reference to the distribution of personal property.
G. S. §48-6 makes general provision, in cases of adoption for life,
for the inheritance by adopted children from their adoptive parents, and
vice versa, as if the natural relation of parent and legitimate child ex-
isted, without drawing any distinction between the kinds of property-
whether real or personal-that are the subject of inheritance. Chapters
832 and 879 spell out the rules specifically as they apply to realty and
personalty-the language being approximately the same in both cases-
but preserve the cardinal idea of the natural relationship resulting from
the adoption for inheritance purposes.
It is to be noted that the new laws do not distinguish between a
child adopted for its minority and a child adopted for life. G. S. §48-6
57C. 922, §1(12), §58-52.1.
"'Doherty v. Goodman, 294 U. S. 623 (1935) as to service of process on non-
resident individual carrying on business of selling securities through agents. Note,
Service of Process on Non-residents Doing Business in the State, 19 N. C: L. REV.
460 (1941).
1 G. S. (1943) §48-6, as amended by Sess. Laws 1945, C. 788.
2 G. S. (1943) §§49-10, 49-11, 49-12. For discussion of amendments to G. S.
§§49-10 and 49-12 effected by another 1947 law, see, in this article, "Domestic
Relations-Legitimation."
3G. S. (1943) §§29-1 (Rules of Descent for Real Property) and 28-149 (Order
of Distribution for Personal Property).
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provides that "a child adopted for its minority shall not be deemed
a relative of its adopted parents when determining succession of prop-
erty to, through or from it. But where adoptions are for life succession
by, through, and from adopted children and their adoptive parents shall
be the same as if the adopted children were the natural, legitimate
children of the adoptive parents." Both C. 879 and C. 832 provide that
"an adopted child shall be entitled by succession or inheritance to," etc.,
without reference to minority or for life. The new adoption law, C. 885,
made no provision for adoption for minority and hence there -was appar-
ently no necessity for the new inheritance laws to draw a distinction.
However, C. 885 never went into effect,4 and presumably G. S. §48-6
still governs as to adoptions for minority.
Further evidence of the legislative intent to place the adopted child
and its adoptive parents on the same basis as a natural child and its
parents for inheritance purposes is found in C. 879, which makes pro-
vision for the distribution to the surviving adopted child or adoptive
parent, as the case may be, of a share of the damages recovered for the
wrongful death of either.
Two provisions of G. S. §48-6 are not found in the new inheritance
statute: (1) The adopted child is given the right of inheritance upon
entry of the interlocutory decree. (2) Succession by adopted children
from or through their natural parents, or vice versa, is allowed only
when otherwise the property would escheat to the state. The effect of
omitting these may have to be the subject of judicial construction, but,
since G. S. §48-6 remains in force due to failure of the new adoption
law, presumably these provisions are still effective.
Compositely, Cs. 832 and 879, amending G. S. §§29-1 and 28-149,
read as follows: "When any child born out of wedlock shall have been
legitimated in accordance with the provisions of G. S. 49-10 or G. S.
49-12 such child shall be entitled to all the rights of succession, inheri-
tance to any real property (or distribution of personal property) of its
father or mother as it would have hd had it been born their issue in
lawful wedlock."
Section 49-10 provides for the legitimation of a child born out of
wedlock upon the petition of the putative father thereof to the superior
court. Section 49-11 permits the child so legitimated to inherit from
its father both real and personal property in the same manner as if the
child had been born in lawful wedlock. It further provides that if such
child should die intestate its property shall be transmitted according to the
statutes of descent and distribution to those who would have been his
heirs and next of kin had he been born in lawful wedlock. Section
49-12 provides that a child born out of wedlock may be made legitimate
' See comment in this article under "Adoption"
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by the subsequent marriage of its parents and that such child may in-
herit both the real and personal property of its father and mother as if
it had been born in lawful wedlock.
What effect does the new law have on these statutes? While G. S.
§49-11 refers only to inheritance from the father, and the new provision
refers to both father and mother, the change involved may not be mate-
rial, as an illegitimate child, though never legitimated, may inherit its
mother's property.5 Presumably the rest of §49-11 permitting the trans-
mission of such child's property upon its death intestate is unaffected.
With reference to §49-12, dealing with legitimation by subsequent
marriage, the new law repeats the language of that section to the effect
that the legitimated child shall inherit, as if born in lawful wedlock, the
real and personal property of its father and mother. This repetition
would seem to perpetuate in our law the ruling of the Supreme Court
in In re Estate of Wallace,0 that such child may inherit only from its
mother and father and not through them. This ruling has been severely
criticized as being contrary to the intent of the legislature to make the
child legitimate for all purposes, 7 and also as being contrary to the
weight of authority.8
While these new statutes may serve a useful purpose in clarifying.the
law to some extent, they bear within themselves mute testimony of the
bad effect of patchwork legislation and argue strongly for the need of
an entirely new and well-integrated statute regulating the-devolution of
intestate property in North Carolina.-
JURIES
C. 1007 relates to segregation of jurors and broadens the scope of
the jury lists so as to include women. A full discussion of this bill,
as House Bill 87, is contained in Note, 25 N. C. L. Rav. 334 (1947).
If petition by the father under G. S. §49-10, prior to its amendment in 1947,
did not result in legitimation as to the mother, then the child remained illegitimate
as to the mother and could inherit from her as an illegitimate child under G. S.
§29-1, though he could not inherit through her and could not share with legitimate
children in land conveyed or devised to the mother by the father of the legitimate
children. (This latter rule would not apply when the father sired both the legiti-
mate and the illegitimate, because the latter would, in such case, be legitimated
under G. S. §49-12.) On the other hand, if procedure under G. S. §49-10 legiti-
mated the child as to the mother, then surely the child's right to inherit from the
mother was at least equal to the right he would have had had he remained
illegitimate. Since its amendment by C. 663, G. S. §49-10 requires that the mother,
if living, be a party to the proceeding, and the inference clearly is that the child
is legitimated as to both mother and father.
6 197 N. C. 334, 148 S. E. 456 (1929). See also G. S. §29-1, Rule 9; Love v.
Love, 179 N. C. 115, 101 S. E. 562 (1919).
7 (1944) 23 N. C. L. Rav. 54, 57, 58.
8Id. at pp. 55 and 56.
* See REPORT OF CoMMIssiox ON REVISION OF THE LAWS OF NORTH CAROLiNA
REnAING TO ESTATES.
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LABOR LAW
Arbitration of Labor Disputes
C. 379 amends the 1945 Act' establishing an arbitration service in
the Department of Labor, in three particulars. That service makes avail-
able, when voluntarily sought by both parties to a labor dispute, a roster
of experienced and impartial citizens, approved by labor and industry,
to serve as chairmen of tri-partite arbitration panels and as single arbi-
trators. The changes embodied in the new amendments were suggested
by those on the roster of the arbitration service and by the Commissioner
of Labor. They provide: (1) for a panel of 3, instead of 5; (2) for
controlling decisions by the public member of the panel; and (3) for
narrowing the grounds for disqualification.
The panel of 5, as contemplated by the 1945 Act, was to include one
industry member from the plant involved and a second from another
industry; one labor member from the plant concerned and a second from
another industry, union, trade or craft; and one public member. This
was thought to be too formidable and expensive a tribunal. By the
amendment, the panel is to consist of but one industry member, one
labor member, and one public member. And the new amendment under-
scores the freedom of the parties to select the impartial arbitrator. The
Commissioner of Labor is to make that appointment only if the parties
cannot agree 'thereon within a reasonable time and then only if both
parties request it. This has been the practice.
It sometimes hdppens, when the labor and industry members of an
arbitration panel are officers of the interested union and company, re-
spectively, that the public member cannot conscientiously go along with
either, in reaching an award. In that event, the only disinterested per-
son present either has to sacrifice his scruples for a majority vote or
declare a mistrial. The new amendment enables his finding and deci-
sion to constitute the award of the panel, if a majority vote cannot be
obtained. This is in accord with the better practice.2
The. 1945 Act disqualified any public member of a panel or any
single arbitrator, designated by the Commissioner of Labor, if he had
"any financial or other interest in a trade, business, industry or occupa-
tion in which a labor dispute exists or is threatened and of which the
arbitration service has taken cognizance." Although no question had
arisen, this was thought to be too broad. Accordingly, the new amend-
ment limits the disqualification to an "interest in the company or union
involved in the dispute."
'G. S. (1945 Supp.) §§95-36.1 to 36.7.2
UPDEGRAFF AND MCCOY, ARBITRATION OF LABOR DIsPuTES (1946), 27, 6Z.
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Closed Shop, Union Shop, Maintenance of Membership,
and Check-Off
C. 328 outlaws closed shop, union shop, maintenance of membership
and union-wide check-off provisions in contracts between companies and
unions in North Carolina. It probably does not bar the check-off where
individually authorized by the employees. It is not applicable to existing
contracts but to their extensions or renewals and to new contracts. The
sanctions are suits for damages by employees against companies and
unions and criminal prosecutions for combination or conspiracy in re-
straint of trade. The latter provision appears to invoke G. S. §75-1, an
inept law for dealing with labor relations, which imposes a minimum fine
of $1,000 upon the corporation.
C. 328 is not an isolated statute. It is a part of a pattern of con-
stitutional amendments and statutes enacted by. a number of states in
recent years.'
The new North Carolina At upsets the policy established for the
state by the Supreme Court more than forty years ago in State v. Van
Pelt.2 In that case, the Court unanimously quashed an indictment of
members of a carpenters' union for criminal conspiracy in boycotting
the product of a Salisbury lumberman who refused to maintain a union
shop. In concluding the opinion of the Court, Judge Henry Groves
Connor said: "Mutual confidence, forbearance, patience and concession,
accompanied by a free, frank interchange of thought and feeling, will
do more to perpetuate the kindly relations existing among us, with our
homogeneous population, than prosecutions for criminal conspiracies,
when no criminal or unlawful elements exist."
In North Carolina, the closed shop arrangements are of long. stand-
ing. They are mainly found in the A. F. L. craft unions in the build-
ing construction and printing industries. The union shop is mainly
found in the A. F. L. industrial unions in the tobacco industry. Under
the closed shop, the companies agree only to hire union members; under
the union shop new employees must become union members after the
probationary period. The maintenance of membership arrangements are
relatively new. They are mainly found in the A. F. L. and C. I. 0.
industrial unions in the furniture, textile and tobacco industries. Under
these, no one is required to be a member of a union either to get or
to keep a job. If, however, an employee does join a union, or, being
a member, does not resign during the annual two-week escape period,
he must remain a union member for the balance of the contract year,
' 9 N. A. M. Law Digest 32 (December, 1946) ; New York Times, February 23,
1947.
- 136 N. C. 633, 49 S. E. 177 (1904).
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eleven and one-half, months.3 -No government. agency has ever ordered
the closed or union shop. All of these agreements are the result of
voluntary collective bargaining. The War Labor Board did order main-
tenance of membership in some North Carolina dispute cases during the
war. In many plants in this state, however, these were agreed upon
voluntarily by the company and union. And, since V-J Day, most of
the provisions originally ordered by the War Labor Board have been
continued by voluntary agreement.
By making it a crime to bargain collectively for the closed shop,
union shop or maintenance of membership, C. 328 is probably invalid
as in conflict with the freedom of collective bargaining granted by sec-
tions 1 and 7 of the National Labor Relations Act,4 as to businesses
affecting interstate commerce. It does not appear to be in conflict with
the proviso to section 8(3) of the N. L. R. A. Indeed, the language5
and the legislative history6 of the proviso indicate that it was probably
not the intention of Congress thereby to restrict the powers of the states
to regulate or forbid closed shop, union shop or maintenance of mem-
bership agreements. Thus the ultimate question for the U. S. Supreme
Court, if Congress does not modify the N. L. R. A. in these particulars,
will be whether the implied legislative intent of the proviso to section
8(3) or the express objective of sections 1 and 7, controls the effect
of the N. L. R. A. on state laws.
' Compare G. S. §54-152(c) and-Tobacco Growers Co-operative Assn. v. Jones,
185 N. C. 265, 117 .S. E. 174 (1924), as to the co-operative's right to specific per-
formance and injunction against the farmer who tries to get out of his agreement.
'Hill v. Florida, 325 U. S. 538 (1945) ; American Federation of Labor v. Wat-
son, 66 Sup. Ct. 761 (1946) ; Note, 46 COL. L. REv. 132 (1946). Compare Bethle-
hem Steel Co. v. New York Labor Relations Board, 67 Sup. Ct. 1026 (1947) ; Note,
60 HARv. L. REv. 262 (1946).
' Sec. 8(3) makes it an unfair labor practice for an employer to encourage or
discourage membership in any labor organization, by discrimination in regard to
hire, tenure, term or condition of employmeht: "Provided, that nothing in this Act
... shall preclude an employer from making an agreement with a labor organiza-
tion .. . to require, as a condition of employment, membership therein... " See
N. L. R. B. v. Electric Vacuum Ceaner Co., 315 U. S. 685, 694-695 (1942).
The Report of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor stated, in part:
"In other words, the bill does nothing to facilitate closed shop agreements or to
make them legal in any state where they may be illegal. . . . It is not desirable
to interfere in this drastic way with the laws of the several states on this subject."
Senate Reports, 74th Cong., 1st Sess., Report No. 573, page 11. This was relied
on by the Supreme Court of Wisconsin to sustain and enforce the state law for-
bidding a closed shop agreement unless authorized by three-fourths of the em-
ployees. International Brotherhood of Papermakers v. Wisconsin Employment
Relations Board, 249 Wis. 362, 24 N. W. 2d 672 (1946).
'The Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, enacted June 23, 1947, Pub. Law
101, 80th Cong., c. 120, 1st Sess., substantially revises the proviso to section 8(3)
and explicitly provides in Title I, section 14(b) : "Nothing in this act shall be con-
strued as authorizing the execution or application of agreements requiring member-
ship in a labor organization as a condition of employment in any state or territory
in which such execution or application is prohibited by state or territorial law."
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Maximum Hours
C. 825 amends the State Maximum Hour Law1 of 1937 so as to
exempt from its limitations on daily and weekly hours of work, male
employees over 18 years of age whose employment is covered by or is
in compliance with the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act2 of 1938. The
state law, with numerous exceptions and exemptions, limits the work
of males- to 10 hours a day, 56 hours a week, and 12 out of 14 consecu-
tive days. Time and one-half must be paid after 55 hours a week. The
Commissioner of Labor may, however, during a seasonal rush of busi-
ness, authorize a work week in excess of 56 hours for a period of less
than 60 days, on condition that time and one-half be paid after 56 hours
a week.
The 1947 amendment makes a permit unnecessary and removes all
limitations on hours of work except that requiring 2 days rest out of
every 2 weeks, if the employment is covered by or is in compliance with
the F. L. S. A. Only in a special sense is the F. L. S. A. a maximum
hours law: it does not forbid work in excess of the specified standard;
it merely requires time and one-half to be paid for that excess. And
the standard varies. For most employees engaged in commerce or in
the production of goods for commerce, it is 40 hours a week.3 For others
so engaged, it is 56 hours a week or 12 hours a day.4 The latter em-
ployees must be working under a company-union agreement for an
over-all maximum of 1,000 hours in 26 weeks or 2,080 hours in 52
weeks, or they must be employed in a seasonal industry for a 14-week
period. There are detailed regulations 5 governing seasonal industries.
For example, the industry-not the particular plant-must be of a sea-
sonal nature; and this must be certified by the Administrator of the
F. L. S. A. Whether or not a "seasonal rush of business" under the
state law is the same as a "seasonal industry" under the F. L. S. A., it
is clear that emergency or occasional peaks of work during the year
do not come within either category.
The reason for the alternative "covered by or in compliance with'"
the F. L. S. A. is this: There are probably 250,000 non-agricultural
workers in North Carolina who do not come under the F. L. S. A. Some
of them work with fellow employees who are covered by that Act. And
their employers have often found it advisable voluntarily to apply the
same 'work week and overtime standards to both. The alternative quoted
was not intended to require coverage by and in addition, actual com-
pliance with the F. L. S. A. as a condition of the exemptions.
* G. S. §95-17.
229 U. S. C. A. §§201-219.
'29 U. S. C. A. §207 (a).
4'29 U. S. C. A. §207(b).
'WAGE A.D HoUR MANUAL (1944-1945), 619-665.
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Why have any exemptions? The state law was enacted a year before
the F. L. S. A. Since then experience has shown that the time and one-
half after 40 hours a week required by the F. L. S. A. for most em-
ployees has been an effective safeguard against unnecessarily long hours
of work. By yielding the limitations of the state law to this safeguard
of the F. L. S. A., where the latter either applies or is voluntarily
adopted, there is no loss of enforcement; efforts to exempt whole in-
dustries, so that neither the state nor federal restrictions would be
applicable, were thwarted.; and emergency or occasional peaks of work
of over 10 hours a day or 56 hours a week were facilitated, subject to
the restraints of premium pay after 40 hours a week for most employees.
LEGAL ADVERTISING
C. 213, effective July 1, 1947, rewrites G. S. §1-598 to provide for
affidavits of publication of each legal notice, etc., to be filed by the news.
paper'with the clerk, replacing the former provision for an annual state-
ment. The caption of the revised section refers to a false statement as
a misdemeanor, but this was eliminated from the body of the section.
The effect of this deletion may well be to bring false swearing in the
affidavit within the purview of the perjury statute, thus making it a
felony.1
LIENS ON PERSONAL INJURY RECOVERIES
C. 1027 is an amendment to G. S. §44-49. The original statute,
which was enacted in 1935, creates a lien upon any sums recovered as
damages for personal injury in any civil action in this state in favor of
those persons who may have furnished medical supplies, or medical,
dental, nursing or hospital services to the injured person in connection
with the injury which is the subject of the suit.'
No provision was made in the original act for the filing of such a
lien claim. C. 1027 provides that no such lien shall be valid with re-
spect to future actions unless, the lien claimant shall file a claim with
the clerk of the court in which the civil action is instituted within 30
days after the institution of the action and that no lien shall be valid
with respect to money that may be recovered in any pending civil action
unless claims based on such liens are filed with the clerk of the court
in which the action is pending within 90 days after rdtification of this
act.
1 "If any person shall .wilfully and corruptly commit perjury ... in any deposi-
tion or affidavit taken pursuant to law, or in any oath or affirmation duly admin-
istered of or concerning any matter or thing whereof such person is lawfully
required to be sworn or affirmed, every person so offending shall be guilty of a
felony. ... " G. S. §14-209.
1 G. S. §44-50 establishes a like lien in cases where the claim of the injibred
person has been settled, with or without litigation.
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It does not appear that the injured person must give notice of his
civil action to those who have furnished him medical supplies, services,
etc. Hence, it would appear that the person entitled to the lien would
have to be unusually alert to determine when and where the injured per-
son had commenced his action against the tortfeasor. Unless the phy-
sician, for example, knows of the institution of the action he will not be
in a position to file his claim with the clark within the required 30 days.
The person entitled to the lien would be under an obligation of making
a constant check on the court dockets in the state to determine if the
injured had started his action. If that is the intent of the statute it
would seem that a most unusual duty of diligence is placed on the person
rendering medical, etc., services to the injured.
C. 1027 further provides that no action shall lie against any clerk of
court or any surety on any clerk's bond to recover any claims based
upon any lien created by the statute when a recovery has heretofore
been had by the injured person and no claim against such recovery was
filed with the clerk, who has otherwise disbursed the money according
to law.
To protect the clerk who has been called upon to pay out money in
the absence of any lien claim being filed would, in the present state of
the statute, appear a reasonable policy; but to defeat the lien of the
physician and other persons entitled thereto because they failed to file
lien claims with the clerk of court in which a suit is pending of which
they have no actual notice appears somewhat questionable. It would
seem that more satisfactory ways of protecting the parties are available.
Thus a provision might well be enacted which would require the
person entitled to the lien intended to be created by the statute to 'file
a notice of lien claim in the office of the county clerk in which the in-
juries were sustained prior to the payment of any moneys to the injured
person but in no event later than .90 days after the accident producing
the injuries.
2
In addition the statute might well provide for the sending by regis-
2 The matter of physicians' liens has received very considered attention in some
other states. In the same year, 1935, that the North Carolina physicians' lien
statute was enacted New Jersey likewise enacted a statute some of the more
pertinent details of which are given in these footnots for comparative and sug-
gestive purposes, See NEw JERSEY STATUTES ANNOTATED §§2:60-233 to 2:60-242.
Section 2:60-236 of that statute provides for notice of lien in the following
language: "A notice in writing containing the name and address of the injured per-
son, the date and location of the accident and the name of- the physician
and if ascertainable by reasonable diligence, the name of the persons alleged
to be liable for damages for the injuries sustained by such injured person,
shall be filed in the offices of the county clerk of the county in which such
injuries shall have occurred, prior to the payment of any moneys to such
injured person or his legal representatives as damages for such injuries,
but in no event later than ninety days after such accident."
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tered mail of a copy of the said notice of lien to the injured person and
the person alleged to be liable for the injuries if that person's name and
address can be ascertained by the use of reasonable diligence on the part
of- the lien claimant.3 The statute could also provide for the maintaining
by the county clerk of a lien docket for that purpose in which, on the
filing of the notice of lien, would be entered the name of the injured,
the date of the accident, the name of the claimant and the name of the
parties alleged to be responsible for the injuries if stated in the lien
notice.4 A lien so filed would -not be discharged until the lien claimant
had filed a discharge of lien with the county clerk.5
-From what has been said above it will appear that the present lien
statute of North Carolina relating to the liens of physicians and like
persons is grossly inadequate and that C. 1027 goes a very far way to-
ward nullifying liens which the statute was originally designed to
establish.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Commission on Local Legislation
Public-local and private legislation accounted for approximately 60
per cent of the bills considered by the 1947 session of the legislature.
This large volume of local legislation reduces considerably the time and
attention which could otherwise more profitably be devoted to important
state-wide measures. To study this problem, the legislature, in Resolu-
tion 24, created a seven-member commission with the following powers:
(1) to make a thorough study of the problem of public-local and private
legislation, giving particular attention to the report of the North Caro-
lina Commission on Local Legislation to the 1939 General Assembly
and the recommendations therein contained; (2) to recommend general
laws covering matters which are usually or frequently embraced in
public-local or private laws; (3) to recommend such an amendment to
the Constitution, Art. II, §29, as will prohibit the enactment by the Gen-
eral Assembly of public-local or private legislation upon matters which
are adequately covered by such general laws and such amendments
thereto as may from time to time be adopted; (4) to prepare such other
recommendations with respect to the problem of public-local and private
'Thus §2:60-237 of the New Jersey statute provides:
"Within ten days after the filing of the notice mentioned in section 2:60-236
of this article the physician shall send by registered mail a copy of such
notice with a statement of the date of the filing thereof to the injured per-
son and to the persons alleged to be liable for damages for the injuries sus-
tained by such injured person, if such name and address can be ascertained
by reasonable diligence. Upon failure to send copies of the notices required
by this section the lien shall be void."
'Section 2:60-239 of the New Jersey statute provides for a so-called physicians'
lien docket to be kept by the county clerk.
See §2:60-240 of the New Jersey statute for such a discharge provision.
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legislation as it may deem proper; and (5) to submit its report to-the
Governor not later than December 1, 1948, for submission to the 1949
General Assembly. Members of the commission will receive a per diem
and .the commission may employ such professional and clerical assist-
ance as may be necessary for the proper performance of its duties. -The
commission so created will have to pick up where the commission set
up in 1937 left off. That commission recommended a codification of
the general statutes together with the appointment of a new commission
"to study and work out amendments to the constitution that would
eliminate the great body of unnecessary local and special legislation, and
at the same time not restrict the powers of the legislature to enact useful
and necessary legislation for special and local purposes;" The present
commission would seem to be charged with the carrying out of the latter
recommendation.
County and "Municipal Bond Issues
C. 510 amends G. S. §§153-102 and 160-389 (which set up, for
counties and municipalities, respectively, limitations of time within which
bonds must be issued after a bond order or bond ordinance takes effect)
so that bonds authorized by an order or ordinance which took effect
prior to July 1, 1946, and which have not been issued by July 1, 1947,
may be issued "in accordance with all other provisions of law" at any
time prior to July 1, 1949, even though the statutes require that they
be issued within three years of the effective date of the bond order or
-ordinance, or within five years in the case of funding or refunding
bonds. The amendments also provide that loans made in anticipation
of receipts from sales of such bonds (as provided for in G. S. §§153-108
and 160-375) may be paid on or at any time prior to June 30, 1949,
even though the statutes referred to require that they be paid not later
than three years after the time the bond order or ordinance takes effect.
A similar provision extending the time for issuing bonds was enacted
by the 1945 General Assembly which extended the date to July 1, 1947.
The provision extending time for repayment of loans made in anticipa-
tion of bond receipts appears to be new.
Extending Corporate Limits of Municipalities
In an attempt to cut down the "multitude of local bills seeking the
extension of the corporate limits of cities and town,"1 the legislature
enacted C. 725 "to provide for the orderly growth and extension of
municipalities." Under it the machinery for corporate extension is set
in motion by public notice given by the municipal governing body to the
effect that it will meet to consider extension of the corporate limits to
include territory described by metes and bounds. The notice -is ex-
IPreamble of C. 725.
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pressly intended to notify property owners in the territory to be an-
nexed, but it is to be published in a newspaper in the county having
a general circulation in the municipality, or, if there is ho such news-
paper, then it is to. be posted in at least five public places within the
municipality. The act does not require that the notice state the date
of the proposed meeting, nor does it require that the meeting be held
within any specified period after publication of the notice. As an ordi-
nary course of practice, the notice would state the time and place of the
meeting, but as such information is not specifically required there might
be a question as to whether its omission would invalidate an annexation.
If no petitions are filed, the governing body may annex the territory
by ordinance, with the limitation that only tracts contiguous to the
municipality and not embraced within the corporate limits of some other
municipality may be annexed. Territory to be annexed must contain
at least 25 legal residents entitled to register and vote, unless all the
property owners of the territory petition for annexation. The new ter-
ritory and its citizens become subject to municipal taxes levied for the
fiscal year following the annexation.
However, petitions may require a referendum, or the governing body
may upon its own motion call a referendum. Two kinds of petitions
are provided for-one signed by at least 15 per cent of the qualified
voters residing in the area proposed to be annexed, and one signed by
at least 15 per cent of the qualified voters residing in the municipality.
The former must be filed "at the meeting" held by the governing body,
while the latter may apparently be filed at any time, although it would
probably be ineffective if filed after the annexation ordinance had al-
ready been adopted, pursuant to proper notice; the former must be
signed by at least 15 per cent of the qualified voters residing in the
territory to be annexed, while the latter must be signed by "at least 15
per cent of the qualified voters residing in the municipality, who actively
participated in the last gubernatorial election." (Italics supplied.) This
somewhat unusual definition of qualified petitioners could, but probably
will not, be taken to mean only those who took some active part in the
campaign, beyond merely exercising the right to vote. The phraseology
would be more appropriate in a civil service statute. The effects of the
two petitions are slightly different, too. If the governing body receives
a sufficient petition from the residents of the territory to be annexed,
it must submit the question of annexation to the qualified voters of that
territory, and may also submit the question to the residents of the munic-
ipality, voting separately. If it receives a sufficient petition from the
qualified voters of the municipality, it must submit the question to a
referendum within the municipality, but nothing is said as to submission
to the voters of the new territory. However, the general authority of
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the governing body to call for a referendum would seem clearly to cover
such a case.
There is no provision for the lapse of a period of time between
referenda under the act, so conceivably a governing body could keep
the ball rolling over and over again. Probably some such provision
should have been included, at least with respect to the same territory.
How extensively this act will be made use of is conjectural, but two
counties, New Hanover and Dare, seemed not to want its provisions
and are exempted from its operation.
Local Government Acts
The "clincher"' in Article 1 of the Local Government Acts2 has been
brought up to date by C. 992, so that the provisions of the article will
apply to every unit having the power to levy taxes ad valorem, "regard-
less of any provisions to the contrary in any special or local Act enacted
before the adjournment of the Regular Session of the General Assembly
in one thousand nine hundred and forty-seven." Previously, the year
named in the above quoted portion of the .section was 1941. Thus, all
acts, enacted by the 1943, 1945 and 1947 sessions of the General Assem-
bly, which might effect local modifications as to the applicability of the
provisions of Article 1 of the Local Government Acts are in effect re-
pealed, to the extent of such modification. But query: between two
repealer clauses-this one and one in an act of the General Assembly
ratified during the 1947 session but subsequent to this one-which will
prevail ?
MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY AND RESPONSIBILITY ACT
C. 1006 requires a certain measure of financial responsibility to be
shown by those automobile drivers whose records indicate that they are
comparatively likely to be involved in accidents on the highways; the
act supersedes and repeals G. S. §20-197 et seq., adopted for the same
purpose in 1931. The earlier act provided that if any judgment for
more than $100 damages resulting from the operation of a motor vehicle
*should remain unsatisfied for thirty days, the judgment debtor's "opera-
tor's license and automobile registration certificates" were required to
be suspended.' The "operator's license" thus to be suspended was not a
driver's license, for no driver's license was required in this state until
1935.2 The statute then in effect requiring registration of automobiles
2 G. S. §159-42.
G. S. c. 159. This chapter provides for budgetary and fiscal control of local
units by the Local Government Commission.
G. S. (1943) §20-198.
'See discussion of the 1931 statute in- 9 N. C. L. REv. 384 (1931). The Uni-
form Driver's License Act was Pub. Laws 1935, c. 52, now G. S. (1943) §§20-5
et seq.
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referred to the owner of a car for which registration plates had been
issued as having a license for the operation of the vehicle.3 Under the
1931 act, then, the suspension required upon non-payment of a judgment
for damages resulting from operation of an automobile was suspension
of the registration of all cars registered in this state in the name of the
judgment debtor.4 When the Uniform Driver's License Act was
adopted in 19355 no change was made in the 1931 financial responsibility
act. The effect was to require financial responsibility only of an owner
who wanted to operate his own car on the highways of the state; since
the driver's license was not subject to suspension merely for failure to
pay a judgment resulting from an automobile accident, any person who
had secured such a license could continue to operate a car belonging
to someone else, his wife for instance, regardless of his default on the
judgment.6 C. 1006 remedies this weakness in the financial responsibil-
ity statute.
Under the Uniform Driver's License Act of 1935 the state depart-
ment of motor vehicles was required to suspend the license of a driver
convicted of certain crimes connected with the operation of a motor
vehicle7 and was authorized to take similar action against anyone who
was incompetent to operate a motor vehicle.8 C. 1006 states other
grounds for withdrawing the right to drive an automobile within the
state. The Commissioner of Motor Vehicles is required to revoke the
license of one adjudged to be mentally incompetent, and of any person
in an institution as an inebriate or a habitual user of narcotics, and to
suspend the "operator's or chauffeur's license and all of the registration
certificates and registration plates" issued to any person who has failed
to satisfy within 60 days- a judgment for more than fifty dollars dam-
ages arising out of the "ownership, use, or operation" of an automobile.
For the purpose of the act, a judgment is deemed satisfied when pay-
ment of the amounts covered by the ordinary automobile public liability
policy has been made thereon, $5,000 for death of or injury to any one
person, with a maximum of $10,000 for injury or death of several per-
ions in one accident, and $1,000 property damage. By permission of
the court, an arrangement may be made to pay the judgment in install-
ments; as long as the judgment debtor is not in arrears on such pay-
'N. C. CoDE (Michie, 1927) §2613(a).
"9 N. C. L. R-v. 384 (1931).
5Supra, note 2.61 If the -husband, having lost his registration plates on account of non-payment
of a judgment, transferred the car to his wife and continued to operate it with
her consent, she might be liable for damages for the next accident which he caused,
and so might lose her license plates on non-payment of a judgment against her.
The husband would then have to look to some other relative or associate" to be-
come the registered owner of the car he wished to operate.
7 G. S. (1943) §20-17.
8 G. S. (1943) §20-16.
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ments his license is not subject to suspension. The plan of installment
payments, however, is -not to be allowed to restrict the creditor's normal
remedies in enforcement of the judgment. If the judgment debtor's
default is due to the fact that the insurer upon whom he relied went
into liquidation after the accident, his license is not subject to revoca-
tion, or, probably suspension; these two terms are not differentiated in
the act, and may have the same meaning.0 A discharge in bankruptcy of
the judgment debtor himself is not to be treated as equivalent to pay-
ment of the debt, for purposes of the act.
Before reinstatement of any license suspended or revoked under
this act or under the Uniform Driver's License Act, the license holder
must "show and thereafter maintain" proof of his financial responsibility.
This may be a certificate of an insurer showing that the applicant for
reinstatement is insured under a public liability policy with the usual
limits; or the license holder may deposit a bond conditioned to pay
damage judgments within similar limits, or deposit $11,000 in cash
with the State Treasurer, as security for such payment, or he may
satisfy the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles that he has sufficient means
to be entitled to a certificate as a self-insurer.
The Commissioner is authorized to forbid the operation of a motor
vehicle in this state by a nonresident under the same circumstances
which would authorize revocation or suspension of the license of a resi-
dent. Furthermore, an -unpaid judgment rendered against a North
Carolina resident by a court in any United States possession, or in
Canada or Newfoundland, or a conviction in any such court, is given
the same effect in authorizing revocation of a North Carolina license,
as is similar action by a North Carolinta court. Provision is -made for
court review of the Commissioner's act suspending or revoking a license
under the authority granted by the statute. The customary authoriza-
tion to the Commissioner to issue regulations for the administration of
the act is included.
Under the 1931 act, which is superseded by C. 1006, the operator
whose registration plates were suspended for non-payment of a judg-
ment was expressly given the right to reinstatement upon furnishing
proof of financial ability to meet any future obligations, either by pay-
ing the judgment already entered, or without paying the judgment, if
he shows his ability 'to meet any future obligation.10 In C. 1006 there
is no express provision whatsoever for reinstatement of a license sus-
pended for non-payment of a judgment except in cases where the court
has approved a plan for payment in installments. If a driver is entitled,
" In §11 of the act, "revoke" in paragraph (b) evidently has the same meaning
as "suspend" in paragraph (a). Both terms appear elsewhere in the act, without
any difference in the sense being clearly indicated.
10 G. S. (1943) §20-198.
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however, to reinstatement, on proper showing of financial responsibility
as to the future, when he has secured a court order for paying the judg-
ment in installments, it must surely be implied that he is entitled to rein-
statement, on the same showing of financial responsibility, when he has
paid the judgment in full without an installment-payment order.
The title to section 8 of the act reads, in part, "Suspension of license
and registration certificates and plates upon conviction of certain of-
fenses . . ."; the text of the section, however, authorizes no action
except revocation of "the operator's and chauffeur's license" issued to
the convicted defendant.
ORGANIZATIONS INFLUENCING PUBLIC OPINION
C. 891 is intended to provide a public record of all organizations
principally engaged in the activity or business of influencing public
opinion or legislation. Every organization so engaged is required to'
register with the Secretary of State, setting out its purpose, the names
of its principal officers, and the names and addresses of its agents,
servants, employees or officers through- whom its local activities are to
be carried on, and furnishing a financial statement showing its assets
and liabilities, the source of its income, and "itemizing in detail any
contributions, donations, gifts or other income and from what source or
sources received." The same registration requirement is made for
every person engaged in the same activity, but apparently it is only the
principal who is required to register. The information supplied on
original registration must be kept up to date by similar annual reports,
and shall be open to public inspection at all times. No registration fee
is provided for.
The following are. expressly excepted from the application of the
act: organizations engaged in influencing public opinion on a matter
which concerns only one county or no more than two contiguous coun-
ties, organizations which operate solely through newspapers or other
second class mail or radio and television and organizations which have
complied with the Corrupt Practices Act.
This appears to be legislation designed to turn the cleansing light.
of publicity into the darker corners of our "propaganda factories." The
generalization of its language, however, will probably be found con-
stantly in need of interpretation. Do its terms apply to church organiza-
tions, Rotary Clubs, a women's club which devotes itself entirely for a
few months to a campaign for European relief? All of these, it may be
said, are "principally engaged in. . .' influencing public opinion." There
are very likely organizations of employers which exist almost solely for
the purpose of influencing public opinion; on the other hand, unions
engage in the same activity, but cannot be said to be "principally" en-
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gaged therein. Is it the principal activity within this state -which con-
trols? If so, a speaker who gets leave from his employer in Baltimore
in order to make a speech in Durham in favor of the Townsend Old-
Age Pension plan should register under the act. How complete in de-
tail must the itemized statement of contributions be?
The act does not provide any administrative authority with power to
make regulations or even to prescribe forms to be used. Such problems
as those referred to above cannot be effectively handled by a court, espe-
cially in the trial of a criminal case, though violation of the act is made
a misdemeanor. It seems probable that in its present form the act will




In 1939 provision was made for a division of legislative drafting and
codification of statutes' in the department of justice. Four years later
the legislature imposed upon the division the duty of establishing a
system of continuous statute research and correction in order that the
statutory laws be made and kept as simple, clear, concise, and complete
as possible, and the amount of interpretation required of courts be re-
duced to a minimum. To this end the division was required to study the
statutes to ascertain ambiguities, conflicts, duplications, and other im-
perfections of form and expression, and from time to time, to submit to
the General Assembly bills to correct such defects.2 In 1945 an act was
passed creating a general statutes commission to advise and cooperate
with the division in the work of continuous statute research and correc-
tion, and in the preparation and issuance of supplements to the General
Statutes, as well as to make a continuing study of all matters involved
in the preparation and publication of modern codes of law. The Com-
mission is to submit reports and recommendations to each regular
session of the General Assembly. The Commission consists of nine
members, seven of whom represent respectively the N. C. State Bar;
N. C. Bar Association; University of North Carolina, Duke, and Wake
Forest law schools; and the House and Senate of the General Assembly;
and two of whom are appointed by the Governor. 3 This Commission
is noteworthy not only by reason of its task, but also by reason of the
fact that its membership is drawn from bodies likely to have an interest
in keeping the statutory law of the state lucid and consistent. The
1 Pub. Laws 1939, c. 315, §5, G. S. §114-9, commented on in Statutory Changes
in North Carolina in 1939, 17 N. C. L. REv. 327, 376-379 (1939).
2 Sess. Laws 1943, c. 382, G. S. §114-9(c). Such work was suggested in Stat-
utory Changes in North Carolina in 1939, 17 N. C. L. Rxv. 327 at 379 (1939).
Sess. Laws 1945, c. 157, G. S. (1945 Supp.) §§164-12 to 164-19.
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Commission during the first two years of its life produced a complete
revision, C. 693i of the statutes on attachment and garnishment, com-
mented on elsewhere herein. Each word and provision of the revision
was considered by the Commission with painstaking care in order to
secure a maximum of clarity, simplicity, and consistency in the whole
act. The output of the Commission was limited in volume to this one
act for the reason that there was an interval during which the Commis-
sion was unable to obtain and keep a research man capable of the in-
tensive and exact work necessary for the initial preparation and lucid
drafting of the revisions to be considered by the Commission. Accord-
ingly an act was passed, C. 114, providing that the member of the staff
of the Attorney General who is assigned the duty of continuous statute
research and correction be known as the Revisor of Statutes and receive
a salary to be fixed by the Governor with the approval of the Council
of State. The Revisor of Statutes is then made ex officio secretary of
the General Statutes Commission. The purpose is, by creating a suit-
able status and providing an adequate salary, to make available to the
Commission .a skilled research lawyer likely to remain at the post, who
will devote his full time to the important work of continuous statute
research and correction.
Preparation of Supplenents
Cumulative pocket supplements to the Ge.neral Statutes, containing
the statutes passed after 1943 together with annotations, and interim
supplements to appear at six months' periods and to contain accumulated
annotations, were provided for in 1945.1 C. 150, by rewriting G. S.
§164-10(c), further clarifies the authority of the division of legislative
drafting and codification of statutes in the matter of the process of
preparation of the general and permanent laws for inclusion in the
cumulative pocket supplements. The changes are limited, as before, to
those which do not change the law, and are now expressly limited to
changes in arrangement and form.
TAXATION-LOCAL
Collection---"Interest" for "Penalty"
By C. 888, G. S. §105-345 is amended to change from "penalty" to
"interest" the label applied to the additional sum added to county and
city property taxes in case of late payment. The change is also made
generally applicable to any other statute providing a penalty for late
payment of such taxes. Clearly the purpose of this is to make the sums
so paid deductible for income tax purposes. While interest is ordinarily
'Sess. Laws 1945, c. 863, G. S. (1945 Supp.) §§164-10, 164-11.
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deductible,' a penalty is not.2 Though the label selected by a state statute
is not always controlling in federal tax matters, 3 presumably the change
here will be effective, since it is reasonable to designate as interest any
charge made solely for delay in -payment. The result to the income
taxpayer is that state and Federal governments will help him pay the
charge and the inducement to pay local taxes promptly is thereby
lessened.
Section 1 of the new Chapter, standing alone, leaves ambiguous the
amount to be charged for late payment in February and March follow-
ing the due date, with a choice to be made between a flat percentage and
a per annum rate. However, §2 provides that the Chapter shall not be
construed "to authorize the computation and imposition of any charge
different from that which would be computed and imposed if this section
had not been enacted, or if §105-345 had not been amended." This
clarifies the charge to be made, though emphasizing that the change is
purely a question of labels.
The amendment, applying only to erstwhile penalties for "late pay-
ment," presumably does not affect the penalties charged for late listing
of property, as the statute dealing with them draws an express dis-
tinction between late listing charges and late payment charges.4 Fur-
ther, late listing penalties constitute something more than a charge for
the withholding of money and do not fit the normal concept of interest.
Collection-Statute of Limitations
By C. 1065 a ten-year statute of limitations is made applicable to
tax suits in 62 counties,1 with the time running from the due date of
the taxes. Suits for taxes not barred prior to December 31, 1948, under
laws in force prior to enactment of C. 1065 may be brought at any time
prior to that date. Further, the new statute excepts: (a) suits to fore-
close liens for street and sidewalk assessments ;2 and (b) tax suits
brought under the provisions of G. S. §105-392(h). 3
'26 U. S. C. A. §23(b); G. S. §105-147.
'See U. S. v. Jaffray, 97 F. 2d 488 (C. C. A. 8th 1938), aft'd, 306 U. S. 276
(1939).
'See Achelis v. Commissioner, 28 B. T. A. 244 (1933), where the state statute
labeled the charge a tax, but, in the light of the interpretation given it by the
state courts, it was held to be a non-deductible penalty.
4"The schedule of ... penalties for .. . nonpayment of current taxes shall
apply to such taxes and penalties for failure to list." G. S. §105-331(3).
'The 38 excepted counties: Ashe, Buncombe, Burke, Camden, Carteret, Clay,
Columbus, Cumberland, Currituck, Dare, Davie, Edgecombe, Franklin, Gates,
Greene, Harnett, Hoke, Hyde, Iredell, Lee, Macon, Madison, Moore, Nash, North-
ampton, Qrange, Pamlico, Pender, Perquimans, Richmond, Rockingham, Rowan,
Scotland, Vance, Warren, Wayne, Wilson, and Yadkin. The municipalities in
these counties are also excepted.
2For the situation as to special assessments, see Abbott, The Collectibility of
Special Assessments More Than Ten Years Delinquent, 22 N. C. L. REV. 123
(1944).
'G. S. §105-392 provides a summary procedure for docketing a judgment and
1941
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Otherwise, in the counties in which applicable, the new law has the
effect of changing the long-standing rule that there was no statute of
limitations applicable to suits brought under G. S. §105-414.4 The
Assembly in 1933, for many counties, barred tax liens for 1926 and
prior years,5 but no continuing statute of limitations was incorporated in
that statute.6
It does not necessarily follow, however, that a tax lien to the enforce-
ment of which the new statute is applicable may be written off for title
purposes as gone forever. While there are some contrary expressions
in North Carolina cases, there is a strong argument for the position
that the General Assembly may constitutionally revive a remedy for the
collection of taxes previously barred by a statute of limitations.7
County Special Purpose Taxes
C. 520 and C. 931 add two more purposes to G. S. §153-77, which
sets forth the special purposes for which counties have been given the
special approval of the General Assembly to issue bonds and levy prop-
erty taxes for the payment thereof. C. 931 rewrites subsection (a) to
permit "erection and purchase of schoolhouses, school garages, physical
education and vocational education buildings, teacherages, lunchrooms,
and other similar school plant facilities." C. 520 permits "acquisition
and improvement of lands and the erection thereon of buildings to be
used as a civic center or indoor or out of door stadium as a living memo-
rial to veterans of World War I and World War II."
Although counties are thus enabled to jump the "special purpose"
hurdle of the Constitution' and to exceed the general fund tax limit for
these purposes, they are still confronted with the "necessary expense"
selling the land under execution without formal foreclosure proceedings. Sub-
section (h) provides that, should the summary procedure be held unconstitutional,
taxes involved in prior summary proceedings may be foreclosed within one year.
'See New Hanover County v. Whiteman, 190 N. C. 332, 129 S. E. 808 (1925),
holding that a statute of limitations incorporated in former C. S. §8037 did not
operate against suits brought under C. S. §7990, now G. S. §105-414. The 1947 act
is a rewrite of G. S. §105-422, and does not specifically refer to G. S. §105-414, but
it operates against "any remedy provided by law for the collection of taxes or the
enforcement of any tax liens held by counties or municipalities." Its all-inclusive
character thus seems to be clear.
' See G. S. §§105-422, 105-423 as they appeared before their revision and repeal,
respectively, by the 1947 statute. By a divided court the 1933 law was held to bar
attempted foreclosure under G. S. §105-414 in Raleigh v. Jordan, 218 N. C. 55,
9 S. E. 2d 507 (1940).
' By Sess. Laws 1945, c. 832, appearing as G. S. §105-423.1, a ten-year statute
of limitations was enacted for a small number of counties.
' The case for this position is ably and clearly stated by Abbott, supra note
2, at pages 126-138. In this connection it should be noted that the 1947 act is
expressly directed only against the "remedy" for collection of taxes or enforce-
ment of tax liens. By contrast, the 1933 statute provided that "all tax liens ...
are hereby declared to be barred and uncollectible."
2 CoNsr., Art. V, §6.
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problem2 and the constitutional and statutory debt limitations.3 From
past court decisions, it would seem that some of the purposes here au-
thorized may and some may not be deemed "necessary expenses." As
to school buildings, the court has held that in the erection of school-
houses a county is acting as an agency of the state in providing a state
system of public schools, and such expenditures are therefore not lim-
ited by Art. VII, §7 of the Constitution.4 But in Denny v. Mecklenburg
County,5 the court held that a teacherage is not a part of the necessary
equipment of a public school, so as to come within the then existing
provision of G. S. §153-77 authorizing erection of schoolhouses and the
purchase of necessary land and equipment. The new law will, of course,
obviate the difficulty as far as §153-77 is concerned; and Bridges v.
Charlotte,6 holding that expenditures of counties and municipalities made
as agencies of the state pursuant to its constitutional duty to provide a
public school system, are not subject to Art. VII, §7, may well indicate
that no constitutional difficulty will be encountered by C. 931.
As to civic centers, the court has held that expenses for municipal
parks and recreational facilities7 and for a city auditorium are not
necessary expenses, within the meaning of the Constitution. This would
seem to indicate an unfavorable decision on the "necessary expense"
question as to the civic centers ostensibly authorized by C. 520.
As to debt limitations, the possibilities depend upon each county's
situation, with due regard to the provisions of the County Finance Act.9
Listing and Assessing
Potentially the most significant of the new statutes dealing with list-
ing and assessing is C. 1026, which adds a new G. S. §105-294.1, as
follows: "If the board of county commissioners of any county shall
determine as a fact that any agricultural product is held in said county
by any manufacturer or processor for manufacturing or processing,
which agricultural product is of such nature as customarily to require
storage and processing for periods of more than one year in order to
age or condition such product for manufacture, and if such determina-
tion is entered on the minutes of such board on or before March 31st in
any year," then such product is to be taxed "uniformly as a class" at
60 per cent of the tax rate levied" on other property by the various tax-
ing units in which the property is listed.
2 CONsT., Art. VII, §7.
CONST., Art. V, §4; G. S., c. 153, Art. 9 (County Finance Act).
' Hall v. Commissioners, 194 N. C. 768, 140 S. E. 739 (1927).
'211 N. C. 558, 191 S. E. 26 (1937).
221 N. C. 472, 20 S. E. 2d 825 (1942).
Purser v. Ledbetter, 227 N. C. 1, 40 S. E. 2d 702 (1946).
'Twining v. Wilmington, 214 N.'C. 655, 200 S. E. 416 (1939).
' Debt limitations will be affected if a pending amendment to the Constitution
receives a favorable vote. See "Constitutional Amendments," this article.
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This latest legislative venture into classification is clearly intended to
affect primarily stored tobacco, though it may affect other products, also.
Since the State Constitution authorizes classification,' and since the
classification here intended seems not clearly arbitrary or unreasonable, 2
the new statute would almost certainly be valid if it simply set up the
classification and provided for the differential tax. However, in view
of. the quoted portion of the new law, there is an immediate question
as to whether the classification is merely authorized by the legislature,
leaving it -discretionary with the county commissioners as to whether it
will be put into effect. The double use of "if" certainly points in the
direction of discretion, particularly its second use in connection with the
making of the finding by the date specified. And this construction is
supported by the fact. that the Assembly could have easily, had it so
desired, made the classification itself and left to the local authorities
only the initial determination'as to whether the property of any taxpayer
falls within the specified class.
If this is the proper construction, a taxpayer owning such property
rmight.ind himself unable to force the issue if the commissioners in his
county take no action. By mandamus he could at rhost force the com-
missioners to consider the question, but could force no particular deci-
sion, as mandamus lies only to enforce a clear legal right,'3 and, because
of .the inclusion of the specific date in this statute, difficulty might be
encountered in-forcing even consideration.
If the new statute should be construed as mandatory in effect, such
a taxpayer might be able to force consideration by mandamus and then
obtain review of the commissioners' action by appeal to the State Board
of Assessment and eventual certiorari. Such a construction might be
preferable as a matter of policy, but the language of the statute seems
probably "to reflect g contrary intent.
A further question, assuming the statute leaves discretion in the
commissioners, is whether it is constitutional. If there were a state
property tax affected by the action of the commissioners, it would be
unconstitutional as to such state tax, because taxation would no longer
be uniform within the same class. But there is no state property tax on
tangible personal property. Can there, then, be a classification of prop-
erty within a single county which does not obtain elsewhere?
Even since adoption of the constitutional amendment perri itting
classification, the Supreme Court has held unconstitutional a statute
1Art. V, §3, as amended pursuant to Pub. Laws 1935, c. 248.
"Upon review here, the widest latitude must be accorded to the Legislature in
making. the distinctions which are the basis for classification, and they will not
be disturbed unless capricious, arbitrary, and unjustified by reason." Snyder v.
Maxwell, 217 N. C. 617, 620, 9 S. E. 2d 19 (1940).
'Sovereign Camp, W.O.W. v. Board of Com'rs of Lenoir County, 208 N. C.
433, 181 S. E. 339 (1935).
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providing that territory newly included in a city should not be taxed by
the city unless provided with the same privileges, benefits and facilities
furnished other property in the city.4 However, this decision could rest
on the view: (1) that the classification power does not extend to com-
plete exemption; or (2) that benefits received do not furnish a proper
basis for classification. It certainly is considerably short of a holding
that every classification, to be valid, must be state-wide in effect.
If it is valid, though discretionary, the new statute apparently opens
the way for competition between. counties-i.e., a county might classify
in order to put itself in a better position to retain or secure storage
facilities. Such a principle, if extended to affect other classes of prop-
erty, obviously represents rather questionable policy; but questionable
policy and unconstitutionality are far from identical. Further: (1) ex-
isting differences in local tax rates are possibly more important com-
petitively than the new statute is likely to become ;5 (2) as a practical
matter, the result of the new statute could be achieved (and no doubt has
been at times) by assessment of such products at a fraction of true value,
the requirements of the law to the contrary notwithstanding; and (3) it
is clear that the legislature can authorize local governments to levy
license taxes on trades and professions, without requiring that such
taxes be levied or specifying the way in which they are to be classified,
thus creating the same type of competitive situation.8
This license tax rule is of significance. "Even prior to the classifica-
tion amendment the court did not require complete uniformity as to
license taxes. It only required uniformity within reasonably selected
classes.7 The latter is the same rule now applied to property taxes by
the constitution. If local option is permissible as to one, it is difficult
to see how it can be invalid as to the other.
Classification by local option was not an objective of, and was prob-
'Banks v. City of Raleigh, 220 N. C. 35, 16 S. E. 2d 413 (1941). The
decision states that this provision violates the uniformity requirements, without any
elaboration save to cite Anderson v. City of Asheville, 194 N. C. 117, 138 S. E.
715 (1927). That case, decided prior to the classification amendment, held uncon-
stitutional an attempt to authorize zofiing of Asheville for differential taxation, the
zoning to be done by extremely vague criteria, mentioning both services received
by the property and uses for which the property was suited.
Recognition that tax rates vary as between counties, townships, districts and
cities was an important factor in the decision in Jones v. Commissioners of Stokes
County, 143 N. C. 59, 55 S. E. 427 (1906), where the court sustained a statute
requiring that taxes on railroad property in specified townships be used for special
purposes rather than for the purposes for which the taxes on other property were
used.
'See G. S. §160-56, giving general authority to cities and towns to levy taxes
on trades, professions and franchises (though this is limited, as to many businesses,
by various provisions of G. S., c. 105).
' State v. Powell, 100 N. C. 525, 6 S. E. 424.(1888), in which the validity of a
city license tax ordinance, levying different taxes on different occupations, was sus-
tained. See also Dalton v. George C. Brown & Co., 159 N. C. 175, 75 S. E. 40
(1912).
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ably not contemplated by, the sponsors of the classification amendment.
And if the new statute sets a precedent which will be followed as to other
classes of property, the eventual result may well be a most unfortunate
hodge-podge system of assessment; but probably the place to prevent
that is in the legislature rather than in the courts.
Another statute affecting assessment, C. 50, follows a pattern which
has become customary by authorizing county commissioners to postpone
revaluation of real property for 1947 and 1948. This refers to the
"quadrenniel" reassessment of all realty, and neither 1947 nor 1948 was
originally scheduled to be a quadrennial year.8 However, prior statutes
authorizing postponement (in effect extended by C. 50) have resulted
in virtually complete freedom of choice in county commissioners as to
the year in which the "quadrennial" assessment will take place. 9 Post-
ponement in a regular quadrennial year does not require that it go over
until the next one, but postponement may simply be from year to year,
with the reassessment taking place in the year the commissioners finally
select.10
By C. 892 taxpayers engaged in the merchandising business in two
or more counties must, in connection with their annual listing, furnish,
in each such county, a sworn statement showing the counties in which
business is being done, the true value of merchandise inventory in each,
and the total of such value in the state. This does not require that a
detailed inventory of goods in County A be furnished to the tax super-
visor of County B. The purpose of the statute is apparently to aid
supervisors, in comparing local tax lists with figures shown on state tax
returns, to determine more easily whether such a taxpayer is correctly
reporting its total inventory for local taxation.
Attempted clarification of the rule determining the taxable situs of
such property as vending machines is contained in C. 836, providing that
"when tangible personal property, which may be used by the public gen-
erally or which is used to sell or vend merchandise to the public, is placed
at or on a location outside of the county of the owner or lessor, such
tangible personal property shall be listed for taxation in the county
where located." Questions will undoubtedly arise as to the meaning of
"property which may be used by the public generally." However, this
is clearly a valid exercise of the legislative power to fix the taxable
situs of personal property.11
'G. S. §105-278, in effect designating 1945 and 1949 as quadrennial years.
o G. S. §105-278, as amended by Sess. Laws 1945, c. 5.
" Moore v. Sampson County, 220 N. C. 232, 17 S. E. 2d 22 (1941).
o.Winston v. Salem, 131 N. C. 404, 4Z S. E. 889 (1902); Planters Bank & Trust
Co. v. Lumberton, 179 N. C. 409, 102 S. E. 629 (1920).
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Tax Rates
As elsewhere pointed out, a constitutional amendment is being sub-
mitted in an attempt to authorize increase of the maximum county tax
rate for general purposes from 15 cents to 25 cents per $100 of valua-
tion. The same trend is reflected in C. 506, which authorizes a maxi-
mum city general purpose rate of $1.50, by comparison to the former
maximum of $1.00 for most cities and 65 cents for a very limited class.




Effective January 1, 1948, C. 501 makes the gift tax cumulative-
that is, the tax for each year will be computed by totaling all net taxable
gifts to the same donee made on or after that date, ascertaining the tax
on the total sum, and deducting from that figure the taxes paid on such
gifts in prior years. The net effect, where substantial gifts are made to
the same donee over a period of years, is to make the tax rates in the
higher brackets apply to the later gifts, instead of starting with the low-
est rate each year. The federal gift tax is cumulative.1  However, the
federal system tends to encourage gifts by making the gift tax rate
three-quarters of the death tax rate,2 while the state gift tax rate re-
mains the same as the death tax rate.3
Another gift tax amendment adds tc G. S. §105-194: "Where a
donor dies within three years after filing a return, taxes may be assessed
at any time within said three years, or the date of final settlement of
state inheritance taxes." Since the basic statute of limitations was already
three years from the return date, presumably this is intended to extend
the time where settlement of inheritance taxes is postponed beyond the
three-year period. However, until it is construed by the courts there will
remain a question as to whether it can be interpreted to reduce the three-
year period where such final settlement takes place at an earlier date.
There is a plausible argument for this construction, in that the Revenue
Department is fully apprised of the settlement.
Income Taxes
Most of the changes in the income tax law made by C. 501 deal with
deductions from gross income. Of these, perhaps the most important
is the new provision granting a deduction for "in the case of an indi-
126 U. S. C. A. §1001 (a).
2 26 U. S. C. A. §§935(b), 1001 (a).
'G. S. §§105-4-105-6, 105-188. For discussion of some of the considerations
involved in attempting to compare combined federal and state gift taxes with com-
bined federal and state death. taxes, see Brandis, State Gift Taxes-Their Relation
to Death Taxes, 19 N. C. L. REv. 304 (1941).
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vidual, all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during
the income year for the production or collection of income, or for the
management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the pro-
duction of income."
This provision is identical with its federal counterpart, which first
appeared in the Internal Revenue Code in 1942.1 The federal amend-
ment was adopted after long research in an effort to draft a satisfactory
statutory sanction for the deduction of non-business and investment ex-
penses,2 following repeated litigation and a then recent Supreme Court
decision expressly denying such a deduction.3 Both the federal pro-
vision and the new state provisioi are based on the inequity inherent
in taxing non-trade or non-business income without allowing deductions
for expenses incurred in connection with the production or receipt of
such income.
Presumably the state will follow the federal interpretation of this
deduction, as set forth in the federal regulations.4 However, a question
may arise due to the fact that while the federal statute contains a general
provision disallowing deductions attributable to tax-exempt income,8 the
state law expressly denies such deductions only in the case of interest
and taxes paid.6 Nevertheless, it is probable that the state will be able
to follow the federal practice in this respect. It is clear enough that
the legislature intended to eliminate the inequity of taxing income while
denying deductions connected therewith; but there is nothing to indicate
that it intended to allow deductions for amounts attributable to income
not taxed, thus creating a new inequity. Under the circumstances, it is
not too strained a construction to interpret the state amendment as if it
allowed such deductions attributable to "taxable income."
As to specific items, a leading federal case has held that legal fees
incurred by a trust in contesting a deficiency assessment by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue for income tax, expenses for legal advice
in connection with payment of a cash legacy, and legal expenses attribut-
able to final distribution of the trust fund were deductible as expenses
of management. 7 Other deductible items, at least so long as incurred in
connection with taxable income, are services of a secretary or clerk, office
rent and upkeep, trust company charges, and safe deposit box rentals.8
The federal regulations point out items allowable and not allowable, the
26 U. S. C. A. §23(a) (2).
AERTENxs, THE LAW OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION (1946 supplement),
§§25.118, 25.119.
Higgins v. Commissioner, 312 U. S. 22 (1941).
' U. S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(a)-15 (1946).
'26 U. S. C. A. §24(a) (5).
G. S. §105-147(3) and (4).
Trust under the Will of Bingham v. Commissioner, 325 U. S. 365 (1945).
1 C. C. H. 1947 Fed. Tax. Rep. §168C.01, with collected cases following.
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important fact being that whether the expense is incurred in the pro-
duction of income depends not upon the intent of the taxpayer, but
upon all the circumstances of the case, including prior record of gain or
loss in the activity, relation between the activity and taxpayer's occupa-
tion, and the uses to which the property or what it produces is put by
the taxpayer.
The federal regulations expressly provide that the expenses of taking
special courses or training are not allowable as a non-business deduc-
tion.9 However, C. 501 expressly departs from this, as far as the state
js concerned, to the extent that it provides a deduction for ordinary and
necessary expenses incurred by any teacher, principal or superintendent
of the public schools in attending summer schools. The deduction
covers tuition, matriculation fees, registration fees, cost of books and
necessary classroom supplies, subsistence, and individual athletic sup-
plies, but is limited to $250 and must be supported by presentation of
receipts.
Other changes in the law governing deductions are: (1) provision
for deduction, in the discretion of the Commissioner of Revenue, of a
reasonable addition to a reserve for bad debts;I (2) limitation of the
deduction for medical expenses to amounts actually paid within the in-
come year and to an annual maximum of $2,500; and (3) retroactive
application of the deduction for contributions to pension trusts to Jan-
uary 1, 1942.
Except for a clarification of G. S. §105-149(2), dealing with ex-
emptions allowable to individuals with income from both within and
without the state, the other income tax changes effected by C. 501 affect
the mechanics of assessment and collection. A rewriting of G. S. §105-
157(1), effective January 1, 1948, confines the quarterly payment privi-
lege to amounts exceeding $400, but allows payment of amounts over
$50 in two installments& In case of failure to pay any installment when
due, the entire 'remaining amount becomes due and bears interest at 6
per cent, instead of 4 per cent from March 15th.
Heretofore, under G. S. §105-159, when the federal authorities re-
determined a taxpayer's income tax, he was required to report that fact
to the state within thirty days after receipt of the internal revenue
agent's report or supplemental report. Upon failure to comply, the tax-
payer forfeited any right to a refund," and the statute of limitations
did not apply-to any additional state assessment against him. By C. 501
the period for notifying the state is extended to two years and the
statute of limitations on additional assessments, in case of failure to
9U. S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(a)-15 (1946).
"'The compdrable federal provision is 26 U. S. C. A. §23(k) (1). See also
U. S. Treas. Reg. 111, §29.23(k)-5 (1946).
" See State v. Hinsdale, 207 N. C. 37, 175 S. E. 847 (1934).
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report the federal change, is fixed at five years, in the absence of fraud.
Both these changes seem to be favorable to taxpayers. However, there
is a question as to when the five years begins to run-whether from the
original due date of the tax or from the date the report of the federal
redetermination is due.
One other income tax change was effected by a separate statute,
C. 894. Under it, state income taxpayers, subject to the percentage
limitations applicable to all deductible contributions, may deduct con-
tributions to "posts or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units
or societies of any such posts or organizations, if such posts, organiza-
tions, units, or societies are organized in the United States or any of its
possessions, and if no part of their net earnings inures to the benefit
of any private stockholder or individual." Such contributions were
heretofore non-deductible when the organization did not meet the gen-
eral requirement that they be "organized and operated exclusively for
religious, charitable, literary, scientific, or educational purposes."
On the face of the statute there is no restriction based on the purpose
of the organization, so long as it is not operated for private profit. Will
contributions be deductible if made to a veterans group organized for
the purpose of sponsoring or opposing the closed shop, a state-wide
liquor referendum, or a slate of political candidates? Perhaps the ad-
ministrative officials and the courts, aware that the legislature probably
had no such result in mind, will find a way to impose restrictions; but
with the purpose test otherwise applicable deliberately withdrawn, the
line will be very difficult to draw.
Except as otherwise indicated, the income tax changes are effective
as of January 1, 1947.
Inheritance Taxes
C. 501 makes two changes in the provisions governing death taxes
on insurance. (1) An exemption of $2,000 is provided for insurance
payable to Class B and Class C beneficiaries, though it is allowable only
to the extent that insurance payable to Class A beneficiaries is less than
$2,000. The amendment makes no distinction between Class B and
Class C. Apparently, if a decedent leaves no insurance payable to Class
A beneficiaries, a $2,000 policy payable to a Class B beneficiary, and a
$2,000 policy payable to a Class C beneficiary, each of the beneficiaries
will, under a pro rata provision remaining in the section,' receive an
exemption of $1,000.
(2) Since 1943, G. S. §105-13(2) (b) has taxed insurance with re-
spect to which at his death the decedent possessed any of the incidents
of ownership, "Provided, if the premiums or other considerations have
1 G. S. §105-3 (d).
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been paid in whole or in part upon such insurance by a beneficiary
thereof, said beneficiary shall not be taxed on that proportion of the
insurance proceeds that the amount of the premiums or other considera-
tion paid by said beneficiary bears to the total premiums paid on said
insurance." The new statute strikes out this proviso. The effect is to
bring the state law more closely in line with the federal, which contains
no such provision:2  It also eliminates what was possibly a wide-open
loophole in the insurance provisions.3
Other changes, while of some importance, need no extended com-
ment. They: (1) eliminate the discount of 3 per cent for payment of
death taxes within six months after death; and (2) allow the repre-
sentative's statement of information, required by G. S. §105-23, to be
made within 12 months after death, instead of six.
The death tax changes become effective on July 1, 1947.
Insurance Taxes
Two major amendments were made to the insurance tax article by
C. 501. The first of these rewrites the first paragraph of G. S. §105-
228.5 to make the taxes imposed on insurance companies, measured by
the gross premiums collected, apply to specific types of insurance con-
tracts with definitely specified deductions. The original provision, which
was first enacted in 1945, lacked much of the clarity afforded by the
new act. The 1947 amendment defines gross premiums in the case of
life insurance and annuity contracts, including certain specified supple-
mental contracts thereto, as meaning any and all premiums collected
in the calendar year, other than for contracts of re-insurance, for policies
the premiums on which are paid by or credited to persons, firms, or
corporations resident in this state, or in the case of group policies for
any contracts of insurance covering persons resident in this state. The
only deductions are for premiums refunded on policies rescinded for
fraud or other breach of contract, premiums which were paid in advance
on life insurance contracts and subsequently refunded, and, in the case
226 U. S. C. A. §811(g).
'The general scheme of G. S. §105-13 is to tax: (a) all insurance receivable
by the executor; (b) all insurance as to which the decedent retained incidents of
ownership (subject to the proviso eliminated by the current amendment); and
(c) insurance, as to which no incidents of ownership were retained, in proportion
to premiums paid by the decedent "directly or indirectly." The quoted phrase
is greatly modified by a provision that the decedent is not deemed to have paid
premiums if he gave money to a beneficiary, paying the gift tax, "if any," and the
beneficiary used the money to pay premiums. The provision apparently applies
even where the amount of the gift is too small to incur gift tax liability. It re-
mains in the law and still provides a loophole as to insurance with respect to which
decedent retained no incidents of ownership. However, it was also arguable that,
since such a payment was not one by the decedent, it was a payment by the bene-
ficiary and hence operated to reduce the taxability of insurance as to which de-
cedent retained incidents of ownership. That argument can no longer be made in
view of the elimination of the exemption for premiums paid by the beneficiary.
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of group annuity contracts, the premiums returned by reason of a change
in the composition of the group covered. Gross premiums are deemed
to have been collected for the amounts as provided in the policy con-
tracts for the time in force during the year, except in the case of
premiums waived pursuant to a contract for waiver of premium in case
of disability. Gross premiums from business done in this state in the
case of contracts of fire, casualty, or any other type of insurance, in-
cluding contracts of insurance required to be .carried by the Workmen's
Compensation Act, are defined as meaning any and all premiums for
contracts covering property or risks in this state, other than for con-
tracts of reinsurance, whether they are designated as premiums, deposits,
premium deposits, policy fees, membership fees, or assessments. Gross
premiums are deemed to have been written for the amounts as provided
in the policy contracts, new or renewal, which became effective during
the year irrespective of the time or method of making payments or
settlement for such premiums. The only deduction from gross premi-
ims in this class of insurance is for the return of premiums, deposits,
fees or assessments for adjustment of policy rates or for cancellation
or surrender of policies.
The second major amendment changes the rate of tax on the gross
premiums on annuities and all other insurance, except workmen's com-
pensation insurance, from two per cent on all companies to one per cent
in the case of domestic companies and two and one-half per cent in the
case of foreign and alien companies. The new rate applies to gross
premiums collected during 1947.
The constitutionality of any such tax imposed by a state upon for-
eign insurance companies following the 1944 decision in United States
v. South-Eastern Underwriters' Association,' which held insurance to
be interstate commerce, might have been seriously questioned as a
burden upon interstate commerce. Such argument would have been
strengthened by the presence of a discrimination between foreign and
domestic insurance companies. One writer went so far as to say, "In
this sense, the sword of Damocles hangs over every state insurance
statute which affects the interstate insurance business."2  Since that
time a federal statute and a Supreme Court decision have gone far
toward removing the hanging sword. The federal statute, the Mc-
Carran Act of 1945, acts in the nature of a savings clause for the
continued state regulation of insurance. This act specifically provides,
"The business of insurance, and every person engaged therein, shall be
subject to the laws of the several states which relate to the regulation
or taxation of such business."' 4 The Supreme Court decision, Pruden-
-322 U. S. 533 (1944). 223 TEx. L. REv. 18, 29 (1944).
'59 STAT. 34 (1945), 15 U. S. C: §1011-1015 (Supp. 1946).
' Id. §1012(a).
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tial Insitrance Company v. Benjamin,5 upholds the constitutionality of
a South Carolina license tax 6 applicable to foreign insurance companies
only and amounting to three per cent of aggregate premiums received
from business done in the state.
In the course of its decision, the Court dealt with the discriminatory
feature of the tax. It reasoned that Congress, by the passage of the
McCarran Act, intended to and did declare that uniformity of regula-
tion and taxation of insurance companies by the states was not required.
Congress was aware of the existing systems of state regulation and tax-
ation as applied to insurance companies at the time the act was passed;
hence, such must have been taken into consideration. Thus, the dis-
criminatory feature as applied to the interstate insurance business is not
now open to objection unless Congress' judgment, manifested in the
act, cannot be effective. The Court then proceeded to hold that Con-
gress had the power to promote or restrict interstate commerce, subject
only to other constitutional restrictions which were not violated here.
The Supreme Court, pointing out that sixteen states as of the effec-
tive date of the McCarran Act had passed similar statutes, stated, "We
express no opinion concerning the validity of any feature of these stat-
utes not substantially indentical with those of the South Carolina tax
dealt with herein."7 Tested by the above decision and in the light of the
McCarran Act, it would now appear that the new North Carolina tax
provision is no more invalid than the South Carolina statute upheld.
There are no substantial differences between our new act and the South
Carolina tax; only sundry differences in terminology and immaterial
variances in tax rates.8
Intangibles Taxes
The most important changes in the intangible taxes effected by
C. 501 raise no new legal problems, as they simply affect the rates of
tax and the proportionate distribution of revenue between state and
local governments. By boosting the local share of revenue from 75 per
cent to 80 per cent and by repealing the provision formerly giving the
state up to 4 per cent of the total for administrative expense, the local
'- U. S. -, 66 Sup. Ct. 1142, 90 L. Ed. (Adv. Ops.) 1023 (1946). Notes,
46 CALIF. L. REV. 882 (1946); 32 VA. L. REv. 1197 (1946); 30 MINN. L. REv.
642 (1946).
C So. CA. CODE (Jacobs, 1942) §§7948, 7949.
'- U. S. - , - 66 Sup. Ct. 1142, 1156, 90 L. Ed. (Adv. Ops.) 1023, 1036
(note 40) (1946).
' Section 7948 of the South Carolina Code provided for a reduction in the
amount of tax imposed by that section based on specified investments in South
Carolina securities or property. However, §7948 and §7949 provided fewer speci-
fied deductions from total premiums collected than does the North Carolina amend-
ment. Both the South Carolina and North Carolina tax provisions herein dis-
cussed are specifically levied in addition to the license fees imposed in §7969 by
South Carolina and in G. S. §105-288.4 by our state.
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governments are assured of 80 per cent instead of a possible 72 per cent.
However, the total revenue received locally may decline, as rates are
reduced from 50 cents on the $100 to 25 cents for bonds, notes, and other
evidences of debt, from 30 cents to 25 cents for shares of stock and
beneficial interests in foreign trusts, and from 25 cents to 10 cents for
funds on deposit with insurance companies; and bank deposits averag-
ing less than $300, instead of $100 as formerly, are exempted.
Another provision of C. 501 specifically recognizes a proportionate
exemption for intangibles held or controlled by a fiduciary, domiciled
in this state, for the benefit of nonresidents or of organizations which
are themselves exempt. So far as the exempt organizations are con.
cerned, the policy is obvious; and so far as nonresidents are concerned,
this probably represents a legislative desire not to handicap resident
trustees in obtaining business involving nonresidents. It is, in one sense,
consistent with the fact that the state taxes beneficial interests of resi-
dents in foreign trusts.
The intangibles are exempt on the basis of the ratio 'the net income
from the intangibles distributed or distributable to such beneficiaries bears
to the total net income from the intangibles. Net income is defined as
net income for income tax purposes; and "where the intangible personal
property for which this exemption is claimed is held or controlled with
other property as a unit, allocation of appropriate deductions from gross
income shall be made to that part of the entire gross income which is
derived from the intangible personal property by direct method to the
extent practicable; and otherwise by such other method as the Commis-
missioner of Revenue shall find to be reasonable."
The 'new provision raises several questions. (1) What happens
when there is no income from the intangibles, or income is cumulated
for the ultimate benefit of such beneficiary during the year in question?
The provision is apparently so worded as to deny the exemption, at
least pro tanto, in such situations, and it is understood that this is the
intention of the draftsman. The theory apparently is that the beneficiary
may be considered the owner to the extent of income received; and that
when he receives no income he has no ownership and, therefore, nothing
to be exempted. The practical effect is, however, clearly inequitable, at
least as applied to non-income producing intangibles. To exempt when
there is net income and tax when there is none has, in this situation,
little, if any, justification, particularly where the beneficiary is a chari-
table organization.
(2) The income referred to is the income derived "during the calen-
dar year for which the taxes levied by this Article are imposed." Pretty
clearly the intention is to refer to the calendar year preceding the due
date of the tax and probably there will be no administrative difficulty;
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though, technically, no provision of the Article imposes the taxes for
any calendar year, and under the general provision of G. S. §105-241
state taxes are for the fiscal year in which they become due. A sub-
sidiary question here is whether a fiduciary reporting for income tax
purposes on a fiscal year basis will have to submit calendar year figures
in order to qualify for the exemption. Apparently it will, with the
eventual result probably being that all such fiduciaries will report for
income tax purposes on a calendar year basis.
(3) Who is a "fiduciary?" 'Clearly trustees are included, and it is
perhaps arguable that a closing reference in the provision to "trust funds
or trust property" indicates an intention to confine the exemption to
trusts. However, it seems more reasonable to assume that the differ-
ence in terminology is intentional. The G. S. chapter entitled "Fiduci-
aries," defines them, for purposes of that chapter, as including "a trustee
under any trust, expressed, implied, resulting or constructive, executor,
administrator, guardian, conservator, curator, receiver, trustee in bank-
ruptcy, assignee for the benefit of creditors, partner, agent, officer of a
corporation, public or private, or any other person acting in a fiduciary
capacity for any person, trust or estate."' It seems unlikely that all
of these will turn up as applicants for the exemption, but there will be
problems as to the breadth of the exemption, particularly where estates
are concerned.
(4) What is the effect of the provision, in terms mandatory, that
where the intangible property is "held or controlled with other property
as a unit," deductions shall be allocated in arriving at net income from
the intangibles? The meaning of "as a unit" is none too certain, but
presumably there is no unitary holding if the income from intangibles
is earmarked for one set of beneficiaries and the income from other
property (even other intangible property) for another set, or if the
allocation of income is to the same beneficiaries but in different pro-
portions. In other words, it would seem to be prerequisite to a unitary
holding that the income from all property in the unit be distributed
according to the same plan. However, the practical results of the entire
provision may be somewhat as follows: (a) If the holding is non-unitary,
but the fiduciary has nevertheless lumped income from several "units"
in reporting income, there must be an allocation of deductions to deter-
mine the net from each unit. (b) Within a unit, there must be an
allocation of deductions at least to the extent of determining whether
the intangible property produced some net income, because if it produced
none, as explained above, there is no exemption. Once it is determined
that the intangibles produced some net income, whether it was large or
small should make no difference, as the proportion of such net distrib-
3 G. S. §32-2.
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uted or distributable to the exempt beneficiaries would be the same as
the proportion of total net from all property in the unit.
(5) This gives rise to a final question: If a trust for A, a nonresident,
owns a block of stock in X Corporation, which pays dividends, and a
block in Y Corporation, which pays none, and the dividends from X
are sufficient to .produce net income which is distributed to A, will the
shares in Y nevertheless be taxable? The only answer which will pro-
duce any reasonable consistency of policy is that it will be. Note: (a)
Intangibles are reported by other taxpayers specifically-i.e., the num-
ber of shares in each corporation-not as a lump. Consequently, if the
theory is that there is no ownership to be exempt in the absence of in-
come, it should be applied to each holding specifically and not to the
lump. (b) Clearly if the trust owned only the stock in Y and productive
real estate, the stock would be taxable. To differentiate between the two
situations would hardly seem logical. Acceptance of this conclusion
will necessitate that deductions be allocated to. each block of stock or
bond or note in order to determine whether there is net income dis-
tributed or distributable from it. However, this is simply carrying a
questionable policy one more questionable step.
TRUSTS
Charitable Trusts
C. 630 validates present and future charitable trusts where the trus-
tees have broad powers of selection of purpose and method. It enables
the trustee, inter alia, to make grants to corporations, associations or
other groups then existing or to be organized. And it authorizes the
courts to compel the trustees by mandamus, at the suit of the Attorney
General, to make such selection as may be required of purpose and
method.
Just as the Act of 19251 seems to have been designed to overrule
Thomas v. Clay,2 so this Act of 1947 seems to have been designed to
overrule Woodcock v. Wachovia Bank and Trust Company?
In the Woodcock case, .the Court held void for indefiniteness, a pro-
vision in a will that $10,000 was to be held by the executors in trust
and paid out within twenty years to "such corporations or associations
. . . as will'in their judgment best promote the cause of preventing
cruelty to animals in the vicinity of Asheville." After eleven years, the
estate had not been distributed, the trust had not been set up or paid
1 G. S. §§36-21 to 23.
187 N. C. 778, 122 S. E. 852 (1924). The Court held void for indefiniteness
a testamentary trust for "such worthy objects of charity as he shall determine upon
as being in accord with what my wishes and tastes in that direction were when
living."
3214 N. C. 224, 199 S. E, 20 (1938).
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out, and the two individual executors had died. Those entitled under
the residuary clause in the will sued the surviving corporate executor
for a declaration that the charitable bequest was void, the executor was
willing to carry out the trust, but still proposed no plan. The Court
had no difficulty with the protection of animals as a charitable purpose,
or, in the light of the Act of 1925, with the initial power of the trustee
to make a selection of purposes or beneficiaries. The cause of the
invalidity is thus expressed, at page 230 of the official report:
"By what means is the promotion of the cause to be effectu-
ated? The executors are required to pay $10,000 to an
unnamed nonexistent beneficiary for the indefinite purpose of
promoting the cause of preventing cruelty to animals, with no
directions to the corporation or association to be selected, or
means of assurance that the ultimate recipient will use the fund
for the purpose indicated, with no power of control or supervi-
sion over its administration. Not only is the purpose of the trust
indefinite and uncertain, but the fund is left to the uncontrolled
discretion, not of the trustees, but of the trustees' donee, one step
further than the curative statute purports to extend. There is
here no charitable organization with well-defined purposes and
plans for the carrying out of benevolences, such as a church, a
board of missions, school committee, or other established institu-
tion, capable, of administering a trust of an eleemosynary
nature."
This decision has been adversely criticised by Scott,4 Bogert,5 and
the law reviews. 6 One might wonder what the decision would have
been had the executors within a reasonable time proposed to turn the
funds over to such an institution as the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. That is to say, perhaps the decision rests mainly
upon the court's lack of confidence in this particular project, because
of the delay, inaction and lack of plan. Note the last sentence quoted
above from the opinion.
In any event, the 1947 Act goes beyond the 1925 Act, to cure "the
uncontrolled discretion, not of the trustees but of the trustees' donee."
It probably overrules Gaston County United Dry Forces, Inc. v. Wil-
Ains.7 It does not, however, affect the unwillingness of the North
Carolina courts to apply the doctrine of cy pres.8
' Scorr, TE1E LAW OF TRUSTS (1939), vol. 3, §396, n. 4.
5
BOGERT, THE LAW OF TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES (1946 Cum. Supp.) vol. 2, §366,
r. 97.
'Notes 37 Micar. L. REv. 1132 (1939); 6 U. CHI. L. REv. 332 (1939).
1211 N. C. 560, 191 S. E. 8 (1937). The Court held void a bequest to "any
organization which may be organized for enforcing the prohibition laws" of the
county.
'See Note, 1 N. C. L. Rzv. 41 (1922) ; Woodcock v. Wachovia Bank and Trust
Co., 214 N. C. 224, 199 S. E. 20 (1938). Compare Noel v. Olds, 138 F. 2d 581
(App. D. C. 1943) (in which the University of North Carolina invoked cy pres in
the District of Columbia to attempt to 'obtain the Ackland art gallery).
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The new statute may be a factor in the case, now pending in the
supreme court, between the Zachary Smith Reynolds Foundation, Wake
Forest College, the Safe Deposit and Trust Company of Baltimore and
the North Carolina State Baptist Convention, wherein the superior court
on May 2, 1947, upheld a proposed conditional gift of a considerable
annual income from the trustees of the Foundation to the trustees of
the college. 9
WILLS-CAVEAT
C. 781 amends G. S. §31-33, making some changes in the language
of the latter more for clarification purposes than for any other reason.
C. 781 also amends G. S. §31-35 to permit, upon the issue of devisavit
vel non, the use in evidence of the affidavit and proofs-taken by the
clerk in the probate of a will in common form-of a subscribing witness
who has since such probate become insane or mentally incompetent.
Section 31-35 formerly applied only to a subscribing witness who had
died or was absent from the state. The amending act thus enlarges the
scope of that section.
'Affirmed, 227 N. C. 500, 42 S. E. 2d 910 (June 5, 1947). After distinguishing
the Woodcock and Gaston cases on the facts, the Chief Justice says: "Moreover,
the recent legislation on the subject, G. S. 36-21, and House Bill No. 678, Session
1947, ought to suffice to quiet the matter." 227 N. C. at 513, 42 S. E. 2d at 918.
